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1 - THE PLANNING PROCESS Sr*

The Mountain Town Sub-Area Plan is

information becomes available,

intended as the means to impiement the
broader goals outlined in the Steamboat
Springs Area Community Plan (1995).

demographics of the community change,

The Mountain Town Plan is also an
outgrowth of efforts by property owners
in the mountain base area to enlist public
support and funding for needed
improvements to revitalize the resort. Their

efforts were successful in gaining approval
of a Downtown Development Authority in
May of 1997. In November 1997, City
Council authorized the formation of an
eleven-member DDA board to produce a

DDA Plan of Development. Wishing the
DDAto base its plan of development on a

and properties develop.

The purpose of this draft document is to
explain the rationale for recommendations
made by the consulting team, to clarify the
alternatives where more than one course of

action is available, and to outline the
implications of choosing one option over
another Based on the analysis of issues,
the public input received, and experience
gained in other mountain communities, the
consulting team has endeavored to
assembie a rational set of recommendations

that will provide the City of Steamboat
Springs with a step-by-step pian of action.

broader plan for the sub-area, Council

initiated the Mountain Town planning

In this document, there are separate

process.

chapters for each of the three resort
commercial nodes (chapters 3, 4, and 5).

Each of these chapters outlines existing
conditions and issues, community

Mission and Purpose

of the Plan
The purpose of the Mountain Town Sub"
Area planning process is to provide the City
of Steamboat Springs with a plan that can
be adopted and used as a flexible decision-

making tool to guide the redevelopment
and revitalization of the resort commercial
areas of the City.

objectives and priorities, and specific
recommendations for improvement relating

to the individual node. Chapter 6 presents
a phasing plan for each node,based on
community pn'orifies, fiscal realities and the
estimated lead-time needed to design and
engineer each element. The chapter also

highlights the decisions that must be made
before certain improvements can proceed
and consolidates the steps into a matrix

illustrating simultaneous actions in all three
nodes. Finally, chapter 7 estimates the
range of costs and chapter 8 discusses

Purpose of
This Document

funding strategies and tools.

This draft document Is not yet the finai

Policy Objectives

Mountain Town plan, ready for adoption.

There are still choices to be debated and
decisions to be made by the City Council.
Before it can be adopted, the draft plan will
go through the normal process of public
review, during which there will be still more
opportunities for public input. Once
adopted, the plan will still be a "living
document" that can be modified as more

The following policy objectives, articulated
by the community through the Steamboat
Springs Area Community Plan (1995) and
other adopted community documents,

serve as the foundation for the Mountain
Town Sub-Area planning process and
future decision-making regarding the

revitalization of the study area:

MOUNTAIN TOWN
SUB-ARgiA PS^M

1. Strengthen the Economic Base
To create a livelier year-round mixed use

commercial core in the Old Town and at
the ski base, acknowledging that
outdoor-based recreation and resort-

oriented tourism will continue to be the
economic backbone of the community,
A stronger resort sector is seen as a

5. Preserve the Community's

Historical Heritage
To maintain and emphasize historical
design traditions and land use patterns
within the commercial core areas in
order to preserve the cultural heritage of
the Steamboat region and strengthen

the community's distinctive identity.

means to develop a more balanced
economy, diversify commercial
opportunities, and increase non-tourism
related activities.
2. Promote Infil) Development

6. Utilize Creative Financing
IVIechanisms

To identify creative sources of public
and private funding so that adequate
capital may be raised from all possible

To promote infill development within the

sources to fund desired private and

City's existing commercial areas and

public improvements. It is not the intent

reinforce nodes of mixed land uses

that public funds be used for private

which sen/e as community cores.

improvements.

3. Enhance Community Identity

and Vitality
To promote public and private
improvements in the Old Town and ski
base commercial areas that will make
these nodes more vibrant environments
for guests and residents. This means

improving their aesthetic and sensory
quality through the sensitive design of
high-activity areas, community
gateways, and landmarks. And it means

encouraging the evolution of individual
neighborhood character while retaining
a shared sense of community.
4. Improve Circulation, Access,

and Mobility
To improve the flow of pedestrian,
vehicular, bicycle and mass transit traffic
and organize it in a comprehensive,

integrated transportation system which
will enhance the linkage bet/veen the
core areas and the efficiency of Highway
40 as a transit corridor. The Old Town
and ski base core areas are

interdependent and will benefit from
improved physical connections and a
reduction in the negative impacts of
excessive vehicular traffic.

Ground Rules for the
Planning Process
The City of Steamboat Springs is
committed to open, honest and fair

processes that foster informed judgment
and better decision-making. In order to
clarify roles and expectations and ensure

that the Mountain Town Sub-Area planning
process is undertaken and completed in a
responsible way, the following ground rules

were approved by City Council to guide the
process:
1. Policy Framework

The IVtountain Town Sub-Area Plan will
be based on specific policy objectives
adopted by the City Council that reflect
the community's interests. The
Mountain Town Sub-Area Plan will serve

as the policy framework for all future
decision-making on specific public and
private development and redevelopment
proposals within the study area,
including the Plan of Development that
is subsequently produced by the
Downtown Development Authority
(DDA). The Sub-Area Plan may be
amended from time to time.
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2. Study Area Limits
The Mountain Town Sub-Area Plan
study area will include ail commercia!
areas within the City limits that serve

7. City Council Approval
The City Councii wiil have final decisionmaking authority on the Mountain
Town Sub-Area Plan, adoption of

visitors as weil as local residents.

implementing actions, use of land in the

The focus of the study will be on three
primary districts: the Old Town

public domain, public improvements,
and public financing mechanisms. The

commercial core, the Mt Werner ski

City Council or its authorized boards

base area, and the Highway 40 corridor
that links them. The study area

will make final decisions on subsequent

boundaries may or may not be the same
as the Downtown Development

site-specific development proposals
consistent with the Mountain Town
Sub-Area Plan.

Authority's Jurisdictional boundaries.
3. Community Participation and
American Skiing Company

Amendment Procedure

In the Mountain Town planning process,

the City of Steamboat will work
col!aboratively with ail interested citizens
and property owners, including the
American Skiing Company (ASC). The
plan ultimately recommended may or
may not reflect development approaches

currently being explored byASC.
4. Confidentiality
Proprietary information of any private
property owner or developer will remain
private and confidential unless it
becomes part of a public record.

As stated in its mission and purpose, the
Mountain Town Sub-Area Plan is a flexible
decision-making tool. To ensure flexibility in

its application, the Plan must have the
capability to be amended.
At the time of a development application,
a land owner may petition the City to
amend the Plan. Alternatively, a majority
of business owners in a resort-related

commercial area may petition the City with
suggestions or recommendations as to

other ways in which the revitaiization of
their commercial area may be enhanced.

5. No Loss of Housing or Parking

There will be no net loss to the
Steamboat Springs community of either
locals' housing or parking spaces (public
and private) now existing in the study
area.

The City agrees to review such suggestions
and recommendations and work in good

faith with the property and business owners
in the resort-related commercial area to
revise, improve, or modify the Plan to

further the community goal of revitaiizing
that area. The amendments must be

6. Public/Private Collaboration
Collaborative public/private
redevelopment and financing ventures,

including but not limited to the existing
Downtown Development Authority, will
be considered the vehides for

recommended by the Planning Commission
and adopted by City Council at a public
hearing.

implementation of recommendations of
the Mountain Town Sub-Area Plan.
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Planning Methodology

various issues, (The resulting maps are

The Mountain Town Sub-Area Plan is really

commercial node.)

three plans, one on each commercial node
and each one having different issues and
priorities. The consultants' scope of work
was divided into three phases, and work in
each phase proceeded simuitaneously in
the three commercial nodes. In the first

phase (problem identification), consultants
worked to collect and analyze data,
understand issues and constraints, listen
to the community's vision, and reach a

included in the chapters on each

Concluding the first phase of planning work
(the problem identification phase), a
presentation was made by the consulting

team to a Joint session of the Steamboat
Springs City Councii, Planning
Commission, and the DDA Board on May
21,1998. The team's preliminary
observations on land use and circulation

consultants worked with staff and

issues, economic trends, tax increment
funding projections, and conference center
issues were discussed with the board
members, and informal direction was

community members to generate and
evaluate conceptual aiternatives. In the

exploring options to address the key

consensus on priorities for each node.

In the second phase (conceptual planning),

third phase (refinement of concepts and
strategies), the consulting team has worked

requested to guide the consultants in
issues.

alternatives in each node together into an

Public input for the second phase of
planning work (generation of conceptual

implementation plan acceptable to the
community and consistent with the project

with a work session held specifically to

to refine concepts and bring the preferred

mission. All phases have involved

alternatives and plans), began on June 9,
review circulation issues and discuss

extensive public input.

alternatives for improvement in the

Community Involvement

and Circulation Plan consultants

Public outreach for the Mountain Town

circulation system. Participants inciuded
City staff from the planning, public works
and transit departments; the City's Mobility
(TransPlan); the fire marshal;
representatives from American Skiing Co.

Sub-Area planning process began on

and their planning consultants; and the

April 15 and 16, 1998 with an initial round
of stakeholder meetings. The goai of

and Design Workshop).

Sub-Area Plan consulting team (Charlier

these meetings - one for each of the City's
three commercial nodes (Old Town, the
Mt. Werner base area, and the US

held with staff from Steamboat Ski and

Highway 40 corridor) - was to gain a better

Resort Corp., American Skiing Company,
ASC's architects and planners, and the

understanding of the problems and issues

that the community expected the Mountain

City's planning staff and consultants. The

Town Sub-Area P!an to address.

purpose of the work session was to discuss

These initial stakeholder meetings were
followed by the first public workshop on
May 6, 1998, in which participants were

area and to identify areas of common purpose.

asked to react to problem statements and

12

On June 10, a similar work session was

broad goals for redevelopment in the base

On June 11,1998, another work session

brought together all interested local

issues maps developed from stakeholder

Steam boat-area planners and architects

input and to rate the relative importance of

to brainstorm possible solutions for the

1 - THE PLANNING PROCESS

most pressing issues in a!l three
commercial districts.

particularly interested in concepts for
redevelopment of outdated structures,

traffic calming, pedestrianization of resort
The second stakeholder meetings
were held on July 15 and 16 to review

core areas, and innovative ideas for
year-round activity.

conceptual alternatives for improvements

in Old Town and the ski base. (There was
no meeting specifically for the highway
corridor at this time.) Participants at the
Old Town meeting were asked to react to

diagrams relating to traffic calming
measures on Lincoln, possible locations for

a transit center and municipal parking
structure, improvements in the pedestrian
and bike networks, and alternative visions

Since the holidays and through the 1998-99
winter, the consulting team has worked with
the Mountain Business Association, Ski
Corp.. the Downtown Business Association
and various condominium associations in
an attempt to reach general agreement on
basic concepts for parking, circulation and
redevelopment, A final public meeting was

held on April 19, 1999 to review the draft

for future neighborhood character along the

plan. The Planning Commission and DDA

primary downtown streets. In the ski base

Board reviewed the draft in a work session

area, participants were asked to react to

alternatives for parking, transit, and

on April 20, 1999 and voted unanimously to
approve it in a PC/DDA hearing on May 13,
1999. On June 1, 1999, City Council
approved the draft with minor changes that
have been incorporated into this final

pedestrian connections throughout the

document.

diagrams relating to the realignment of Ski
Time Square Drive, the modification of the
eastern segment of Mt. Werner Circle, and

base area.

These issues proved to be difficult to
resolve, and some of the concepts being
considered were quite controversial. The
process was extended to allow for more

discussion with affected groups during
August and a third set of meetings with
stakeholders during the first week in

Summary of Priorities
and Recommendations
In brief, the following list highlights for each
of the three commercial nodes the

September. In the meantime, at the

concerns and top priorities of citizens who
participated in stakeholder meetings and

community's request, the scope of work

the recommendations for physical

was expanded to permit more field work
and analysis of parking utilization, sites and
programs for a multi-purpose civic facility,

and various options for transit and
circulation in the mountain base area. A

improvements that have significant public
funding implications. In addition, a number
of recommendations are made in other

chapters of the document that involve
improvements on private property, policies

haif-day open house was held on

and guidelines for new development, and

November 4, 1998 to invite questions and

the need for additional planning or detailed

assistance from the community in

engineering and design.

evaluating progress on options in all three
nodes, [n mid December, a group of

Steamboat officials and citizens took a field
trip to resort communities in Summit and
Eagle Counties to see how some of the
alternatives proposed for Steamboat had
worked in other places. They were
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Old Town

Mountain Area

The Main Concerns:

The Main Concerns:

» Lack of a safe, high quality

• Lack of pedestrian connections between

pedestrian environment
• Traffic volume and congestion on

• Potential for increasing conflicts between

Lincoln Ave.
• Shortage of convenient parking

• Confusing roads and paths - poor

• Architecture incompatible with
historical character
• Retail competitiveness
The Top Priorities:
• More sidewalks, public spaces, green
space downtown
• Reduction of traffic voiume and
congestion
• Neighborhoods connected to river

through downtown with safe
pedestrian/bike pathways
• Retention of Old Town as the heart
of the community
» Retention of City and County offices
downtown

vehicles and pedestrians
wayfinding
< Extreme seasonality in retail and

other activity
• Too few activities and attractions
• Expected loss of convenient parking
because of new development
• Mediocre architecture, incompatible with
Steamboat's character
< Poor connection with the natural
environment
The Top Priorities:

• Better public spaces and pedestrian
connections within the core, and

especially at the edge between the base
village and the ski mountain

• Restoration of historic buildings

• Better architecture, more expressive of

• Infill development on commercial streets
• More - and more diverse - retail

• Multi-purpose Civic Center facility

• Assured future supply of parking
for customers
• Visual arts center

place
• More summer activities
• More vigorous retail environment
The Primary Recommendations:

The Primary Recommendations:

• Bus turnaround in Ski Time Square

• Stockbridge Transit Center and Park 'n
Ride (Phase 1 funding already secured)

• New public spaces and streetscape

• Lincoln Avenue curb extensions at

• Burgess Creek trail corridor and park

sjgnalized intersections
• Sidewalks and on-street bike lanes on

Oak Street
• On-street bike lanes on 7ltl (or 8th)
• Sidewalks and streetscape
improvements on Yampa Street
Optional Improvements:
• Downtown parking structure

• 8th Street pedestrian mail
• New bus shelters on Lincoln

• Expanded park on Butcherknife Creek at
Yarn pa

14

destinations in the core

treatment in Ski Time Square
• High-frequency SST base area

circulator shuttle
• Reconfiguration of Mt. Werner Circle and

its intersections with Ski Time Drive and
Apres Ski Way and the addition of
pedestrian streetscape amenities
• Expansion and improvement of the

Gondola Transit Center
• Civic Center facility

1 - THE PLANNING PROCESS

Highway 40 Corridor
The Main Concerns:

• Lack of safe pedestrian and bike
connections
• Fear of the loss of open space and views

from the highway
• Placelessness - no identifiable character
The Top Priorities:
* Safe ped/bike connections across

the highway
• Stronger visual and physical connections
with open space along the river
« No more strip commercial development
• Better architectural character

• Continuation of the highway landscaping
program
• Stronger entry statement at the south end
of town
The Primary Recommendations:

• Continuous pedestrian connection

(sidewalk detached from roadway) from
Old Town to Pine Grove
• improved pedestrian crosswalks at Pine
Grove and Anglers

• Pedestrian/bike underpass at Fish Creek
• Open space acquisition

• Fish Creek trai! corridor
• Core Trail extensions

• Landscaping program for the highway
margin
• Waiton Creek tree planting program
Optional:
• Community WeUness Center

• South side park 'n ride

15
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Study Area Boundaries
and Areas of Focus

should really be three separate planning
projects, so different are the issues in each
node. But the intent of the sub-area

Although the Downtown Development

planning process is to bring stakeholders

Authority's initial area of interest was the

from each area together and broaden their

mountain base, City Council drew the
district boundaries to include the Old Town
core as well, partly to comply with the legal
standards that apply to the formation of
DDAs. And because a DDA district must
be composed of contiguous pieces, the

highway corridor that connects them a!so
became part of the district.
The Mountain Town Sub-Area is similar in

geographic scope to the district designated
for the Downtown Development Authority,

although the boundaries of the two study
areas are not entirely the same. (See Map
2-1.) The Mountain Town study area

excludes two school sites that are part of
the DDA because they have no commercial

activity and thus were unrelated to the
focus of the Mountain Town plan. Unlike
the DDA, the Mountain Town study area

also includes the entire width of the river

focus to find solutions to their disparate
concerns that also address communitywide interests and needs.

The County Planning Context
Facing rapid resort-sector growth and

reflecting a commitment to mutually
beneficial soiutions, the City of Steamboat
Springs and Routt County were joint
stakeholders in the process that produced
the Steamboat Springs Area Community
Plan. Routt County recognizes that

Steamboat Springs is the County's largest
city and the physical center for commerce
and government. Its vitality - and that of

the resort/tourism industry in particular is cruciai to the economic health of the
County as a whole. In accordance with

is an essential relationship between

the Steamboat Area Plan, Routt County
supports infill development and
redevelopment within the City, along with
the revitalization of the tourist-related

commercial vitality and recreational and
natural amenities.

commerciai districts to ensure economic
prosperity.

Because the focus of the Mountain Town
Sub-Area Plan is the revitalization of resort

The County's primary concern focuses not
on the physical improvements needed to

corridor from the western toe of slopes to

the highway and including the Howelsen
Hill complex. This was done because there

commercial areas, the study area does not

indude the West Steamboat commercial
area. The three nodes of particular interest

to this study are the Old Town core, the Mt.
Werner base area, and the US Highway 40
corridor,

improve the commercial areas, but on the
mechanisms selected to finance those
improvements. The County is concerned

that the funding source wiil not become a
burden to County revenues and that it does
not drain resources from other services the
County must provide.

What these three nodes have in common is

their appeal to both locals and visitors.
They are, however, quite distinct in
character, retail composition, economic
performance, mix of residential and other
uses, and variety of community issues. It

might appear that the Mountain Town Plan
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Characteristics Common to
Successful Retail Areas
City planners and urban designers, now
working as often in small towns and resorts
as in urban cities, espouse 3 shared
vocabulary of "piace-making" concepts.
These concepts, listed beiow, are the
products of experience gained in obsen/ing
places that draw peopie in, entice them to
stay, and encourage them to come back.
They are marks of successful communities,
not just successfu! resorts. These are the
same characteristics that have come up

wander and explore, the magnetic
attraction of the ski mountain.
• The Entry as a Symbol of Place -

Consistency of the town gateways with
community identity, image, and the

natural qualities of a place; first
impressions from the road, the ctarity of
arrival and wayfinding.
These concepts have been fundamental

influences in the evolution of all
recommendations in the Mountain Town
Sub-Area Plan,

time and again in the Mountain Town Plan
community and stakeholder meetings:
• Mixed Uses - Multiple generators of
activity to intensify year-round use.
• Civic Places - Diversity of community
landmarks, parks, and gathering places

to support a vibrant public life for both
locals and visitors.
• Connectivity - Physical and visual
connections with public landmarks,
community destinations, open space,
parks and nature; trails, views, landscape
elements in the core.
• Control of the Automobile - Measures

that facilitate mobility and accommodate
both peopie and cars: traffic caiming
measures, public transit, infill of surface

parking in core areas, reduced visibility of
parking.
• Good Streets - Cars subordinate to
people, diversity of uses at ground level,

human scale buildings, pedestrian
amenities (shade, landscaping, lighting,
seating for old folks as well as young),
varied public spaces, visibility of shops.
• Retention of Energy in the Center -

Good people places, we!! articulated
edges to "catch" and hold people,

intrigue and enticement, the ability to
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The Economic Environment
The importance of the resort and tourism

industry to the economic health of
Steamboat Springs - indeed, most of
Colorado's ski towns - would be hard to
overestimate. Tourism and the natural

attraction of Steamboat Springs have
powered average growth in the City's
year-round population of about 4% per
year, faster than Routt County as a whole,
and an annual increase in sales tax
revenues at a strong rate of about 7%
per annum. Total City sales tax revenues

were $10.7 million in 1997 and $11.6
million in 1998. Over the period from
1990 to 1996, annual sales tax revenue
increased 36%, but skier visits were flat,

indicating a weakening relationship
between skiing and economic vitality
(Fig 2-1).
The Highway 40 Corridor accounts for
the single largest share of sales tax, with

approximately 31% of the City's total sales
tax receipts in 1998. The Mountain Area is
second at just over 27%, while the Old
Town commercial core, at 22%, has the

third largest share (Fig 2-2). In the eight
years from 1991 to 1998, sales tax
revenues grew faster in the Highway
Corridor than in the other two nodes

2 - THE STUDY AREA

(Fig 2-3), and seasonal fluctuation is

Fig 2-2

less significant in that commercial area

Source of Sales Tax by Area,

(Fig 2-4). Revenues fall dramatically in the

City of Steamboat Springs, 1998
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Fig 2-1
Retail Sales Tax Collections,

Steamboat Ski Resort Visits vs. City of Steamboat Springs, 1998
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Fig 2-3
Sales Tax Collections by Area,

City of Steamboat Springs, 1991-1998
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Fig 2-4
Comparison of Sales Tax Collections by Month,
Old Town/Hwy 40/Mt. Werner, 1998
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Fig 2-5
Seasonaiity of Retail Sales in Selected Colorado IVlountain Towns
Percent of Sales in Winter (November 1996-April 1997) vs. Percent of Sales in Summer (May-October 1997)
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3 - IMPROTONTS IN OLD TOWN

Study Area Boundaries

street itself is now a U.S. highway that
funnels a high voiume of traffic through the

The Old Town study area consists of the

heart of town.

blocks from Dr. Rich Weiss Park on the

south to 13th Street at the northwest end of
downtown, and from Howelsen Hill to the
alley between Oak and Pine (see Map 2-1).
This area contains virtually all of the

One street to the north, Oak is 9
neighborhood in transition. On the side
closest to Lincoln, roughly half of the

business enterprises in the downtown area

commercial use (the Oak Street Mal! and

and has historically been the commercial
heart of the community. Though not

the phone company, for example) or razed

contiguous, the Stockbridge parcel recently

for access and service. Municipal and
County offices are also located on this side

purchased by the City is also part of this
node.

residential lots have been redeveloped for

for parking lots. Many of these use the alley

of Oak. On the other side of the street, the
residential character remains somewhat
intact, with several churches long

Existing Conditions

established in the neighborhood. Generally
speaking, this street piays an important role,

both physically and visually, as the transition
Community Form and Property

zone between Lincoin and the residential

Ownership

neighborhoods beyond. Through-traffic is an
increasing impact as commuters seek to

Steamboat's Old Town, like most historic

avoid congestion on Lincoln.

Western towns, is characterized by

gridded streets and a finely textured
mosaic of individuai lots. Main streets in

the grid were laid out roughly parallel to
the Yampa River, with Lincoln Avenue

aligned with a view of the Sleeping Giant
and cross-streets dead-ending at the river,
forming almost perfectly square blocks.

There are many individual property
owners in Old Town. Only the City, Routt
County, and a few businesses, such as

Norwest Bank and Community First Bank,

Toward the river, Yampa Street is evidence
of the lower value early settlers gave to

property along the river and the raiiroad.
it is a catch-ail of parking lots, small
houses, trailer homes, municipal utilities,
and emergency services. Only a few
businesses (the Yacht Ciub, Le Peep,

Backdoor Sports) have located on the river
side of Yampa to take advantage of a river
frontage. Parks at both ends of the street

offer hints of what the street could become

control more than a few lots. There are

if reconnected to its natural amenity. Cars

public rights-of-way of varying widths on

move more slowly along Yampa; throughtraffic hasn't been considered a significant

all downtown streets.

problem on this street.

Lincoln Avenue has historically been the
remains so today. It is where most
downtown retail businesses are located,

The numbered cross-streets are almost as
wide as the main street. In only a few
instances has retail successfully turned the

although retail is not equally strong along

corner from Lincoln. With the exception of

main commercial street in town and

the entire street. The core of Lincoln
Avenue may be the blocks from 7th to 9th,

51h, which is the only vehicular bridge
across to Howelsen, and 7" 8th and 9tt1,

where a number of historic two-story

there is little street-related commercial

buildings remain as remnants of a livelier
19th century commercial main street. The

width may once have been a functional

activity on the cross-streets. While their
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necessity, they now seem oversized for
their relative importance in the commercial

The Commercial zone district provides an

life of present-day Old Town.

heavy pedestrian activity. The associated

Zoning and Land Use

automobile trafRc is controlled at a low
speed limit to provide a more appropriate
environment for the significant pedestrian

Old Town is a mixed use district containing

flow. The Commercial Transition zone
district is intended to allow commercial uses

area for high intensity commercsai uses with

retail shops and services oriented to locals
and visitors as well as motels, gas stations,

with a moderate impact that can provide a

restaurants, bars, a movie theater, the
Tread of the Pioneers Museum and

intense commercial development.

Utterback House, the post office and
commercial and government offices. The

district is contained at both ends by town
parks. There are single family and mobile
home residences on the streets adjoining
Lincoln.

transition between residential and more

The City is currently rewriting its
Community Development Code and at this
time is proposing that there be three
commercial districts in the Old Town Area to
recognize the unique character of each

district.

In the existing Community Development
Code, the area is primarily covered by two
commercial zone districts (see Map 3-3).

The Retail Environment

Lincoln Avenue and Yampa Street are

zoned Commercial (C), whiie most of Oak

Total existing retail space in Old Town is
difficult to determine. A 1998 retail survey

Street is zoned Commercial Transition

by lan Thomas Consultants estimated

(CT). There are a few properties on Oak
Street zoned Multifamily - High Density
(RMH) and Commercial (C), and remnants
of Agricultural (AR) zoning for properties
adjacent to the Yampa River as well as the

540,000 square feet, or approximately 45
percent of the total commercial space

within the City limits. It is unlikely, however,
that the square footage actually used for
retail is this high. The majority of shops and

Howelsen Hill compiex. The Old Town area

restaurants are in older buildings and are

is surrounded by Agriculture (A) zoned
open space or Residential - High Density

(RH).

anticipated in Old Town. On an annual

Existing Zone Districts in

basis from 1991-1997, the Old Town

Old Town

commercial area accounted for the third

Development
Standards

C Zone

CT Zone

Max. Building

3 stories (permit to

3 stories (permit to

Height

exceed up to 8 stories)

exceed up to 4 stories)

Density

No requirements

Subject to the Low
Intensity Commercial
Bonus System

Setbacks
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relatively small, with standard sidewalk
frontage, There is no reliable estimate of
how much new retail space might be

No requirements

10 feet all property lines

largest share of City sales tax
revenue (22%), after the Highway Corridor
(31%) and the Mountain Area (30%).
(West Steamboat accounts for the
remainder.) There is marked seasonality

in sales tax collections from Old Town
(Fig 3-1), although not as much as at the
ski base, and annual tax revenues have
been relatively flat in recent years.

3 - IMPROVEMENTS IN OLD TOWN

Fig 3-1
Sales Tax Collections by Month,
Old Town Commercial Core, 1998
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Source: City of Steamboat Springs, 1999.

The Vision for Old Town

more of the same. They see Oak as a
residentiai-scaled concentration of

The Steamboat comnnunity has great

commercial and civic sen/ices primarily for
locals. They don't mind its transformation

affection for Oid Town. Citizens envision a
downtown that will remain the commercial
and civic heart of the community. They
want a downtown that respects and
expresses its history and its natural
environment, especially its relationship to

the river and its tributaries, the hot springs,
and the views of surrounding mountains.

They see a downtown that provides the
services and retail goods that locals need,

but that also offers retail, recreational and
entertainment opportunities attractive to

from residential to commercial, but they
would like new buildings to be compatible
in scaie and texture with the existing
residential pattern. They like the re-use of
existing residential structures and a
residential streetscape pattern of sidewalks,
street trees and on-street parking. They
would oppose strip commercial forms or
larger buildings.

both visitors and locais. They want a place

Yampa is a street in transition. On the
north side of the street are a number of

where people can walk, gather, shop,and
meet their neighbors. They see Lincoln as

south side, backing onto the river, there is a

the place to concentrate retail businesses

and want to see it extend as far down the
main street in both directions as possible.
Community members see Oak and Yampa
Streets as complementary to Lincoln
Avenue commercial, but not necessarily as

municipal facilities and utilities, while on the
mix of small residential properties, some of

which are being upgraded or redeveloped
to house commercial services, retail
businesses, and new restaurants. In
general, the street is viewed as having

great potential for the development of
recreation and entertainment-related
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businesses that will attract both locals and
visitors. Accordingly, the Sub-Area PSan
encourages the continuing transition of the
street to more intensive recreation, retail
and entertainment activities; the retention of

Town pedestrian network and will be the
most likely places to find opportunities for
new and better public spaces. Views to
Emerald Mt. and Howelsen Hill's ski jumps
are valued, and the on-street parking these

a small-town, fine-textured character; and
increased public connections to the river.

streets provide is critical to the retaii

The Yampa River is highly valued as an
(underutilized) amenity in 0!d Town, and
Yampa Street is considered the key to
strengthening the role of the river in

General design guidelines and

businesses on Lincoln.

redeveiopment objectives for each of these
three commercial core streets are outlined
under "Specific Recommendations" beiow.

downtown life, People would like to see

the graduai relocation of existing municipal
facilities if this can be done without
conflicting with the needs of the municipal

Objectives for the Study Area

services that presently occupy those

structures (Public Safety and Emergency
Sen/ices in particular). The phasing out of

Community input suggests that the issues

smaller properties in disrepairwas also

circulation more than any other factor:

mentioned frequently as a desire. While
some view the trailer park as an

making pedestrian circulation safer and

appropriate expression of Steamboat's
eclecticism and as needed affordable

intrusive, and convenient parking more
available, (see Maps 3-1 and 3-2.) These

housing, most see that parcel as an ideal
redevelopment parcel. New locals' housing,

of greatest concern in Old Town relate to

more pleasant, vehicular circulation iess

issues are reflected in the following

community recreational amenities, and

statement of objectives that evolved from
public meetings;

compiementary commercial would make
sense here, especially if connected to the

1. Quality of the Urban/Pedestrian

Core Trail, Dr. Rich Weiss Park,
and the southern end of Howelsen Hill's
facilities across the river. As with Oak
Street, sidewalks, street trees, and on-

Environment
The community's objective is to
perpetuate a vibrant downtown district
of intensive mixed uses and notable

street parking are an integral part of the

buildings that genuinely reflect

vision for Yampa Street.

Steamboat's history and its present
status as a premier mountain resort.

If Lincoln Avenue is the community's
commercial heart, Howelsen Hill is its much
loved recreational heart. It boasts a ski hi!!,
ski jumps, rodeo grounds, piaying fields, the
Howeisen Ice Arena, the multi-use Olympian

2. Pedestrian and Bicycle Connections
The community's fundamental objective

is to improve the retail vitality of
Steamboat's downtown core by

Hall, and a network of hiking and hiking
trails. It is the venue for a multitude of

providing attractive pedestrian

important community events, from Winter
Carnival to free summer concerts.

to those on foot, and multiplying

There is a less cleariy defined vision for the

neighborhoods, and the existing and

amenities, reducing the safety hazards
connections between downtown and the
river and Howelsen, the adjacent

cross-streets in Old Town, although they
are seen as key connectors in the Old
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future trail system.
3. Vehicular Circulation
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The community's objective is to
accommodate high traffic volumes on

Lincoln, but calm the effect of traffic in

Cooperation with private landowners to
convert inefficient surface parking lots or

order to reclaim the street for
pedestrians and retail businesses.

vacant areas on Lincoln into public

A corollary goal is to reduce the number

the lost parking can be mitigated.

spaces and active uses, assuming that

of vehicle trips rather than divert traffic
into adjacent neighborhoods and cause
congestion or to constrict through-town
traffic flow.

Maximization of short-term on-street

parking by better enforcement of time
limits and providing other alternatives for
employee parking.

4. Downtown Parking
The community's objective is to

strengthen the vitality of downtown

Policies to encourage historically
accurate restoration of valued

retail business and to assure that

commercial buiidings.

downtown remains the commercial

heart of the city by providing an

Dedicated shuttle drop-off areas off

adequate supply of convenient shortterm parking for customers and long-

Lincoln and improved transit stops on
Lincoln,

term parking for employees.
incentives to encourage infiil
5. Public Transit

The community's objective is to offer

development and redevelopment of
unattractive and underutilized properties.

Improved public transit services as an
attractive alternative to the private car
in order to reduce vehicular traffic in

Better directional signage to downtown
destinations and parking.

and through Old Town.

identification of surface water drainage
needs.

General Strategies for
improvement
The Sub-Area Plan recommends these
general strategies:

Lincoln Ave.

• improvement of the pedestrian
environment on Lincoln and selected
cross-streets.

• Stronger, safer cross-street pedestrian

and bicycle connections through
downtown from the neighborhoods and
schools to the river and Howelsen Hill.

• Identification of opportunities where
public spaces and additional landscaping
might be developed in the downtown
area on public and private land.
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Specific Recommendations

are the only trait many buildings have in
common. Some of the most attractive

This section discusses specific
recommendations to address the five

primary issues identified in Old Town.
Please refer to Chapter 6 for a phasing
pian that outlines a sequence of steps to
implement these recommendations and

identifies the decisions that must be made
before final alternatives can be selected.

Refer to Chapter 7 for estimated costs and
Chapter 8 for funding strategies and
options.

blocks on Lincoln are those with Ehe
original hA/o-story brick buildings, but
parking requirements make it difficult to
redevelop the area's narrow iots with

buildings taHer than one story. Without a
clear vision for the future character of Old
Town streets and neighborhoods, there is a

danger that the inevitable redevelopment of
deteriorating and underutilized properties
will not be consistent with Steamboat
Spring's identity and desired image.
Urban Design Recommendations

To build a stronger small-town urban fabric

Public Spaces and the Quality of
the Pedestrian Environment

in Old Town, these steps are recommended:

For Old Town generally:

The Problem

Steamboat is noticeably lacking in
attractive downtown plazas and
landscaped areas. Those that do exist are
unconnected to other destinations and

public parks. Some of the oider buildings
in Old Town have been remodeled in
incompatible styles (Radio Shack, for
example), existing design guidelines have

1. Implement the recommendation for
curb extensions at primary Old Town
intersections to increase the amount

and quality of public space
downtown.

2. Encourage infiif devefopment (See
Map 3-4.)

not helped to encourage better buildings,

and shingled mansards - inexplicably
unrelated to indigenous styles of building "

3. Develop stronger design guidelines
for architecture, public spaces,
historic preservation, and

landscaping. Additional design
guidelines drafted by a preservation
consultant are currently being

considered to reflect the unique historic
characteristics of Old Town
commercial architecture.
4. Reinforce the sense of entry into the
downtown core by enhancing and

extending the landscape of the parks at
both ends of Lincoln, presen/ing the view

iines to Mt. Werner and the Sleeping
Giant, and adding other arrival
landmarks (signage, monuments).
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Lincoln Avenue

Fig 3-2
Design concept for a
pedestrian mail on 8th
Street in Old Town.
Elements include a water
feature, outdoor seating
areas, benches, street trees

and crosswalks at
adjacent intersections.

5. Keep the County and City functions

(beh/veen 6th and 10lh); encourage

downtown and continue the planning

conversion of ground floor commercial

now in process for municipal facilities

space from office to retail/restaurant/

expansion and redevelopment.

entertainment to office.

6. Identify sites that could become new
public spaces: spaces between
buildings or places where interior uses,
such as restaurants, could spill out onto

3. Encourage improvement or
redevelopment of the motei properties
on Lincoln, while retaining lodging as an
appropriate use.

the pavement, (see Map 3-5.)
4. Explore ways to make the public space
7. Consolidate dumpsters wherever
possible.

in front of the County building more
suitable as a venue for community
events.

For Lincoln:
For Oak Street:
1. Specify a build-to line in the
Community Development Code for ail
properties on Lincoln to define and
contain the public right-of-way and

1. Encourage adaptive re-use of older

residential buildings in order to preserve
the residential scale of the street.

preserve the consistent frontage typical
of an historic main street.

2. Discourage unscreened surface
parking lots, strip commerciaf

existing and new buildings beyond the

development, and large buildings that
are not compatible with the scale of the

blocks that are currently most active

neighborhood.

2,. Encourage new retail to locate in
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Town may diminish the potential for a

canopy of the neighborhood by restricting

successful pedestrian mail, in particular

site coverage, requiring new street trees

the lack of consistently strong retail

as a condition of development approval,

activity on any of the cross-streets and

and protecting existing mature trees

the absence of high-intensity pedestrian

(Fig 3-3).

volumes on any downtown street. Also
of concern are the long, narrow buildings

For Cross-Streets and Alleys:

on Lincoln that offer few opportunities for

1. Encourage improvements in the

cross-street sides. However, these

new retail spaces on their mostly blank

alleys on both sides of Lincoln where
this would not interfere with service and

conditions do not mean that a mall

delivery or emergency access. Consider

the community's goal in deveioping a
mall must be clear. In the case of Old

improving rear building entries with
signage and lighting, burying power
lines, consolidating dumpsters, and

Town, the need for additional public

upgrading drainage and paving systems

space appears to be as important a
factor in the decision as is the desire for

where needed and appropriate.

a more vigorous retail environment,

2. Consider closing a half block on 8th or
9th Street to create a pedestrian mail
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cannot work. They simply point out that

There are more examples of

unsuccessful pedestrian malls in North

connecting neighborhoods through
downtown to the river (Fig 3-2). Vehicuiar

America than of ones that work. Close

access to the alley between Lincoln and

Junction have largely failed to achieve

Yampa must be maintained.

the hoped-for downtown renaissance.
However, the Cooper and Durant Street

There has been considerable community
interest in this idea, but no consensus on

pedestrian mails in Aspen and the Pearl
Street mall in Boulder are wildly

to home, malls in Greeley and Grand

whether to proceed. There is some

successful magnets for people. In

concern that existing conditions in Old

general, successful downtown public
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spaces (or pedestrian mails) have
certain essential characteristics:

circulation? If these needs can be met
by other means, closing a street to
create a pedestrian mall may represent

• They attract people and are actively

an unnecessary risk.

used pedestrian environments.

• No detrimentaf impacts on traffic
• They are active at least in part

circulation. If a street is closed, traffic

because they provide a primary

will redistribute to other streets. This

pedestrian route between major
destinations. They are firmly

should not result in unacceptable
levels of traffic on those streets and

embedded in the core of their

should not significantly diminish the

downtowns.

accessibility of the commercial area.

• They attract retail businesses and
restaurants and contribute to the

• Close to a good supply of parking.
The priman/ source of pedestrians is

greater health and vitality of the

parked cars, Pedestrian spaces

downtown retail environment.

require an adequate supply of nearby,
convenient pubiic parking.

• They satisfy a community need for
public space without causing greater
traffic congestion.

If a decision is made to proceed with a
street ciosure, there are other factors to

consider in making the choice of which
Drawing from the characteristics of these

cross-street to close. Among these are:

prime examples, this plan suggests the

following points to consider in making a
decision to close an Old Town crossstreet and convert it to pedestrian space.

• Views of Howelsen and the strength of
the visual connection beh/veen the
town core and the mountain.

Among the criteria the City might use to
evaluate a plan are these:

• Topographic variation along the street.

• Urban scale and proper spatial
dimensions. The street should be

« Existing subsurface utilities that may
complicate the ciosure.

intimate enough to allow for a
comfortable sense of enclosure. The

ideal relationship between the width of
the. street and the height of the
buildings that edge it is a ratio of about

• Potential to daylight a tributary creek
as part of the public space design,
• Proximity to the existing pedestrian
bridge over the river

two to one,

• Pedestrian/bike circulation patterns
• Presence of an active street wall. The
street that is converted to a pedestrian

between the river and destinations
north of Old Town.

space should have numerous closely
spaced storefronts and front doorways
accessing active businesses to create

• Traffic circulation patterns through Old
Town and projected impacts on these.

intense pedestrian activity,
• Sen/ice and delivery constraints.
• Need. Is the conversion necessary to

provide adequate public spaces
downtown or to improve pedestrian

• Presence of existing (and potential)
retail space and restaurants, especially
on the sunny side of the street.
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• Ability to program the use of a fu!l
• Presence of special or historic

block.

buildings on the cross-street or on the
comer at Lincoln,

• Potentia! for retail development along

the entire frontage of the public space.
• Proximity to potential new retail
development or expanded recreational
facilities on Yampa.

For Yampa Street
1. Encourage the small residential

• Proximity to existing and proposed

municipai parking lots (or future

properties along the river side of the
street to convert to public uses and

parking structures).

open up public points of access to the
river. In redevelopment, give priority to
resort-related retail, recreation,
entertainment and lodging uses.

• Potential to use new public space to

support existing special events (and
civic facilities) in Old Town.

2. Actively explore redevelopment
options for the trailer home property,

There is also a question as to whether

an entire biock or oniy a half block could
be closed to vehicular traffic. Suggested
criteria are:

incorporating new river front open space
into the site plan and considering where
to relocate the current residents on the
site.

• Cost and availability of funding for
construction and maintenance.

Fig 3-4
Typical section for Yumpa
Street improvements,

including sidewalks on

3. Encourage consolidation or
relocation of municipal facilities now

• Need to retain alley access to

located on Yampa. Replace those

buildings with resort retail and

businesses.

• Need for more public space than a half
block provides.

recreation-related uses and public
parking.

both sides of the street

^\y^,

Varies
Mixed Use
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4. Encourage private owners to replace

long-term program of shade tree planting

existing surface parking lots with new
infiil development if consolidated parking

along the street that will give the
neighborhood a distinctly different

solutions can be found.

character from Lincoln.

5. Expand the river front park and Core
Trail system wherever existing public
parking can be relocated to the other side
of the street.
6. Require street trees and detached

sidewalks as a condition of any
development approval (Fig 3-4).

The Buildings on Yampa
1. All ground floor spaces facing the street
in redevelopment projects should house
active public uses. Windows and doors

should be emphasized and carefully
detailed to encourage more pedestrian
activity on the street.
2. A build-to line is not recommended.

Specific Guidelines for
Yampa Street
With significant potential for
redevelopment and new deveiopment,

Yampa Street is perceived by the
community as crucial to its overa!! image

and the future vitality of Old Town.
To ensure its development as a
commercially active neighborhood that is

distinctly different in character from

Building fronts need not align with one
another down the street. Instead,
variations in the front setbacks and

building facades facing Yampa are
encouraged to create numerous small
public spaces, courtyards, and planting

beds that add diversity to the street.
Covered porches facing the street are
encouraged,
3. Regular side setbacks are not

Lincoln or Oak, the Mountain Town Plan

recommended. However, individual

has formulated the following specific
guidelines:

standing, without common walls

The Streetscape

1. The street will be defined with new curb
and gutter. There will be two travel lanes
and parking on both sides.

buildings should appear to be freeconnecting to buiidings on adjacent lots.
Cooperation between neighbors is
encouraged so that side spaces between
buildings are not wasted, but instead
become interesting public walkways,
covered passageways, courtyard
gardens or view comdors to the river.

large shade trees and flowers. Where

The goal is that each building will have
unique character and building form but
that, together, they will create a fabric
that is interesting to explore. (Relevant
models for this kind of development are

there are commercial building entries,

the eclectic collection of 3rd Avenue

2. There will be 8' detached sidewalks on

both sides of the street. They wil! be
separated from the street by a generous

landscaped strip that accommodates

the sidewalk should widen to create

buildings in Denver's Cherry Creek North

outdoor niches for seating, public art,

and some parts of downtown

free-standing signage, and special

Breckenridge.)

plantings.

3. A primary design goal for the street is to
make it as green as possible through a

4. On the river side of the street, bui!ding
roofs should step down to emphasize
pedestrian scale at street level and
anchor the building to the ground.
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5. To differentiate Yampa Street commercial
buildings from those on Lincoln Avenue,

redevelopment should contribute to the
street landscape on a pro rata basis.

flat roofs on flat street facades and false
fronts are discouraged as a general

motif, although these couid be permitted
in iimited cases. Pitched roofs and shed
roofs are preferred to maintain the sense
of residential character.

6. Building forms and materials should
generally reflect the local heritage.
Unrelated contemporary forms and
materials are discouraged.

7. Uses within the building should exploit all

Incentives for Redevelopment

It is anticipated that the improvements
proposed in the public domain on Yampa
(sidewalks, street trees, landscaping) will
spark an increase in land values and

make possible the development and
redeveiopment of private properties
along the street. Other incentives may
be considered in the process of
reviewing and revising the Community
Development Code.

opportunities to construct and use sunny
outdoor decks and terraces along the
river frontage.
Site Development
1. Commercial developments are
encouraged to provide public access to
the river. Wherever possible, public

access to the river edge should be linked
with adjacent commercia! properties,

with the ultimate goal of extending the
riverwalk as far as possible in Old Town.
2. No off-street surface parking should be

visible from the street. All existing
surface parking on Yampa should be
screened as a condition of
redevelopment approval.
3. In the absence of an alley on the river

side ofYampa, any driveways that
access these properties must be
subordinate to continuous sidewalks
along the street. On the north side of
Yampa, vehjcular access through the

alley is encouraged in all redevelopment
projects in order to create a continuous
pedestrian environment.
4, Fences on the river side and along side
property lines are discouraged.

5, Owners proposing commercial
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Pedestrian and Bicycle
Connections
The Problems
Steamboat's downtown is not a comfortable

place to walk around in, despite the City's
small-town size. Because of traffic
volumes and the width of the street, Lincoin

is difficult to cross, especially at
unsignalized intersections. Sidewalks on
Lincoln feel exposed to traffic, and, in a
relatively narrow width, many uses share
the pavement, inciuding bus stops, cyclists,
low-branching street trees, and a few cafes
whose customers are impen/ious to the
noise. Sidewalks are not continuous on
Oak, Yampa or the cross-streets. The
cross-streets do not provide strong
connections to the river, which has the

potential to become a focal amenity. This
hazardous pedestrian zone separates

Howelsen Hill from schools and
neighborhoods.
For cyclists, the problems are not much
different. Lincoln .is a danger zone for
bikes, though some commuters brave it
anyway. Cross-streets are wide enough,
but traffic movements are not clearly

defined. Cyclists interested in speedy
transit rather than sightseeing tend to
use Oak and avoid the Core Trail, which
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parallels the river on the Old Town side

engineered in detail so that construction

only from just past 9" up to the park at 12th.

costs and the implications for parking,

The Core Trail runs from 9lh across the only

bus movements, snow removal, and

pedestrian river bridge, through a railroad

maintenance can be evaluated. The

underpass to the Howelsen parking lot,
then along River Road to Dr. Rich Weiss

intersection plan could be part of a larger

Park at the south end of Old Town. Where it
emerges from the park, it disappears at the
driveway of the Rabbit Ears Motel,
leaving cyclists stranded in the midst of

improvements along an entire block of
Lincoln (again, 7th to 8tr' is

Lincoln Avenue traffic or forced to continue

conceptual plan for streetscape

recommended).
Curb extensions and any other

south along the river

Lincoln Avenue
intersection

Recommendations for Pedestrian and

Bicycle Circulation
1. Curb Extensions on Lincoln

Consistent with the adopted Mobility and
Circuiation Plan (June 1998), the SubArea Plan recommends extending the

sidewalks into the parking lanes on all
four comers of all signalized
intersections on Lincoln, (See Map 3-6

and Fig 3-5.) This will effectively shorten
the distance pedestrians have to walk in
order to cross the street but will not
constrict the th rough-traffic lanes. Curb
extensions, or"bump-outs," at 3rd, 5th, 71h,

8th,and 9th will also yield more usable

public space at the intersections for
seating, bus stops, and landscaping.
The intersection at 11th, though not
signalized, or 13th could also be
improved by curb extensions to assist

pedestrian crossings at the west end of
Old Town. Consideration should also be

given adding curb extensions for any
new signalized intersection along
Lincoln.

Curb extensions will likely require
modifications to the grading of the street
pavement, the existing drainage system

at the comers, and the location of traffic
signal and streetlight poles. Not all
intersections need to be modified at the
same. time. The plan recommends that
one or two prototypical intersections (8tt1

and possibly 7?) be designed and

modifications to Lincoln Avenue need to

be discussed with CDOT. City staff is
advised to make contact with CDOT
as soon as possible.
In one public meeting, it was suggested
that, as an alternative to curb
extensions, the walk cycle be

lengthened on traffic lights on Lincoln to
give people more time to cross the
street. The transportation consultants

advised that this would cause greater
traffic congestion and that shortening the
walking distance is more effective in
moving more people across the

street.The Mobility and Circulation Plan
recommends pedestrian push buttons at
these signals as !ong as they are

synchronized with the normal traffic
cycle.

There has been some concern that the
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Many blocks on Old Town side streets

curb bump-outs are not consistent with
the historic character of the street. To

have no sidewalks, (see Map 3-6.)

the contrary, the street was the product

The Mobility and Circulation Plan

of a time when people on foot used it as
intensive!y as horses and vehicles did.

proposed new sidewalks on every
downtown b!ock where they do not

Measures to reclaim it for pedestrians

currently exist. Rather than doing all of

can be accomplished in a manner that

recalls historic styles of building and

them at once, participants in community
meetings have generally agreed that the

restores historic uses.

sequence for phased installation of

There was also concern that curb
extensions wouid make Lincoln more
dangerous for bicycle riders, but the
experience in other cities has generally
been the reverse as they make it easier

for drivers to see bicydists at

walks should be determined by these
priorities:
• First priority: All blocks of Oak Street.
These waiks are necessary in order to
designate separate bike Sanes on the
street (see #4 beiow).

intersections.

• Second priority: All blocks of Yampa
2. More Visible Crosswalks

Street. These could be developed

In conjunction with the curb extensions,

Fig 3-5

it is recommended that crosswalks be
made much more visible. A wide band

Design concept for

of contrasting pavement and/or vertical

improvement of a typical
intersection on Lincoln
Avenue, including curb
extensions, landscaping,

and site furnishings

elements (bollards, banners, flags,

signage) at curbside should mark all
pedestrian crossings.
3. Sidewalks

is a higher priority than the other side
because of the goai of encouraging
development of new retai! and
recreation activities near the river.
• Third priority: Cross-streets on 3rd, 4th,

Parallel Parking
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over time as properties on Yampa
redevelop. The river side of the street

Parking
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5th, 6th, 11'h and 12"

Bikes tend to get chained to any

On-street bike lanes are an important

available tree or bench, posing an
occasional obstacle to pedestrian
circulation on the sidewalks. Additiona!

complement to the City's bicycle

bike racks in key iocations along Lincoln

network because bike commuters

are recommended to consolidate bike

prefer them to the Core Trail. The Plan
recommends the designation ofYampa

parking where there is space for it. The
extended curbs at intersections are a

4. Bike Lanes

as a bike route and the addition of
painted on-street bike lanes on each

side of Oak Street and on both sides of
7th or 8th, subject to addressing public
safety concerns (see Map 3-7.) While

bikes will not be prohibited on Lincoln,
these improvements will give them a
safer alternative route. Also, the curb
extensions at intersections on Lincoln
will give them a safer way to cross from

the schools and neighborhoods to the
river and Howeisen. The Plan also
recommends immediate improvement

of the sidewalk where the Core Trail
meets the driveway at the Rabbit Ears
Mate! on south Lincoln.
There has been some community
concern that bike lanes on Oak

alongside parallel parking on both sides
will not be as safe as bike paths

likely spot provided they do not conflict
with ADA access requirements.
6, Connections to the River

and Core Trail Signage
The recommended sidewalks and cross-

town bike lanes wiii help to connect the
river more effectively with Old Town. It is
also recommended that, in conjunction

with a parking master plan, the City
investigate opportunities to relocate

existing municipal parking areas which
are now adjacent to the river on Yampa,

then redevelop these lands for additional
riverside parks. For the same purpose,
the purchase or enhancement of land

along the river should be considered if and
when iots become available or are
redeveloped. Signage to the Core Trail

from key intersections on Lincoln would
help to identify the connection.

separated from the roadway.
Experience in other towns has shown

Connections across the river to Howeisen

that bikes moving with the traffic on

will eventually become more important.

low-speed streets are not at greater risk

However, a second pedestrian bridge

as long as the path is at least four feet

Bicyclists on Lincoln Ave.

wide. Planners do not recommend
removal of on-street parking or
sidewalks to accommodate a separate

bike path because the pedestrian
system will be equally important to the
successful transition to more active
uses on these streets.

Old Town stakeholders also discussed
whether Pine Street should have the on-

street bike lanes rather than Oak,but it
was generaiiy agreed that bike
commuters would not go that many

blocks out of their way if their destination
is on Lincoin orYampa.
5. Bike Racks
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over the river is not deemed a priority at
this time, primarily because of the high

the traffic volume is attributable to locals

cost of the required underpass under the

and commuters. This, among other

railroad tracks and uncertainty about its

reasons (costs, neighborhood impacts,

optimum location. If the trailer park

ioss of retail visibility), ied City Council to

should redevelop, yielding an extension
of the existing park network, and if more
active uses are ever planned at the

remove from consideration options for

south end of the Howelsen Hill complex,

(north of the river) as options from the draft
Mobility and Circulation Plan. They
concluded that if a bypass had to happen,
it should be constructed along the south

it would be appropriate to revisit the
issue of a second pedestrian river
crossing in that area.

summer, traffic counts reveal that much of

major bypasses and major roadway
expansions within the existing downtown

side of the river. Subsequently, in a joint

Vehicular Circulation
The Problems
Automobile traffic on Lincoln Avenue and

the rest of US Highway 40 peaks during
summer months. The existing roadway
system in Old Town creates numerous
bottlenecks, and future traffic volumes

board meeting in May, 1998, City Council
and DDA Board members put a higher
priority on improving pedestrian
connections on Lincoln than on facilitation

of traffic flow when asked which issue
should take priority.

projected by TransPlan in the adopted
Mobility and Circulation Plan are expected

Recommendations to Mitigate
Traffic Congestion
No amount of money can fuily eiiminate the

to exceed capacity. In particular, summer

problem of heavy traffic on Lincoln, but

traffic volume, especially noisy truck traffic,
is a serious deterrent to pedestrian use of

programs that encourage locals and guests
to use alternate modes of transportation

Lincoln Avenue.

and to reduce their propensity to circulate
within Old Town by car will help.

There has been a long and heated

Lincoln Ave entering Old
Town from the south

discussion in the community about the
feasibility of a bypass to divert trucks and

The Mobility and Circulation Plan has

other th rough-traffic out of downtown.

roadway system expansions identified in
that plan and above. It is a multi-modal

Although trucks are the most obvious
nuisance and tourist traffic is higher in

recommended a strategy for the phasing of

approach where major roadway projects

other than the currently planned completion
of missing links are postponed as long as

possible, They would be undertaken only
after "aggressive alternative mode facility
expansions are implemented and the land
use growth patterns have resulted in travel

demand that exceeds the capacity of the
existing roadway system,"

A phased approach to the implementation
of the Mobility snd Circulation Plan is
recommended given the uncertainty of the
land use development pattern that will
evolve, the effectiveness of initial efforts
to minimize growth of automobile traffic
congestion, and the availability of funding.
The recommended Phase 1 enhancements
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include completing the currently planned
missing roadway segments and embarking
on an aggressive approach to improving

^1

pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities.
Phase 1 also focuses attention on critical
land use planning issues. Phases 2 and 3
continue the aggressive implementation of
alternative mode facilities, but also consider
selected roadway system expansion if and
when warranted and desired in the
community. No time line has been
attached for those phases.

The Steamboat Springs City Council has
acknowledged the potential for increased
traffic congestion in the future, but has
directed that only Phase 1 and the nonroadway components of Phase 2 and 3 be
implemented. A primary consideration is

that all of the roadway system expansion
alternatives identified in these later phases
would increase traffic capacity, but would also
have significant impacts on the community.

Consistent with Council direction and the
adopted Mobility and Circulation Plan,
recommended improvements in the
roadway system include:

1. Restripe westbound Lincoln Avenue
at 3rd Street to formalize a right-tum lane
onto 3[d in order to reduce congestion
around the post office.
2. Continue planning for cluster
mailboxes, also to reduce congestion
around the central post office on 3'd.
3. Improve signal progression on Lincoln
to decrease delays at intersections.
Install signals and cross street detectors

so light only changes when needed,
providing as much green to Lincoln

eliminate dead-ends, increase
connectivity, and provide an
alternative route to avoid Old Town.

View toward Ml. Wernej

from Lincoln Ave.

5, Extend Oak Street from 12th to Lincoln

and 13? (alternative 12 in the Mobifity
and Circulation Plan).
6. Consider construction of an
improved two-lane road on the south

side of theYampa River (alternative 5b,
connecting back to Hwy. 40 at
Trafalger).
7. Actively enforce speed, noise and
emission ordinances.
The Sub-Area Plan consultants were asked
by some stakeholders to consider a "bigger

fix" for mitigation of downtown traffic. The
additional alternative of depressing Lincoln
Avenue through the downtown area has
already been considered by TransPlan in
their planning process, and was eventually

discounted due to the significant costs and
implementation issues that were judged to
make it impractical. (See Mobility and
Circulation Plan, page 32.)

Avenue as possible.

4- Complete the hillside connector and
other missing roadway segments
(Steamboat Blvd. extension, Fairway
Trail connector to the hospital) to
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Parking
The Existing Parking Situation

There is a perception that the supply of
convenient parking spaces is inadequate to

meet demand and that this is a constraint
on retail vitality and expansion potential in
Old Town. (see Map 3-8.) To determine the
nature and severity of the problem, an in-

depth study of parking utilization and
supply was conducted by Charlier
Associates in August 1998. The
transportation consultants drew the
following conclusions:

1. Adequacy of Supply During Peak
Season
There are currently just over 2,800
parking spaces in downtown Steamboat

Springs, approximately one-third of which

practical matter, parking is perceived as
being "fuil" or "hard to find" at any leve!

above 85% utilization. With employees
taking two-thirds of the available supply,
the remaining 900 or so spaces are
barely adequate for peak season
customer/client/patron needs.

Parking utilization is much higher on
weekdays than on weekends, so the

tight parking situation will manifest itself
primarily on weekdays, and wil! be most

pronounced during the middle of the day
(from 10:00 or 11:00 AM to about 5:00 or
6:00 PM),
2. Turnover Rate and Parking

Productivity

are privately owned. Average utilization
of these spaces on weekdays in August

Turnover rates in downtown are much

ranges up to 90% at mid-day, with core

average parking duration is longer than
it should be. The problem is most

area parking completely full. Peripheral
area and out-of-the-way parking is well

utilized, but does not reach 100%
occupancy,

An analysis of observed parking
accumulation in the core area (sample

of ten iocations) and an estimation of
shared parking demand based on land
uses yielded similar results. Both
approaches indicate that, on late
summer peak season weekdays, there

is just enough parking supply to meet
demand.

There are over 2,500 employees working
in downtown. These employees
consume about two-thirds of the

downtown parking inventory at peak
times (late morning and early afternoon).
Enough employee cars are present at

peak times to consume all of the
available, non-time-restricted parking. In

practice, it is highly likely that many
employees actually park in timerestricted (2-hour) spaces.
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Although there appears to be enough
parking supply to meet demand, as a

lower than they should be because

pronounced in the off-street public Jots.
On-street spaces on Lincoln are turning
frequently and are sen/ing their purpose,
On-street spaces on side streets have
lower turnover rates than they should,
but are more productive than off-street
lots. Clearly, the source of this problem
is utiiization of premium short-term
parking spaces by downtown employees.
3. Enforcement of Time Limits

The utilization sun/ey data indicate low
levels of enforcement of parking time

limits. About 35 percent of the downtown
parking supply is technically restricted to
two hours or less, The survey revealed

that, especially in the off-street public lots
and side street on-street spaces,

average parking duration is longer than
two hours, a clear indication that parkers

do not anticipate receiving tickets at
these locations. Sun/eyors noted many
cars parking in 2-hour locations al! day
without receiving tickets. Surveyors also

noted many cars being moved during the
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day from one space to another within an
area, possibly in an attempt to avoid
getting a ticket. Turnover rates and

parking duration in the parking spaces
along Lincoln did not seem to be a
problem, indicating that enforcement may
tend to focus on this area to the
exclusion of other areas.

4. Utilization of Parking by Visitors
A large majority of weekday parkers in
downtown Steamboat are either

residents of the city or are daily
commuters into the city. Only about

^^S^^M^^i^^^^

one-fourth of weekday parkers are

visitors or tourists during peak summer
season. This suggests a couple of
conclusions. First, it may be that more

visitors would show up in the data if

6. Special Event Management

fewer parking spaces were occupied by

With parking supply reaching nearly
complete utilization on normal peak

downtown employees. Second, to be

season weekdays, it is clear that there

successful, a more aggressive
management or enforcement program

Lincoln Ave.

is no excess supply available to absorb

and commuters. These are the majority

the parking demand generated by
special events. The City will need to
provide remote parking linked to shuttle

users of downtown parking today, so they

services for any event of any size

must be informed of any changes or new
policies. This is also a large group of

occurring during times when parking
demand is already high.

must be clearly explained to residents

Parallel parking on

potentially vocal people who may react
poor!y to sudden, aggressive
enforcement programs or changes in

parking policy.
5. Accommodation of Employee Parking

If the City pursues more aggressive
enforcement of the 2-hourtime limits or
increases the amount of time-Hmited

parking, there is currently nowhere for

Recommendations for Improving

the Parking Supply
Based on conclusions drawn from the

parking utiiization study, Charlier Associates
recommend the following
policies and programs to improve the

parking situation in Old Town, These

the displaced parkers to go. To succeed,

recommendations were derived in part

such policy initiatives should be matched
with the development of a remote parking
location tied to the core with frequent

from a meeting hosted by the Downtown
Business Association he!d at the Yampa
Vaiiey Electric Association offices on
December 16,1998. At that (well-attended)

transit shuttle service, it should be noted
that today's transit service along Lincoln,

although free, is not frequent enough to
sen/e this purpose. In order to sen/e this
corridor weil, the transit service should

have ten to fifteen minute headways
during peak travel periods.

meeting, a draft of the parking conclusions,
without recommendations, was presented
and discussed. The recommendations
below also reflect the consultants' experience
with similar issues in other communities.
1. Provide consistent, sustained
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enforcement of overtime parking.

2. Revise short-term parking to include

It will be important for the City to

more duration categories.

maintain a consistent, sustained system

of enforcement for downtown time limits

Time-limited spaces are currently ail set
at two hours. This may tend to

and related violations. Enforcement of

discourage some potential downtown

parking time limits must be absolutely

business, i.e. a lunch trip combined with

sure and certain to be effective.

shopping.

The Police Department has made

The City shouid consider designating

improvements in its parking overtime

spaces for:

enforcement operations, including

adoption of the Clancy automated
ticketing system. However, the parking

study revealed that overtime
enforcement on the days of the field
sun/ey was irregular at best, and nonexistent at some locations. It is possible

that the issue is a lack of adequate
staffing. If so, and if lack of funding is
the cause, the City should consider
raising the fine schedule for overtime
violations to provide increased revenues

•60-minute convenience parking (i.e.
Lincoln on-street spaces in core

blocks);
• 2-hour parking (most other on-street

spaces); and
» 3-hour shopper parking (i.e. the 8th

and Oak lot).
This would help to aileviate concerns

for enforcement. The parking study also

that shoppers could be discouraged from

revealed that people are moving their
cars throughout the day to avoid

spending more time downtown because

overtime tickets. These are probably

enforcement. The turnover analysis

downtown employees. To combat this
evasion, the City shouid impiement a
zone system (Boulder's system couid be

used as a mode!), coupled with the
recording of license numbers to replace
the tire-chalking system currently being
used.

An interesting idea offered by the

of the time limits coupled with increased
showed that the spaces on Lincoln in the
core turn over more often. For example,
spaces on the north side of Lincoln,
between 8th and 9tf1, turned 6.1 times on
Thursday and 4.2 times on Saturday.
Designating some of these spaces for
one-hour time limits wouid facilitate
dash-in retail purchases. Given the
active evening retail and restaurant

parking code officer was to require

environment in downtown, consideration

parking violators with multiple
outstanding citations (most of whom are
downtown employees) to appear before
the Downtown Business Association (by
being sentenced in Municipal Court to

should also be given to extending time
limits through 8:00 PM on weekdays.

appear). This would provide an avenue
of communication about what motivates

repeat violators and may identify
solutions that would help both the
employee and the employer.

More extensive signage (see below) and

a public information program would be
needed to maximize the benefits of this
change.

3. Pro-actively address employee
parking issues.

The Charlier Associates study shows
that the current inventory of 1,838
"long-term" (i.e. not time-limited)
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present at peak times. Recognizing

TDM program would be beneficial for
Steamboat Springs, it would not be
enough to completely resolve the
parking problem. It should also be

that other drivers are also using iong-

noted that increases in transit service,

term spaces (shoppers, clients,

especially in the months outside ski

visitors, etc.), the stepped-up

season, would be needed to support any
significant increase in commuter use of

spaces is inadequate for the current
downtown work force, taking into
account the number of commuter cars

enforcement of parking time limits
could create friction with employees if

the transit system.

not coupled with increases in supply.

On the other hand, it is not in the best

Another part of the City's strategy should

interests of downtown to increase the

be to increase the supply of commuter

number of employee cars present in

parking in remote locations outside

the core.

downtown. Specifically, the City should

One part of the City's strategy for dealing
with this should be to reduce drive-alone
mode share (the percentage of
commuters who drive to work in singleoccupant vehicles, or SOV's). This

would involve three primary elements:
• Increasing transit mode share;
• Increasing waik-bike mode share

(including the Community Use Bike
Program);

establish at least two remote employee
parking locations - one northwest and
one southeast of downtown - linked to

the core using the free SST transit routes
as connectors. The remote lots should

be located on Highway 40 (to
ensure maximum visibility) in areas
already sen/ed by SST (to avoid the
cost of separate shuttle services).
Some increase in transit service levels

(especially frequency of service during
peak commute times) may be needed to
encourage use by commuters. The

remote sites should also be directly
• Increasing ridesharing, including
carpooling.

connected to the local multi-use/bicycie

trail network and should be accessible
from sidewalks connecting into

It is appropriate for the City to work

downtown. (The Stockbridge site west of

cooperatively with downtown employers
to reduce SOV commuting. Common

downtown appears to meet these
criteria.) Over the next several years,

strategies used by other cities in

between 200 and 400 remote parking
spaces would be enough to take the
pressure off the downtown parking
supply if the remote sites are well

Colorado include transit pass programs,
carpool match services, preferential

parking for carpools, improved bicycle
parking, employee information and

utilized.

commuter assistance programs, and
special events (i.e. bike-to-work days

The City, working with downtown

and commuter fairs). It should be
possible for the City to achieve a 5%

for use of the remote parking sites, as

(and possibly as high as 10%) shift in

enforcement of parking time iimits sn the

employers, should provide incentives

commuter behavior away from SOV's in

downtown may not be enough to ensure

the downtown. Many cities in Colorado
have such employer-based

full utilization of, and benefit from, the

transportation demand management

could include retail coupons and

(TDM) programs. However, while a

drawings or raffles for prizes.

remote parking locations. Measures
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Aggressive information and promotion

should be undertaken to ensure that
employees know about the remote

major disincentive to infill and
redevelopment projects in the
downtown. Although the current parking

parking and are encouraged to park at
these locations. There is a general need

requirements are reasonable (see #5

for improved communication with

projects to meet these requirements
entirely on-site. And, while the current

downtown employees about commuting,

parking and other issues related to traffic
and the health of downtown. Employers

should be talking directly with their
employees about these issues. The City

below), it will not be feasible for infill

code allows developers to meet parking
requirements in off-site locations, this is
only feasible if such sites are in fact
available.

should help by providing information kits
and maps showing the location of longterm parking spaces.
4. Identify locations for future

Given that public and private parking
in downtown Steamboat Is currently

provided free to the user (with limited
exceptions), it is unlikely that the private

downtown parking supply.

sector will have adequate economic

As Steamboat Springs grows, there will

inducement to build private joint parking
facilities with spaces for lease (or sale)

be a need to increase the supply of
parking in downtown. There is existing

[and available in downtown for infill
development. Existing buildings have

to developers of new downtown
buildings. As in many downtowns, it will

potential for redevelopment, and most

have to be the City that fulfills this
function. A strategy for doing this is

such sites would tend to be rebuilt at

offered in recommendation #5 below.

higher densities than current uses.
As a first step, however, the City should

It is in the City's best interests to
encourage intensification of downtown
land uses, as this will discourage strip
commercial development along the

highway and will improve the viability
On-street parking on

Oak Street

and economic strength of the downtown.

identify a few locations that are
appropriate for future use as sites for
parking structures. Seven candidate
sites are identified in Map 3-5. Some of
these sites are privately owned, the rest
are publicly owned,

However, parking issues could be a
Future parking structures wouid be used
both by customers and employees,
perhaps with certain spaces or floors
resen/ed for one use or the other.

5. Update the Municipal Parking Code to
provide for a parking district and for
in-lieu payments.

As part of this project, the current
Municipal Parking Code was reviewed
and evaluated. The consultants advise

that the current parking requirements
(Sec. 26-1918 and Sec. 26-1921), as

well as the provisions for shared parking
(Sec. 26-1922), are reasonable and
consistent with standards in use
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elsewhere. There is no compelling need

the success of a parking GID, as the

to change them.

future pace of downtown development is
unknown. Because there is not a paid

However, there is currently no

parking environment in Old Town, the
only sources of funds to cover the cash

mechanism in the code to provide for
City coordination of developer
participation in off-site parking supply.
Section 26-1924 allows the Council to

or borrowing costs of building parking
faciiities would be property taxes (not

"relieve" the parking requirement within

payments (unpredictable). Thus, interim

"core parking areas," presumably to

strategies will be needed, including,
perhaps, temporary provision of surface

encourage infill or redeveiopment
projects in the downtown. Section 26-

recommended) and the developer

parking facilities, until a sufficient

1925 also allows for variances in certain

combination of cash, commitments and

situations. However, such relief form
parking ininimum requirements will be

borrowing capacity is available to build

hotly opposed by existing downtown

a parking structure. Clearly, a
substantial amount of analysis and public

parking supply issues document in this

process (beyond the scope of this
study) will be needed to implement this

study. A better tool is needed.

recommendation.

In cooperation with the Downtown
Business Association, the City should

as a revenue source at this time, as it

businesses and would exacerbate the

evaluate the potential formation of a
downtown parking district for the purpose
of providing future parking facilities. The
downtown district could take the form of
a general improvement district (GiD), a

Public paid parking is not recommended
would be difficult to implement without
negativeiy impacting the retail
environment as well as other downtown

businesses. If in the future paid parking
is considered desirable, techniques

common approach provided for under

successfully utilized elsewhere may be

Colorado statutes (CRS 31-25-602

appropriate for Steamboat Springs.

et.seq.). Another source of funding could

be the D DA.

6. Address public vehicle parking.
Some smaH proportion of the downtown

Some portion of the operations and

activities of the GID could be funded
through ad valorem taxes (which are

public parking supply is consumed by
City vehicles. While this is not a major
consideration in terms of the number

authorized in the statute). However,
another source of funds could be

of spaces involved, it holds symbolic

payments in lieu of the parking required
by Municipal Code Sec. 26-1918. Such

community. The City should consider
providing remote parking for pubiic
vehicles that will be parked for more

payments, made by developers, should

be based upon the estimated actuai cost
of buiiding a structured parking space in
downtown Steamboat Springs. This
could be tied to some cost indicator (i.e.

CDOT bid prices) or could be referred
to in the Code, but set annually by
administrative action.

A timing/phasing plan will be essential to

significance for the downtown business

than one, two or four hours.
7. Provide better signage.

The City should design and implement
a more aggressive advisory signage

system directing motorists to public
parking supplies. This would have
particular value given the high volumes
of traffic on US 40 and the low utilization
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of downtown parking by visitors and

or disabled people, or families with

tourists passing through. The minimum

children. However, Howelsen is not

national standard sign (Uniform Manual

immediately appealing as a location for

on Traffic Control Devices) - a green
"Parking" on a 24" x 30" sign plate with

commuter intercept parking. Experience

an arrow - is virtually invisible to most

with intercept and remote parking

landscape. Many cities have developed

systems in other places has shown that
most commuters will not readily drive
past their destination to access remote

local signage systems that guide
motorists to public parking using locally

parking. Also, Howelsen is not aiong
an existing SST transit route and is not

relevant symbols and icons on special

visible from the principal travel corridor
(US 40). Thus its use for remote

drivers unfamiliar with the iocal

sign plates, Given the importance of this
issue to the economic health of
downtown Steamboat, it would be

appropriate to implement a highly
visible and user-friendiy signage system
to direct motorists to downtown public
parking locations. Other communities
n Coiorado have implemented such

commuter parking on a regular workday
basis is not recommended unless
incentives are provided. Also, the
current level of use of the Howelsen

facilities and the potential for additional
activities there may limit this area as

signage programs successfully,

special event or overflow parking for
downtown. Coordination will be required

Coordination with Colorado DOT will be
required in conjunction with any sign

to ensure that parking uses in this area
are planned well in advance to avoid

system development project.

confusion about where remote parking is

available for specific events. The City
8. Consider Howeisen Hill and the rodeo
grounds for remote parking.
The Howelsen Hill base area and rodeo
grounds could serve as remote parking
iocations during major downtown special
events. They are close enough to the
downtown core that shuttle sen/ice might

Howeisen Hill

should also explore the potential use of

parking at the CMC campus and the
high school for special events.
9. Conduct a winter parking survey in
Old Town.

Attendees at the December 1998

not be necessary, or might be workable

Downtown Business Association

on a iow frequency basis to help elderly

meeting indicated that parking supply is
an issue during peak winter ski months
as well as in summer. Some downtown

business peopie feel that peak winter
parking demand may even be higher
than summer parking demand. The City
should undertake a replication of this
study during March of some year to
determine how winter peak parking
demands may differ from summer
needs.

10. Consider time-restricted parking at

^^^B'i^^^^SSi^^SSI
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the City lot at 10th and Lincoln,
The City Council chambers above the
fire station will be moved to a new
facility (Centennial Hall) across the
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street from the existing City offices in
August 2000. This move will free up
very valuable spaces at the Public
Safety Building iot. The City a!so
should explore the utilization of the 10th
Street lot for mixed time-restricted

facility will mean that all main line bus
routes can remain on Lincoln.

Eliminating turns onto Old Town side
streets will be an operationa! advantage.
If a funding source can be secured, the

parking of one-hour, two-hour and daily

rest of the Stockbridge parce!, already
under option to the City, would be

time periods.

purchased to add another 3.2 acres to

Public Transit
The Existing Situation
As SST continues to make improvements

in routes and sen/ice, SST city ridership
has grown 25 percent for each of the past
t/vo years. Regional ridership grew 40

percent in the past year, Residential and
commercial projects at the resort base

and in West Steamboat will add even
more riders. VirtualSy all routes go through
and make stops in Old Town. (See Map 3-

9.) In anticipation of its further growth,
SST has been looking for a convenient
location in or near Old Town to stage its
routes and provide inter-modal
connections,

SST is well used in winter but
experiences a dramatic decline in usage
during the summer months when, in
contrast to the ski season, most visitors
come in their own cars and it is overly
convenient for locals to drive and park.

Neighborhood road configurations make
some parts of town difficult to connect
efficiently into the transit system.
Transit Recommendations

1. Stockbridge Parcel Transit
and Park 'n Ride Facility
The City has already embarked on a
plan to develop a bus transit center
along Highway 40 west of Old Town on
a 3.21-acre site recently purchased by

the City. An intercept parking lot, bus
turnaround area, and temporary bus

shelter with restrooms will be built.
Development of the Stockbridge transit

the facility and make room for a multimodal transit center building, larger
parking area, and an extension of the
Core Trail and other complementary
uses.

2. South Side Park 'n Ride

The need for a park 'n ride facility on the
south end of Old Town may not be as

pressing, but the City should still explore
options for remote intercept parking,
including non-winter use of the remote

dayskier parking lots and shared use of
excess parking at Central Park Plaza.

Grant funding for the purchase of tracts
in the highway corridor that also have
open space value might be purchased
for shared use as a Park 'n Ride.
3. High Frequency Downtown SST

Shuttle Service
The Mobility and Circulation Plan
recommended implementation of a yearround high-frequency Lincoln Avenue

shuttle along Lincoln/US 40 between the
Cun/e to the west and Central Park
Plaza to the south, There was interest in

this idea at public meetings for the
Mountain Town Plan, but agreement that

it needs to be studied in more detail after
the opening of SST's new transit facility
at the Stockbridge parcel. That facility is
expected to enable greater efficiency
on the red and blue routes that serve
downtown and may make a separate
downtown shuttle service redundant for
the near future.

4. Continuing Evaluation ofSST
Ser/ices
SST managers are involved in an
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ongoing process to evaluate the transit

it will cause fewer problems (and less

system and how services might be
improved. As new or improved transit

loss of on-street parking spaces) than a
solution that forces buses to re-enter

facilities are brought on line (Stockbridge

traffic from a dedicated !ane.

parcel, Gondola Transit Center) and new
resort accommodations develop, there
will be a continuing need to re-evaiuate
transit operations and adjust them
accordingly.
5. Improved, More Visible Bus Stops
on Lincoln Avenue

Early in the Mountain Town planning
process, there was much discussion

(and no consensus) about the need for
a more visible and attractive place to

6. Drop-OffArea for Private Shuttles on

Lincoln
Private shuttles typically drop off their
passengers wherever they want to go in
the downtown area. As the number of
vans circulating downtown increases,
however, it may be appropriate for the

city to consider designating one
identifiable location in Old Town that can
serve as a central shuttle pick-up and
drop-ofF point as well as an arrival and

drop off and collect transit passengers in
Old Town. The Stockbridge transit facility
has essentially eliminated the need for
a downtown facility that might have

departure place for regional bus

conveyed a warmer welcome, but there
remains a need to make the transit

conflict with SST routes. Designation of

system more comprehensible and

inviting. The design of the proposed curb
extensions should provide for larger bus
waiting areas downstream of the traffic

signals at affected intersections and the
concurrent or future construction of
improved bus shelters, compatibie with
Old Town's historic character. Any
redesign of shelters must be visible,
functional, durable to vandalism, safe

and compatible both with transit
operations and with the genera!
character of the built environment.

passengers, That tocation may be best
on a cross-street, near Lincoln or near

pubiic parking, where there would be no
a central location would be intended as ?
convenience to passengers. It would not
mean that shuttles would be prevented
from stopping elsewhere.
7. Dedicated Funding Source for SST

There is presently no funding for any of
the transit recommendations in this Plan

other than the first phase of the
Stockbridge transit facility. SST and
City staff should aggressively pursue a
dedicated source of funds to support the
future expansion of the transit system
and its ongoing operational requirements.

The simplicity of a linear system using
Lincoln Avenue as its spine should be

The following alternative funding

communicated in improved signage and

mechanisms were suggested in the

route maps.

City's 1999 Transportation Development
Plan:

The conceptual sketch of a typical
improved intersection shows bus
stops alongside the extended curb,
in the traffic lane. The transportation
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• Increased contribution from American

Ski Corporation

consultants and SST recommend this

• Dedicated sales tax increase

configuration as fong as the stops are
downstream from the traffic signals,

• County-wide property tax

Understanding that this may add some
minor delays for motorists, they stiil feet

• Special District financing

3 - IMPROVEMENTS IN OLD TOWN

• Parking fees
• Vehicle registration fees
• Regional tax on rental cars
• Airport passenger facilities charge
• Local gas tax
• Bus fares

• Lodging community contribution
• Federal and state funds
8. Passenger Rail

It is tempting to contemplate rail services
as an aitemative to cars when a rail line
already runs through Oid Town. Given

Steamboat Springs' small population and
dispersed pattern of deveiopment,
commuter rai! service and related high-

tech alternatives (light rail, monorail) are
considered to be prohibitiveiy expensive
at the present time. However, nothing
should be done to preclude such sen/ice

along the existing rail corridor in the
event that those alternatives become
more realistic in the future.
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Study Area Boundaries

were built. The Village Inn property was
soid to the Sheraton, and non-stop jet

The Mountain Area commercial node

consists of the area from US Highway 40 to
the ski base, north of Walton Creek Road
to the north side of Mt. Wemer Boulevard.

The boundaries of this area overlap with
the highway corridor node in the area along
the highway and Pine Grove Road. The
commercial properties in this area,

particularly those around the Mt. Werner
interchange at Highway 40, are logically a
part of the resort base, but are visible from
the highway and depend on it for access.
Not so iong ago the Mountain Area, like so
much of the Yampa Valley, was a cattle

ranch resting peacefully in the shadow of
Storm Mountain. It was not until 1963 that a
small chair lift was built up the lower face
and introduced skiing to the valley, in 1965,
Stomn Mountain was renamed Mt. Werner

after Buddy Wemer's death in a Swiss

sen/ice into the regional airport was
inaugurated, The bed base grew

significantly in the Ski Time Square area,
(Torian Plum and the Christie Club) and in
the surrounding areas to the north and
south of the base area core (the Sanctuary,
Bear Claw, Eagle Ridge, Ironwood,
Chateau Chamonix, and the Lodge). Mt.
Werner Road was realigned when the
Sheraton built the second tower, and Mt.
Werner Circle was created.
In 1989, Tokyo-based Kamori Kanko Co. Ltd,
purchased the resort and made some
improvements on the mountain and in
Gondola Square. In 1997, the American

Skiing Company of Bethel, Maine, purchased
the resort, continuing the upgrading of
mountain infrastructure and starting
construction of the Grand Summit Hotel in
the summer of 1998.

avalanche, and more lifts opened the main
mountain to skiing. The future base area

was still largely grass. Except for Don
Valentine's Ski Time Square project, the
base area remained largely grass through
the sixties.

In 1969, Dallas-based industrial
conglomerate UV bought out the local
founders of the ski area and expanded the
mountain substantially. The first gondola,
many new lifts and trails, Gondola Square,

the goif course, and the Village Inn (now the
Sheraton) date from LTV's ownership in the

Existing Conditions
Property Ownership
The majority of the property within this
study node is owned by private interests,

with the exception of dedicated public
rights-of-way along Mt. Wemer Circle, Ski

Time Square, and Apres Ski Way, The City
does not own the existing Gondoia Square
Transit Center and has no significant land

holdings in the ski base,

seventies,

The study area includes a number of

In 1979, before it could fully implement its
master plan, LTV so!d its Steamboat
interests to a group of investors, led by

Martin Hart, who named their enterprise the

properties owned by American Skiing
Company (Ski Corp.). Ski Corp. owns all
of the Knoll except the West Condos
parcel, as well as the Gondola Square

Steamboat Ski Corporation. These owners

complex and its adjacent parking

were also very active in improving the
resort's base and mountain facilities. In the

structure, the undeveloped parcel known

as Snowflower II, a parcel at the Christie
Base, and the Gondola Transit Center.

eighties, under their management, the first
snowmaking, many more new trails, a new

Ski Corp. also owns the Ski Time Square

gondola, and the two parking structures

parking structure and a smaii parcel used
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for dayskier parking on the south side of
Apres Ski Way. The Grand Summit Hotel,

Ski Corp. has indicated that it has
significant development and redeveiopment

presently under construction on the

plans for the properties it owns. Although

northern half of the knol!, will have 234

its first conceptual plan for resort-related

quarter-share lodging units, with a total of

residential and commercial development in
Tennis Meadows was unfavorably received

414 "keys" (i.e. rooms that can be
separately rented) and an estimated

by City Council, Ski Corp.'s underlying

visitor population at fuii occupancy of

Ski Corp,'s largest property is Tennis
Meadows, a parcel of land of approximateiy

concepts for redevelopment presumably
remain unchanged. Among its stated goals
are the creation of a new "town square"
arrival piaza at Gondola Square in
conjunction with improvement of the transit

47 acres between the Knoll and Highway

center; expanded and improved retail

40, undeveloped except for a paved 950-

space in Gondola Square; improvements
along Mt. Wemer Circle In front of the
Grand Summit to make the street more

1,200 to 1,500 people.

car dayskier parking lot. There is no direct
pedestrian access to the gondola from this
site; Ski Corp. operates shuttle buses from
the remote lots during the ski season. Ski

active and pedestrian-friendly; and

residential development in Tennis
Meadows, connected to the Gondola

Corp. also owns some commercially zoned
land on Pine Grove Road near Central

Transit Center by modes other than

Park Plaza (part of the Highway Corridor

automobiles, Specific plans for all these

study node), but has announced its
intention to sell these parcels and has

parcels have yet to be developed.

recently sold a 9-acre tract it owned in this

Sheraton ITT is the other major property

area.

owner in the Mountain Area, controlling not

only the Sheraton Hote! site, but also the
Table 4-1
Development

Commercial

Standards
Permitted Uses

Density

Commercial

Resort

Residential

Residential

Multifamily Medium

Most commercial,

Most commercial,

office and residential

office and residential

Residential uses and
institutional uses are

uses are conditionaf

uses are conditional

conditional uses

Multifamily residential
and institutional uses
are conditionaj uses

uses

uses

No limit at base area

Density bonus system

Density bonus system

One dwelling unit per
6,000 sf of land area,

with maximum density
determined by the
density bonus system
Setbacks

n.a.

Average setback

25'front, 15'side and

15'and the average

requirement (considers

back as well as average

setback requirements

length, height in set-

setback requirements

back requirements)
Max.

Height

3 stories
(permit required for
4-8 stories)
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3 stories

3 stories

3 stones

(permit required for
4-8 stories)

(permit required for

(permit required for
4-5 stories)

4-6 stories)
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Thunderhead Inn and the complex of five
Ski Time Square buildings, including a

outlines the deve!opment standards for

decked parking structure. Sheraton has

each of these zones.

indicated that both the Ski Time Square
complex and the Thunderhead are

The City is in the process of rewriting the

redevelopment parcels because certain

Community Development Code. The zone

building code deficiencies cannot feasibly

districts proposed will clearly acknowledge

be resolved by upgrading the structures.

the base area as a more intense
commercial and accommodation district,

Interface with the Ski Mountain

with the density and commercial uses

Map 4-3, Mountain Base Zoning.) Table 4-1

decreasing with the distance to the base
The maximum number of skiers permitted
by the conditions of Ski Corp.'s Forest

area.

Service specia! use permit is 14,000 per
day. This will grow to 17,000 with the two

Existing and Potential Population

expansion areas, The mountain has only
one portal, and all skiers must start and

The existing Mountain Area bed base totals
approximately 18,500 pillows and is split
evenly between the neighborhoods north

finish their day at the gondola base. The
base area does not handle this !oad as weil
as it might. Ski Corp. plans a number of
on-mountain improvements to ease the
congestion and clarify skier circulation. At

and south of the gondola. Most of these
are assumed to be short-term visitor
accommodations. These numbers do not

include outlying properties in the larger

the present time, Ski Corp. envisions

base area. an unknown number of which

replacing several slower double chairs with

are occupied year-round. If all as-yet
undeveloped properties were to develop

a new higher capacity lift that will have a
better upper terminal location. The new lift
will effectively concentrate uphill lift capacity
at Gondola Square, as no new lifts are

planned at the Christie Base. Relocation of
beginner skiing to the Bashor-Thunderhead

base lift area is being studied in order to
reduce skier conflicts on the iower slopes
into the base area.
Commercial Area Zones

The Mountain Area has several different
zoning designations within the existing
Community Development Code. Gondola

Square and Ski Time Square are zoned
Commercial (C); Torian Plum, Snowflower

at the residential densities permitted by
proposed zoning under the draft
Community Development Code, the bed
base could expand by another 9-10,000

pillows, more than half of which would be
within walking distance of the gondola and
the ski base core (Table 4-2).
The Retail Environment
Total existing retail space in the Mountain
Area is estimated at 163,000 square feet.

This is just a third of the retail space in Old
Town and about 14 percent of the total for
Steamboat as a whole. Most shops and
restaurants are relatively small, and the

and the Clock tower are zoned Commercial

majority of retailers lease from the two

Residential (CR); while the surrounding
lands are primarily zoned Resort
Residential (RR). The exception to this

major landowners, There are three nodes

Werner Lodge, which is zoned Multi-famsiy

of commercial activity: Ski Time Square
(including Torian Plum and the Clock
Tower), Gondola Square, and the Village
Center, which is the only commercially
zoned property south of the base area

Residential - Medium Density (RMM). (See

core. There have been no in-depth retaii

commercial and resort-oriented zoning in

the immediate base area is the Mount
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Mountain Base

Development ^^
Potential LAND USE CODE
ZONE/COV/FAR

8

c

D

E

F

I J

SITE COV.
at 60%

#DU

H

ALLOW D
SITE COV.

FAR

G

PARCEL
AREA

HGU

#DU

ifavg

(sq.ft.)

(sq.ft.)

(sq.fl.)

(sq.ft.)

1000sf

tfavg
1200sf

ifavg
1500sf

Hotol Parking
Rms (gj 50% COV
SCO sf 350 sf/sp.

Core Area Redevelopment-Not Vested

1. ASC-Christie Base
2. Thundertiead

G-3-65%-2.0

3. Mt. Wemer Ledge

G-3-65%-2.0

4. ASC-Ski Time Sq Pkg Str

G-3-65%-2.0

5. ASC-Mt. Wemer Pkg Str.

G-3-65%-2.0

6. ASC-S. Knoll Day Lot

G-2-60%. 0.7

69,200
95,200
84,380
64,450
83,300
237,350

7. ASC-Grand Summit Exp.

0-3-65%-2.0

unknown

G-3-65%. 2.0

44,980
61,880
54,847
41,893
54,145
142,410

34,600
47.600
42.190
32.225
41.650
118,675

G-3-65%-2.0
unknown
8. Torian Tennis Courts
G-3-65%-2.0
30,050
9. ASC-Apres Ski Day lot
60,100
39,065
Potential New DevelopmentWithln Walking Distance:
Est'd New Population; x2-hatel rooms; x4-1000 and 1200 sf units: X&-150D sf units

138.400
190,400
168.760
128,900
166.600
166.145

125
171
152
116
150
150
50

104
143
127
97
125
125

83
114
77
100
100

208
286
253
193
250
249

120,200

108

90
810

72

75
160

Core Area Projects Already Vested wsted sf
G-3 -70%-2.0
10. Snow Flower I) (ASC)
110.000
11. Clock Tower II mixed USE G-3. 70%. 2.0
30,000
12. Bear Claw II
G-3 -70%-2.0
206,000
Estimated New Population
Outlying Base Area De valopmentPa reels
G-2-60%-0.7
13. Base Meadows South
G-1 - 50% - .6

14. Tennis Meadows

1,021
4,086

3,238

100

80

101

648
3,888

99
13S
121
92
119
339
0
0

86
991

1,694
3,388

3141
10
125
B10

400

155
940

217
1 .113

180
927

1,329
5,317

-1,108

742
886

4.430

5,317

86'
1.5-2/OU

FAR
343,700
2,060,400

171,850

240,590

1 ,030,200

1 .236,240

Potential New Units
Estimated New Population

ESTIMATED FUTURE POPULATION IN MOUNTAIN BASE AREA
EXISTING . Core Area - Within Walking Distance
EXISTING - Outlying Base Area
NEW - Core Area - Within Walking Distance
NEW . Outlying Base Area

TOTAL PROJECTED @ FULL BUILD-OUT

-144

361
1 ,854

1.5-2/OU
1.5-2/DU

2,213
4,430

MIN.
MAX.
6,270
7,840
8,430
10.530 ITotal Existing 18,370
3,640
5.025 1(64% increase max.)
3,500
4,200 1(40% increase max.)
21,840 27,595 (a\g. 50% increase max.)

See notes next pags for explanation o! columns and method of caloulaSon.

Table 4-2
studies of the base area, nor any detailed
estimates of how much new retail space

might be needed to support the anticipated
population growth in the Mountain Area.

In winter, the ski area itself is the primary
destination in the Mountain Area. Gondota
Square is the destination for the majority of
skiers in the morning, while Ski Time

vehicles per day during winter season
weekends. This is less traffic than other
segments of Mt. Wemer Circle experience.

When the area is fully built out, the
consultants estimate that traffic volume will
rise to approximately 8-9,000 vehicles per
day. The typical capacity of a four"!ane

roadway is over 30,000 vehicles per day;

Square is where most visitors go at night.
Other than restaurants, there are few

that of a two-!ane roadway is 10-15,000 per

attractions of sufficient strength to bring
visitors to the base area in the summer

roadway and the intersections at each end
of the segment. It is TransPlan's opinion

months or during the evening.

that projected traffic volume will be

Traffic Volume on ML Werner Circle

Wemer Circle is narrowed to one lane in

TransPlan, the City's transportation

engineering consulting firm, has estimated
that the eastern portion of Mt. Werner
Circle, between Ski Time Drive and Apres

BO

Ski Way, carries approximately 5,000

day, depending on the design of the

comfortably accommodated even if Mt.

each direction and that slower speeds will
be critical for safe at-grade pedestrian
crossings. (See TransPlan memos in the

Appendix.)
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Notes on Potential Development Sites
General: Inclusion in this !Estdoes not imply that redevelopment will take place. This decision rests with property owners.
fiSC has expressed its intention to pursue development of its properties.
Site 7: Development on ASC's property south of the Grand Sum mit was referred to but not detailed in hotel approval. Number of units shown is a guess.
Site 3:Torian tennis courts - Redevelopment of this site is subject to resolution of numerous issues. Number of units shown is a guess.
Site 11: The Clock Tower has approval for an expansion of 30,000 sq.ft. in 1 or 2 new buildings; approwmately 14,000 sfofihe total will be residential.
SUes 13 and 14: No devefopment program exists as yet for these parcels.
Explanation of Columns;
A Indicates new zone districts proposed in draft dev. code (revised 1/13/99), with allowable site coverage (COV)and Floor Aiea Ratio (FAR) for each.
G-1 is Gondola One (resort accommodations, second homes, reaidentiai dev.)
G-2is Gondola Two (mixed short-term accommodations with resort amenities)
G-3 is Gondola Three (mixed use core at the base af the mountain; all parking under structure.)
B. Parcel areas are approximate; they were calculated digitally us ing the City's plat map.
C. Site coverage shown in square feet accord ing to maximum allowable in pertinent zone district.
D. Site coverage of 50% maybe more realistic for new devslopment, given the desirability of outdoor resort amenities and site development.
^150% coverage, ali buildings would have to be at least 4 stories tail to attain permitted FAR (column E),
Calculation of parking spaces passibie underthe building, at 350 sf/space, is based on 50% site coverage (Column J).
E. FAR calculated in sq.fi. accord ing to allowable ratio for the zone and gross parcel area (column 8).
F,QH. Shows potential numbsr of condominiums that could be built within the applicable FAR with average unit sizes of 1000,1200, and 1500 sf.
Actual projects will likely offer a mix of unit sizes. Unit counts are based on total square footage allowed by applicable FAR ratio,
/sss ^0% for common areas and service funcffons. Garage space not Included.

1. Shows potsntial numberofhotel/Iadge roonns that could be built with an average room size of 500 sf. Room counls are based on
total square footage allowed by applicable FAR ratio, less 25% for common areas and back of house functions.
NOTE: Columns F, G, H, and ! are exclusive and should not be added together.
J. Indicates the number of parKing spaces that will fit on one level within the footprint of the structure perG-3 code requirements.
The building footprint is assumed to equal site coverage of 50% (Column D), This number IS NOT the same as parking required under the new code.
G-1 requires 1 under-structure space perunit or room.

fit 50% site coverage, hotels could only meet code with more than one level underground or if requirement were reduced to .5 spaces per room.
G-1 and G-2 zones require 2 spaces per unit in surface lots or 1.5 per unit in underground parking,
Notes on Bed Base Growth:
Existing Population: Includes Grand Summit. Calculation uses Cit/s formula for pillows in the mountain base area north ofWalton Creek Road (see map).
One bedroom (BR) unit =4 pillows; 2 BR ^ 6 pillows; 3 BR=8 pillows; 4 BR= 10 pillows. Hotel rooms =4 pillows.
For minimum end of range. City number for existing bed base was reduced by 20%, as pillow count formula may yield too high a number.
No pillows are included in this number for the approved expansions of Snowflower, Clock Tower, and Bear Claw.
Estimated Future Population: For projected new development, calculated using 2 persons per hotel room, 4 persons in condo units up to 1,200 sf,
and 6 persons in units 1500 sf or larger.

Existing Parking Situation

500 square foot of gross leasable area for
commercial and industrial uses within the

it was the original intention of the City and
Ski Corp. to encourage parking flexibility,

CPA, The CPA ordinance also provides for
off-site and jointly used parking facilities.

Notes to Table 4-2

including consolidating parking on an area-

at the remote lot, not close-in. Further, joint

A parking utilization study done by Chariier
Associates in November 1998 shows a
total public parking supply in the Mountain
Area ofa!most 1,200 spaces. (See Map

wide basis into a central parking structure
and reducing on-street parking. It was also

the intention to encourage day skier parking
use parking was contemplated in

4-4, Parking Inventory}. In addition, all

appropriate circumstances. The City's Core
Parking Area Ordinance No. 754, as

themselves on-site, with a total of 735

Amended by Ordinance No. 848, creates a

spaces. The remote dayskier lot holds an

core parking area within Ski Time Square,
Sheraton Hotel, and Gondola Square. The
core parking area provides that the minimum

estimated 950 cars, but this facility is only
utiiized during the ski season, when
shuttles connect it to the base, and is

parking requirement shall be one space per

presently of little support to commercial

residential and lodging properties park
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activity in the Mountain Area.

project will replace the lower sen/ice and
bus drop-off area just south of the gondola.

Ski Corp. has indicated that it may

(Drop-offforthe children's ski center will

eventually redevelop the Gondoia Square

remain in this area.)

and the Ski Time Square parking structures.

Almost all of the parking spaces in the
Gondola Square parking structure (236
public spaces) are under easement to the
Sheraton Hotel, but the hotel has never

parking spaces in Ski Time Square and 101

used them and Ski Corp resen/es the right
to relocate the parking facility. Ski Corp may

public spaces in the Torian Plum garage,
could be lost due to development and

reduce the number of spaces subject to the

redevelopment of privately owned
properties unless City policies encourage

easement (230) to the degree that the City
parking requirement for the Sheraton (both
the original tower and the first addition) is
reduced below the 500 spaces specified in
the original conditions of approval.

The Ski Time Square parking structure
(194 spaces on two levels) was built by the
previous owners of the Ski Corp. under a

1981 agreement (amended 1982) which
obligated Ski Corp. to build parking spaces

retention of public parking in new projects.

The Vision for the
Mountain Area
In community work sessions, Mountain
Area participants described a magnetic

Until spaces are formally allocated for

village core composed of an intensely
active, pedestrian-oriented concentration of
winter and summer resort-related uses,

public use (and none have been), their use

including lodging, a diverse mix of retail

is unrestricted, and they remain the

shops and restaurants, and a seasonal
variety of recreational opportunities, cultural
attractions, and special events. Their vision

"allocated for use by the general public."

property of Ski Corp. The garage has been
leased to the City since 1984 on a year-toyear basis with an automatic renewal. The

is of a place that is interesting to explore

City pays no rent, but is responsible for
maintenance of the structure. (See letter in

and where non-skiers have plenty of things
to do. It is a place where the automobile is
subordinate to the pedestrian and where

Appendix from Weiss, Van Scoyk and Coe>

LLP regarding the legal status of the
parking structures.) Sixty spaces in this
garage are committed for overflow parking
required by the approval of the Grand
Summit Hotel; however, this requirement
may not be perpetual if future parking
counts show that the hotel does not need
them. Ski Corp. is under no obligation to

provide parking for Ski Time Square
merchants in the STS garage, and the

facility is rarely fully utilized.
It is likely that Ski Corp. will eventually
replace existing close-in dayskier parking at
the south Knot! with a new development
project. Construction of the Snowflower II
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In sum, of the 1 ,204 public parking spaces
currently available in the base area core,
nearly ati of them, except the 43 on-street

the presence of the natural landscape is

felt in the built environment
It is a place where visitors can easily find
their way around and where they can
access most facilities and attractions

without a car. And finally, it is uniquely
Steamboat - a place where visitors and

community meet, composed of buildings
that are welcoming in scale, architecturalty
consistent with Steamboat's Western
ranching heritage, responsive to views and
sun, and arranged to create well-used
outdoor public spaces.

4 - IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MOUNTAIN AREA

Community Objectives
The Mountain Area is badly fragmented,
and none of its individual commercial
nodes, each isolated from the others, is
able to provide the critica! mass needed to
achieve a successful, active resort. To

compete successfully with other destination
resorts, many of which are investing heavily

in upgraded facilities and pedestrian
villages, Steamboat must achieve a
fundamental change in the character of its
ibase area. It needs to reduce the
dominance of vehicles and connect its base
area lodging, shops, entertainment and
recreational activities in a continuous fabric
of pedestrian spaces, pathways, and
synergistic destinations.

S/d yard and gondola

2. Adequate Parking and Efficient but
Less Intrusive Vehicuiar Circulation

Community input at public workshops early
in the study isolated five fundamental
issues in the Mountain Area and
considered a statement of objectives

The community's objective is to make the
resort base area seem more welcoming to
visitors and more pedestrian-friendly.

Specific goals are to eliminate conflicts

related to each one. Three of them are

between vehicles and pedestrians, reduce

essentially issues of circulation and
transportation; the other two concern the

the visual dominance of roads, cars and

iack of activity in the base area. Objectives
articulated by participants, listed below,

encourages people to get out of their cars,

provided guidance for recommended
strategies. Issues and opportunities

destinations in the Mountain Area.

identified by participants are diagrammed
on Maps 4-1 and 4-2.

terminal viewed from
ski slopes

parking, provide convenient parking that
and clarify driving routes to primary

3. Greater Use of Public Transit and

Private Shuttles
The community's objective is to improve

1. Better Pedestrian Connections and

Directional Clarity
The community's underlying objective is

the quality of the pedestrian environment
and the appeal of the base village by
encouraging greater use of public transit

to enhance the appeal - and therefore

and reducing the number of private

the commercial success " of the ski base

vehicles.

village in both summer and winter. To

achieve this objective, pedestrianization
of the core area is essential. Specific
goals are to make the area more

accessible to those on foot; eliminate the
confusion in wayfinding; integrate
interesting destinations, public spaces,

and activities into the pedestrian pathway
network; and reinforce connections to the
natural landscape of the mountain, the
Yampa River, and Burgess Creek,

4. Increased Retail Vitality, Better
Connectivity, Less Seasonality

The community's objective is to improve
the retail economy by increasing the
year-round attraction of the ski base as a

visitor destination and encouraging
development of an active village
atmosphere offering a diversity of
summer and winter activities and uses.
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5.Year-Round Facilities

' Improved pedestrian environment along

Both the Steamboat Springs Area
Community Plan and input from
community workshops during this planning

Mt. Wemer Circle between the Ski Time
Drive and Apres Ski intersections and the
addition of pedestrian amenities along

process indicated that the community

this segment of the street.

would like to see the addition of more
amenities and facilities in the base area
that can be used all year by resort guests
and the community as well.

6. Higher Quality Public Spaces and
Architecture
The community's objective is to achieve

> Modification of the Gondola Square
complex (subject to the Condominium
Declarations and Plat) to open views to
the mountain, clarify pedestrian
circulation, remove obstades that impede
passage through the complex, improve

the viability of retail and other public

the development over time of a vibrant

uses, and create a better arrival

resort environment by improving existing
properties and encouraging appropriate

experience for visitors.

infili. Specific goals are to provide more

public spaces related to views and to public
activities within buildings and to encourage
more appropriate architectural styles
consistent with the natural environment, the
region's history, and guest expectations of
a Rocky Mountain resort.

General Strategies for
Improvement
The plan for improving the Mountain Area
recommends these high-priority strategies
(in no particular order):
» A general policy that encourages

the upgrading of existing accommodation
units in the mountain area and the
development of additional short-term

beds within walking distance to primary
destinations (or accessibfe by alternative
transit modes).

• New and improved pedestrian pathways
linking ail three commercial nodes in the
base area. The focus should be on

connecting Ski Time Square to the
gondola, the Grand Summit, and the
Village Center.

' Expansion of the Gondola Transit Center

in approximately its present location, with
improved public amenities.
' An enjoyable and convenient way to
move by public transit from one
commercia! destination to another in the
Mountain Area without a car.
• A convenient, low impact transit
connection from the remote dayskier

lots and future development in Tennis
Meadows to the gondola and Ski Time
Square.

A pian to replace close-in parking lost to

development through pubiic/private
cooperation and the provision of some

public parking under new private
developments as a condition of approval.

Implementation of a parking
management plan to consen/e close-in
parking for retail customers.

Better public facilities and outdoor
gathering places appropriate for a greater
diversity of programmed and
spontaneous uses. Especially important

are new activities and public spaces that
enliven the edge between the base
village and the ski slopes. Amulti-

purpose civic center facility programmed
for cultural performances, conferences,
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community gatherings should be

Specific Recommendations

considered in a central location.
» A policy to increase the short-term bed
base in the core by encouraging the

redeveiopment of underutiiized properties
and infill development where there are
now voids.

• Better trail connections from the core to

the bed base south and north, to the river
corridor, and to Old Town.
• Clearer dsrectional signage for

pedestrians and motorists at key decision
points.

• A stronger connection to the natural

landscape, especially through the
naturalization of Burgess Creek.

Daylighting of the creek, where it can be
done without conflict with ski operations,
is a high priority improvement.

Recommended improvements addressing
each of the five primary issues in the

Mountain Area are described in more detail
below. MBA has participated extensively in
the development of the plan although some
issue still remain. (Refer to letters from
MBA included in the Appendix.)
Please refer to Chapter 6 for a phasing
pian that outlines a sequence of steps to
implement these recommendations and

identifies the decisions that must be made
before preferred alternatives can be
selected. Refer to Chapter 7 for estimated

costs and Chapter 8 for funding strategies
and options.
Pedestrian Connections and

Directional Clarity
The Problem

Pedestrian issues may be the single
• A policy discouraging non-retai!
commercial uses on the ground floor of
buildings in the core area.

• Design guidelines for site planning and
architecture specific to the Mountain Area
commerciai nodes.

greatest impediment to the success of
Steamboat's resort core. All of the other
issues are connected in some way to the

ability to improve the pedestrian
environment.

The Mountain Area is almost completely
devoid of clear and interesting pedestrian

» A policy allowing for outdoor
merchandising and cafe spaces in all
sunny storefront locations.

connections. The residential complexes

Torian Plum access drive

with signage regulating
pedestrian access

• A sen/ice and delivery master plan for the

base village, identifying emergency
access requirements, dedicated fire
lanes, loading zones, and trash coHection
locations.

It should be noted that there are other
critical regional issues, outside the scope of

this study, that must be addressed if the
resort is to compete successfully, in

jartlcular the community's aging bed base
and the lack of high-quality transportation
linkages to Steamboat from DIA or the
Hayden airport.
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and commercial nodes in the base area

Recommendations for

are islands, and pedestrians have

Pedestrian C/rcu/afion

great difficulty finding their way on foot

Pedestrian connections work best when

from one to another. Even iocais have
trouble giving directions, so circuitous
are the pathways.

they offer a linked and varied sequence of
attractions and experiences, when they are

clear but enticing enough to invite
exploration, when they are safe from cars

Existing sidewalks are not located where

people naturally want to walk, with the
result that people frequently walk in the
street and attempt to surmount the many
obstacles in their way in order to follow

their line of sight. Paths are haphazard

and pose no barriers to accessibility, and

when they are public and well maintained.
These general principles underlie all
alternatives recommended for improving

the pedestrian network in the Mountain
Area. The most important connections are

and hazardous, and conflicts with cars are

diagrammed in Fig 4-1.

common, especially in the Sheraton fire
lane and on Mt. Werner Circle, where
skiers cross from the south Knoi! dayskier

1. Ski Time Square to Gondola Square
The most critical pedestrian connection

parking lot in uncontrolled patterns.

in the Mountain Area is the one linking

Some essential pedestrian connections

the two primary commercia! nodes. The
existing connection from Gondola

seen as essentiai, but unworkable in its
present condition. A safe connection from

Square goes through the Sheraton
breezeway to a long flight of grated
metal stairs leading to the Torian retail
mail. At the Ski Time Square end of the
mail, there is another flight of stairs up

the new Grand Summit to Gondola
Square and Ski Time Square will also be

to the street. Uninteresting and
circuitous, this route works, but poorly.

are missing or inadequate. A connection

from Gondola Square to Ski Time Square,
either through or around the Sheraton, is

crucial. Some trail connections from

lodgings to the south are missing or not

Sight lines suggest a more direct route
along the fire lane, but that one is

maintained in winter, and the dangerous

blocked by a chain link fence and

intersection atApres Ski Way and Village
Drive is an impediment to pedestrian

enmeshed in controversy among
affected property owners. Torian
merchants want to direct pedestrians
into their mail and see the fire lane as a

circulation from the south. There are no

direct sight lines from important pedestrian
paths and spaces to the ski mountain or
other landmarks to heip orient visitors,

The potential for a trail corridor along the
ski slope edge, using at least a portion of
Burgess Creek as a natural amenity, is
unrealized, and Burgess Creek is far from

threat to the flow they depend on. The
fire iane is on Torian Plum property and
is the entry to their garage. But it also
serves as the secondary emergency
access to the Sheraton, which has an
easement to keep it open.

natural now. Nor are there optimum trail
connections to the Yampa River corridor
and beyond, to Old Town. Bicycle routes

to and through the base area could be
more appealing.

Several alternatives have been studied:

• Retain the pathway in its present location
and improve the staircase. Upgrade

signage and landscaping to clarify the
route, TMs can be done quickly and at
minimal cost, but does not solve the

underiying problems of the route (Fig 4-2).
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Crosswaiks

Fig 4.1
The Pedestrian Network

Waikways and Trails
Important Public Spaces
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Fig 4-2
Initial phase-Stairway improvements at the location of the existing stairs to
Torian Plum

Fig 4-4
Later Phase - Alt. B

Escalator incorporated into new development
at the Torian tennis court site

.Sheratoj

Conference "Center

the Torian tennis courts (Fig 4-4).
Locate the escalator so that the route

shifts slightly eastward, passing

Fig 4-3
Later Phase - Alt, A
Stand-alone escalator at {he location of the existing stairs to Torian Plum

around the Sheraton as weil as

through it. (The breezeway would
remain as a subsidiary route.) The

• Replace the stairs with a freestanding
escalator or elevator, making the path

Sheraton should be snowmelted to

ADA accessible but leaving the route
otherwise unchanged (Fig 4-3). This

encourage active winter use, and

solves the accessibility issue, but at a

very high price, and it does not
address the lack of directjonal clarity.
(An escalator is preferable to an

modifications in the access to
Sheraton's facilities (Buddy's Run and
others) may be desirable. This
alignment would require the largest
investment but would result in a much

elevator where there are crowds of

higher quality of pedestrian

people moving in both directions and
holding skis.)

experience, (There may be

»Incorporate an escalator into a larger

redevelopment project that replaces
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walkway around the east side of the

opportunities for public/private
cooperation with this option.)
Depending on the development
program, income from redevelopment
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of the site could partially offset the cost
of an escalator. Ancillary benefits are

the injection of activity where there has
been none at the ski slope edge and

well marked with special paving
treatment and/or a slightiy elevated
platform, bollards, signage, banners,

the visual screening of Torian's

and other visible elements. After the
Grand Summit opens and until a

exposed parking structure wall. There

decision is made about narrowing the

are very few other places in the core

road, crosswalks will have to bridge all

that offer so much potential to
dramatically improve the linkage
between the base village and the

four lanes, so a refuge space should be
created in the median. In a subsequent

mountain.

down.

• Install an ADA-compliant sidewalk
along one side of the fire lane and keep
it maintained in winter. This solution
does not suggest creating a major

throughway, but simply providing a
safer way to accommodate those who
insist on choosing the fire lane route. It

is likely that this will have to be done
eventually because, as long as the

street must remain open for parking
and emergency access, it will be

impossible to keep people from walking
there. However, installation of the

sidewalk could be delayed until after
the primary pathway is improved and
the area as a whole becomes a
stronger retail environment.
2. Mt. Werner Circle

Improving the pedestrian environment
on Mt. Wemer Circle and integrating
both sides of the street into the fabric of

phase, crosswalks can be necked

A generous allowance on both

sides for sidewalks that will permit a
variety of activities to take place along
the street in addition to pedestrian
circulation (i.e. transit waiting areas,
outdoor seating and cafes,
newsstands, bicycle parking, street
performances, parade-watching).
Streetscape improvements such as
benches, pedestrian-scale lighting,
banners, street trees and flowers,
kiosks, and public art.
Development of active ground floor
uses (retail, restaurants or other)
along the street, complementing what

has already been planned in the
Grand Summit. New buildings should
address the street at grade and frame

Fig 4-5
Immediate improvements
on Mi. Werner Circle,

including crosswalks at
critical pedestrian
crossing zones

usable pub!ic spaces.

pedestrian connections is essential to
the transformation of the base area.

The feasibility of narrowing the road Is
discussed in the next section, but
whether it is narrowed or not, certain
pedestrian improvements are required

Sheraton Parking
Structure

immediately to allow people to cross the
street safely (Fig 4-5 and section,
Fig 4-8). Those recommended include:
Crosswalks

• Crosswalks at key points where

people will concentrate, most likely at
the intersections with Ski Time Drive
and Apres Ski Way and at the Gondola
Transit Center. Crosswalks should be
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A grade-separated pedestrian crossing
was proposed in several public

• Multiple trail connections to the upper
portions of Apres Ski Way via a new

meetings as an alternative to narrowing

Burgess Creek trail corridor and

Mt. Werner Circle. Suggestions

existing public trail easements that

included putting all or part of the

have not previously been maintained.

eastern road segment underground or
constructing a pedestrian overpass

from the hotel to an undetermined point
on the other side.
The Sub-Area Plan consultants

• Redesign of the intersection atApres Ski
Way and Village Drive to provide
unimpeded and safe pedestrian crossings.

4. The Grand Summit to the GTC and

strongly recommend against a

Lower Gondola Plaza

pedestrian overpass because it would
work against the goal of creating more

The continuity of this important pedestrian

activity at street level. People
generally resist climbing stairs or

cross Mt. Werner Circle, appealing public
spaces to punctuate the route, and clarity

ramps to cross a street and jaywalk
instead, unless fencing or other

in wayfinding. No existing corridor meets
all these conditions, but improvements at

barriers prevent them from doing so;
the barriers and ramps would further
detract from the viability of public

with the eventual development of
Snowflower II, offer the potential to

spaces at street level, Grades on the

corridor depends on having safe points to

Gondoia Square and the Sheraton, along

east side of the street work against an

change that. In particular, the private
owners of these properties are

easy solution, unless the overpass is
connected to the second level in a new

encouraged to take these steps to create
three distinct connections:

Civic Center facility. But unless it is an
exterior space, without doors, the

overpass would be difficult to negotiate

• Improve the existing northern corridor
beh/veen the Sheraton and Gondoia

with ski equipment. Almost everywhere

Square. Move the parking structure

they have been built, except in very
adverse climates or over extremely

entry to the north side to reduce
conflicts between pedestrians and

high-volume roads, overpasses have

vehicles. Relocate the Sheraton

drained life from the street by diverting
people around the very attractions that

swimming pool or greatly improve the
public space around it. Upgrade Sights,

depend on them for business.

benches, railings, pavements and other

pedestrian amenities in the corridor.
3. Gondola Square to Apres Ski Way
and the South Bed Base
In addition to the new sidewalks on Mt.

Install an escalator to provide a more

direct and ADA accessible transition
down to the lower plaza level.

Werner Circle, these other connections

to the areas south of Gondola Square
are recommended:

• Retention of a pedestrian walkway
along the street from the lower
gondola plaza to Apres Ski Way. This
should be a required part of any
development plan for Snowflower II
and the lower service lot (Lot 1).
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• Improve the existing central passage

through Gondola Square by
simplifying the route, eliminating
multiple stairways and ramps to create
more niche spaces for informal

seating, and upgrading lighting,
signage, railings, and pavements.

The architectural treatment of the
entry point on the Mt. Werner Circle
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side could be strengthened. Retail
storefronts, signage and lighting in the
complex should be upgraded in
conjunction with modifications to the

Thynd^rtiead
-odge

circulation corridor.
• Create a third corridor around the

south side of Gondola Square in
conjunction with the Snowflower II
Project.

To Ski

Times Square
•'\ Burgess Creek Trail

To clarify the central and southern
corridors through Gondola Square, it wi!l
be important to find a different way to

fr

accommodate the sen/ice access to the
Sheraton that presently crosses between

Gondola Square and the GTC from Mt.
Wemer Circle. This driveway should be
relocated or decked so that it does not
impede safe pedestrian circulation
through this area.

5. The Grand Summit to Ski Time Square
Major obstacles to a safe and attractive
connection between these two
destinations are a dangerous

intersection at the high point in
Mt. Werner Circle and the lack of
sidewalks on both sides of Ski
Time Drive. The combination of high

driving speeds, the width of the
boulevard, and poor sight lines at the
intersection of Ski Time Drive makes this
a dangerous p!ace to walk across the
road. An initial improvement should be a
weli-marked crosswalk at the southern

Burgess Creek daylighting
and trail connection along
{he edge of the ski slope

edge of the intersection, connecting to a

Fig 4-7

new sidewalk on the south side of Ski

Typical section for the

&>'

-p ^4 '3L<^e

Fig 4-6
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Burgess Creek Trail
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Time Drive all the way to the Sheraton

8. Directionaf Signage

fire Sane. Later, pedestrian safety will be

A comprehensive and coordinated

a primary determinant as alternatives
evolve for reconfiguring the intersection.

information and signage program is
recommended to improve pedestrian

wayfinding in the Mountain Area core
6. Burgess Creek and the Ski Slope Edge
There was virtuaily unanimous support
in the Mountain Area public meetings for
naturalizing Burgess Creek and utilizing
it as the anchor for a new siopeside trail

corridor linking the northern half of the
base area to residential neighborhoods
on the south (Fig 4-6). This effort will
entail close coordination with Ski Corp.

to satisfy its operationa! concerns during
ski season, with Torian Plum to
accommodate its need for service

include signposts, info kiosks, maps, and
other creative direction-giving elements.

Vehicular Circulation
The Problem
Access to the Mountain Area is as

confusing for motorists as it is for

access from the east side over the

pedestrians, and perhaps as hazardous.

creek, and with Sheraton during the

The area suffers from the intrusion of
service and delivery vehicles in pedestrian

redevelopment of the Thunderhead Inn.
New water features along the creek
could become important components

of the trail corridor and an attractive
amenity for visitors to the base area
during the summer (Fig 4-7). The
potential to create a small park at the
south end of the trail on vacant land
owned by Ski Corp. should also be
explored.

7. Bike Trails
Bicycle passage through the core area
is problematic and discontinuous now.

The best option for a north-south route
through the core but off the circle may
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and to use yet another weil-crafted
design element to convey the image of
Steamboat. This program should

spaces, the competition between buses,
lodge vans and skiers for drop-off space,
and hazardous conflicts between

pedestrians and cars, particularly in Ski
Time Square. Underground service access

to the Sheraton near the Gondola Transit
Center and service access to Torian Plum
across Burgess Creek are particular
problems. The intersections of Mt. Wemer

Circle with Apres Ski Way and Ski Time
Drive are confusing and occasionally
dangerous. The open, four-lane design of
Mt. Werner Circle encourages excessive
driving speeds and will create a dangerous
situation for pedestrians crossing.

be the p'roposed Burgess Creek trail.

Emergency access to some buildings is

Other corridors through the core will be
unsuited for bikes because of grade

unclear.

transitions and concentrations of

At the same time, retailers and lodge

pedestrians. Outside the core,

operators in the larger base area are

connections should be made to existing
trails north and south of the Knoll, down
to the Core Trail at the Mt. Wemer
Blvd/Highway 40 underpass. In

concerned that efforts to pedestrianize the
village will result in traffic congestion on Mt.
Wemer Circle and Ski Time Drive and that

particular, a strong connection is needed

congestion will cause their patronage to
decline. To respect their concerns, the

between Ski Time Square and the Core
Trail, which presently ends at the

effect of any street modification on traffic
flows must be considered in making any

Burgess Creek intersection with Mt.
Werner Circle.

changes in roadway configuration.
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Recommendations for

—^

Vehicular Circulation

In line with the desire to create a more
pedestrian-friendly base area, the focus of

efforts to improve the vehicular circulation

.^'^

network in the Mountain Area is to reduce

the dominance of the car without impairing

more convenient drop-off areas for public
and private transit services, and

studied for Mt.
Werner Circle

N.

.0

traffic flows or causing congestion,
Recommended strategies include traffic
calming, removal of bottlenecks and unsafe
or confusing intersections, provision of

Fig 4-8
A Itematives

Q,

*^-

^

>

redistribution of public parking to serve
retail establishments in the base area,

This, combined with the projected growth of
bed base within walking distance of the
core, the development of more diverse
activities offered year-round, and more

Alternative A: Counterdockwise one-way traffic

u' ^—^

alternatives for public transit to and within
the base area, wiil make the Mountain Area
a more competitive and interesting resort
destination.
1. Mt Werner Circle
There is much concern in the Mountain

Area about the potential for hazardous
conditions on Mt. Werner Circle after the
Grand Summit opens and its guests are
forced to cross a busy boulevard.
Several possible solutions were
proposed to segregate pedestrian traffic,
including a pedestrian overpass from

the hotel (discussed in the previous
section) and tunneling the road under
at-grade pedestrian spaces. Other
alternatives focused on calming the

Alternative B: Restricted automobile access to the eastern segment of
Mt. Werner Circle

& ^»-^

traffic on the road to make it less hostile
to pedestrians.
Among the latter were alternatives to
close the street to a one-way loop,

pedestrianize it completely by closing it
to all vehicular traffic, or to limit access to
transit, emergency and shuttle vehicles

(Fig 4-8). After initial study, none of
these concepts were pursued.
Alternative C: Pedestrian-only corridor on the eastern segment ofMt. Werner Circle
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• The existing and projected traffic
volumes on the road, which do not
exceed the capacity of a two-tane road
even at peak periods.
• The desire to integrate developments

now in progress (the Grand Summit)
or planned on the Knoli into the
pedestrian fabric of the base village
and to make Mt. Werner Circle a more

appealing place to waik. For this
reason, the City requested and Ski
Corp. agreed that the Grand Summit
would be sited to relate more
intimately to the street.

View to the south down the
center ofMt. Werner

Circle in front of the
GondoUi Transit Center

A one-way loop would complicate transit
service and access from outlying
neighborhoods to the core, and it would
likely require re-engineering of the entire
circle, not just the east side, in order to
work out intersections and transitions,
Above all, one-way streets typically
increase vehicle speeds.
A completely pedestrian corridor, dosed
to all vehicle traffic, was considered to

be an unacceptable limitation on the
operation of transit routes and would put

Ski Time Square at a serious
disadvantage. A limited access corridor,
aliowing buses and shuttles to pass
through it, is workable, but was also met

with great concern from Ski Time Square
merchants because of limitations on
access from the south. It was also

thought that controlling access would be
a costly operational burden and difRcult
to enforce.
The Sub-Area PSan consultants have

strongly recommended the calming of
traffic on Mt. Wemer Circle by narrowing
it from four lanes to two between the
intersections with Ski Time Drive and
Apres Ski Way. This recommendation is
based on a number of factors:
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• The negative experience of many
other cities where pedestrian
overpasses have been constructed.

• The objective of creating a better
arrival experience for the resort. A

four-iane road with Sittle activity at the
edges encourages high speed and
discourages stopping.
• The urgent need for additional space

along the Circle to expand the
Gondoia Transit Center and to
designate more efficient areas for

private shuttles and vehicles to drop
off passengers.

• The possibility that a civic center
facility might be constructed on the
Gondola Square parking structure.

• The excessively high cost of tunneling
and the presence of many
underground utilities in the roadway.

Underground arrival at the resort is
viewed as a negative experience, and
in any case, at-grade vehicular access

would have to be maintained to the
hotel, the transit center and a future
civic center facility.

Its advantages notwithstanding, the idea
of narrowing the road has proven to be

4 - IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MOUNTAIN AREA

one of the most contentious issues in the

could be done in two phases keyed to

planning process, as it is perceived to

redevelopment of parcels along the street.

have the potential for greatly increasing
congestion and making access to Ski

• The initial step would involve curb

Time Square more difficult. The

extensions at major crosswalks from

Mountain Business Association has

the Grand Summit and the dayskier
parking lot on the south Knoll. (Fig 4-9,
Alt. A). This will effectively close the

asked for and received assurances from

the City that the modification will not be
undertaken until certain reasonable
conditions are met. These include:

• The opening of the first phase of the
Grand Summit.

outside lanes to through-traffic and
allow the results to be further obsen/ed
before more permanent modifications
are made. The lanes thus freed up
could be redesignated as shuttle dropoff areas,

• Amendment of the Grand Summit

conditions of approva! to reflect the
revised roadway configuration.

• A traffic study, performed by a
professional traffic engineer selected by
the City, which will be a test closure
during peak ski season of the outside
lanes on a busy weekend after the
hotel opens. The study should consider

traffic volumes at projected buildout.
It should be performed under conditions
designed to simulate periods of
maximum occupancy and traffic - both
pedestrian and vehicular,

• The subsequent phase would involve
reconstruction of the street, the GTC,

and both intersections. (To fadiitate
the opening of the Grand Summit in
December 99, Ski Corp. will already
have completed streetscape
improvements on the west side of the

street. It is anticipated that for the
most part the curb line and these
improvements will be unaffected by
subsequent modifications of the street,
regardless of which alternative is
ultimately chosen.)
In the deliberations about Mt. Werner

• Resolution of space requirements for

the expanded Gondola Transit Center
and service access to the Sheraton.

• Finalization of the building plans and
the timing for construction of
Snowflowerll.
• Accommodation of private shuttle
drop-offand loading.

Circle, the future need for traffic control
mechanisms may need to be anticipated.
The community desires to avoid
signalized intersections in the base area,

but some other method (stop signs,
courtesy traffic director) may eventually
be needed at the Ski Time Drive
intersection and perhaps also at the
Gondola Transit Center.

• Realignment of the Ski Time Drive and
Apres Ski intersections with Mt.
Wemer Circle.

• Clarification of the incremental
operating costs of maintenance, snow
removal, and additional transit services.

If ultimately approved, the narrowing
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Fig 4-9
Alternatives studied for modification ofMt. Werner Circle betwe-en Ski Time Square Drive and Apres Ski Way,
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Immediate Improvement: Mt. Werner Circle at four lanes with a center median {{he existing width, with new cross\valks)
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Alt A: Ml. Werner Circle narrowed to two lanes. Outside lane in each direction becomes drop-off area for private vehicles and shuille vans.
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Alt B: Mt. Werner Circle remains four lanes. Additional drop-off lanes are developed in each direction, expanding the road to the equivalent of
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six lanes.
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2. Ski Time Square Drive
In response to input at community work
sessions, several alternatives were

.-?S5S^

studied to control vehicular circulation in
Ski Time Square. The first was to keep It
open to ail vehicles, as it is now. The
second was to make it a limited access
road open only to sen/ice and transit
vehicles, guests, and locals working in
the area. The third was to close it
completely to vehicular traffic. The last

option was quickly eliminated as
unworkable because of the number of
vehicles that require access to properties
and businesses on the street. The
Sub-Area Plan consultants strongly
recommend the first option - keeping the
road totally open to cars - because

Intersection of Ski Time

controlled access would be very difficult

Mt. Werner Circle

Square Drive and

to implement and, more importantly, the

merchants in Ski Time Square depend
heavily on visibility from the street and

Fig 4-10

on-street parking.

reconfiguration of

Other recommendations for Ski Time
Drive include:

Square Drive andMt.

Alternatives studied for
intersection at Ski Time
Werner Circle
Ah A: Roundabout

• Retention of as much on-street
parking as possible.
• Clearly designated drop-off areas for
private shuttle vans in several areas

(abandoned early in

<b^

public process)

^

along the street
• Clearly marked pedestrian crosswalks.

Alt B: Cwve straightened
at lower Sfci Time Square

• Clearly designated loading and
delivery areas and driveways.

Drive to allow better
views into Ski Time
Square

• Reconfiguration of the turnaround area

at the Christie Base to provide for
shuttie and private skier drop-off as
well as the proposed future internal
circuiator transit service. This should

be a design that minimizes the use of
private property.

Alt C: Burgess Creek
Drive and Ski Time
Square Drive intersections

combined into one

• Possible realignment of the lower

(western) half of the street. At a

(grades and tunnng
movements may make this

unworkable),
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minimum, "Checkpoint Charlie" and

Alt A). The space it requires would

the extra lanes intended for buses
(but not used) should be removed

consume some of the site now

and, with the cooperation of the

occupied by the Ski Time Square
garage, it would be extremely difficult

owners at Mt. Wemer Lodge, the
severe curve in the road should be

to accommodate in a roundabout all the

softened. (Fig 4-10,A!t.B).

here (the Grand Summit porte-cochere,

• Relocation ancf/or reconfiguration of
the intersection with Mt. Werner Circle.

roads and driveways that converge
Burgess Creek Road, parking entries,

etc). It was concluded that the high
cost of a roundabout could not be

If has been suggested that the

justified by the limited benefits it might

intersection move northward in order

achieve.

to achieve a better sight line into Ski
Time Square. In any case, a plan to
reconfigure the intersection must wait
until decisions are made regarding a

An alternative was considered to

civic center facility, redevelopment of

does not appear to accomplish benefits

the STS garage, and a plan to replace
the parking spaces lost to
redevelopment.

combine the Ski Time Square and
Burgess Creek Drive intersections, but it

that outweigh the cost (Fig 4-10, Alt, C).
Recommendations made about parking,

A roundabout has a!so been suggested
at this intersection, but traffic volumes
here may not warrant it, and it would

choke off any viable pedestrian
connection from the Knoll (Fig 4-10,

streetscape, public transit and a bus
turnaround in Ski Time Square have a
bearing on traffic congestion but are
discussed in other sections below.
3. Sheraton Fire Lane

The disposition of the Sheraton fire lane
Improved
stairway

has come up in most public meetings in
the Mountain Area, Because it serves
as the driveway access to the Torian
garage, the fire lane cannot be closed
completely, and pedestrians will
inevitably use it as fong as it is even
partially open to cars. More vehicular

Resbicted

Fig 4-11

Existing condition:

Pedestrian ~^~^^ \

Access ^

traffic on the lane may be anticipated in

Sheraton fire lane closed,
to all pedestrian and

the future, especially if Mt. Wemer

automobile traffic;

Lodge redevelops and if a Civic Center
is built. Both of these projects will need

emergency access only

Improved
stairway

parking and service access, presumably
from the "back" side - either the fire lane
or the current Sheraton entry drive, It is
reasonable to consider, then, whether

the lane should be improved and made
into a control led-access loop (Fig 4-11).
Alternative: Sheraton fire
lane open. Controlled
automobile access
and pedestrian
access on side\valks.
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Control
gates

The Torian Pfum Condo Association
received Council approval in November
1998 to use the lane as a shuttle dropoff area for two years. The drop-off
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area must be removed if the shuttle

Fig 4-12

drop-off needs can be met through
alternatives in the adopted Sub-Area

Improved mterseclion at Apres Ski Way and Mi. Wenier Circle

Pian, Unless the fire lane becomes an

open loop, allowing limited access for
guests and shuttle vans, the Sub-Area
Plan does not recommend its use as a
van drop-offarea once adequate
alternatives are developed. Without an
open loop, vans would have to make a
three-point turn to exit the area or an
internal turnaround would have to be
constructed, with uncertain impacts on

adjacent pedestrian pathways. Either

Through Traffic Lane

alternative creates the potential for
congestion and a hazardous situation
for pedestrians. An open loop would not

be intended for use by SST transit, but
would only be accessible to private
shuttle vans and guests staying in the

Future Access to
Development Site

Torian Pium, the Sheraton, or the Mt.
Werner Lodge.

4. Apres Ski Way
The City's transportation engineering

existing conditions with Immediate Improvements

consultant, TransPlan, has
recommended that the intersection of

Apres Ski Way and Mt. Werner Circle be
reconfigured to clarify turning
movements there. This plan endorses

that idea but suggests that it be part of
the larger plan to redesign the eastern
section of Ml Wemer Circle (Fig 4-12).

Through Traffic Lane

TransPlan has also recommended that

the City investigate alternatives for
modifying the intersection at Village
Drive to make it safer for both vehicles
and pedestrians. A roundabout was
suggested, but the Sub-Area Plan

Arrival Landmark

Reconflgured Intersection

consultants feel it would seriously
impede pedestrian crossings at an
intersection that has been identified as
the key pedestrian entrance to the base
area from the south. Instead, a simple

reconfiguration to align the intersecting
streets is recommended (Fig 4-13). Stop
lights are not considered a suitable

Alternative: Mt. Werner Circle tees into Apres Ski Way

option.
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Fig 4-13
Alternatives studied to improve the intersection of Village Drive and Apres Ski Way

5. Direcfionai Signage

A comprehensive roadside signage
program should be developed to give
motorists better directional information at
key decision points. The need is

greatest at the Highway 40 exit in both
directions, the intersection of the b/vo
ends of Mt. Werner Circle west of the
Knoil, and the intersections with Ski

Time Drive and Apres Ski Way. Signage
indicating entries to public parking
should aiso be included. This signage
program could be a component of a
larger effort to examine gateway signage
to the City, the resort and Old Town.

Parking
The Problem

Although there is currently sufficient parking
for skiers in the Mountain Area, the
availability of enough convenient dose-in
Alternative A: Traffic Circle

parking is perceived as a problem for
merchants and restaurants in the base
during the winter season. There are Just
over forty on-street parking spaces on Ski
Time Drive, and their preservation is
considered most important for support of
the retail sector. There are another 74

public spaces on the upper deck of the Ski
Time Square structure and 101 public
spaces in the Torian Plum garage, but
many visitors may be unaware of them.

Public parking spaces at the Christie Base
and in the Sheraton garage at the lower
end of the street are seen as too far from

the majority of businesses in Ski Time
Square. It is likeiy that employees
consume much of the supply of convenient

parking intended for retail patrons.
PreHtnmary Parking Recommendations

An on-site field survey of parking utilization
was done by Charlier Associates En
February 99 as the basis for a final report
Alternative B: Realigfimeni of the two streets and a t\vo-way orfour-way stop with
pedestrian crosswalks {preferred option)

so

and recommendations on parking in the
base area. Based on the raw data, certain
trends are apparent and suggest several
general recommendations.
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> Convenient short-term parking is
essential for the success of retail
businesses in the Mountain Area.

Typically, the most important parking
supply for this purpose is on-street
parking. It is essential that there be no
loss of on-street parking in Ski Time
Square and that short-term time limits on
these parking spaces be enforced to
prevent their consumption by employees.
> As additional commercial space is
developed in new projects in the core,

opportunities for shared parking and
public participation in providing structured
public parking should be explored.
However, the parking standards for
development in the G-2 and G-3 zones

is not available for visitors in other
seasons. In order for the resort to
strengthen its summer season, it will
have to encourage visitors and
employees to use the remote lots in the
summer as we!!. This is counter to
existing summertime trends, when transit
ridership plummets and far more visitors
come in their own cars. Use of the
remote lots in summer can only happen if
there is a convenient and dependable
connection to the base. At some point,
the Ski Corp, may wish to cooperate with
SST in providing that connection.
• Wayfinding in the base area is poor for
both pedestrians and motorists, who
often park in the wrong places because

should be expected to satisfy all the

they can't easiiy identify the dayskier
parking areas. Signage to public parking

parking demand their project generates.

is essential to reduce the confusion.

should not be reduced, and developers

' Although the two existing parking
structures may not be in the best location
to serve the Ski Time Square commercial
area, the spaces they supply are critical.
When those sites are redeveloped, more
remote off-site parking locations may be

needed to supplement the public spaces
available in private structures in the core.
If an off-site option is considered, it will be

essential to link it with an extremely
convenient connection such as a highfrequency shuttle, a people mover, or a

Remote Parking

The existing surface lots at Tennis
Meadows hold approximated 950 cars. Ski
Corp. operates shuttle buses from there to
the gondola during ski season, but there is
no transit connection to the base area at
other times. As other dayskier lots closer to

the base are replaced by development, Ski
Corp. expects to enlarge or deck these lots
as necessary to shift nnore daysRiers to
remote parking. Eventually, as Tennis
Meadows develops, there may be sufficient

train. Without a connection people will

Existing Street Parking on
Ski Time Square Drive

readily use, off-site parking will not sen/e
the needs of base area retailers.

Employees should be encouraged to
park in the remote dayskier lots, but this

S!!iMto.
^^•:N-^^
^s-t^^^^

will require the same convenient transit
connection at all times of the day. The

City should work with the Mountain
Business Association to develop a plan
for employee parking.
The Ski Corp. currently serves the
remote lots with its own shuttle buses,
but the sen/ice is designed for skiers and
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demand to justify the need for an off-road

are: 1) the redevelopment of Ski Corp.'s

people mover system to connect the base
with the remote lots.

Ski Time Square garage to increase its

Other Sites for Structured Parking

By virtue of its size, the south Knoll is a
possible site for a parking structure. It is,
however, an equally suitable site for a
higher use because of the spectacular
views from the site and the desire to grow
the bed base in the resort core area. If

parking were to be devefoped on this site to
replace spaces lost elsewhere in the base,

it should be underground and part of a
mixed-use plan. The site is too visible to
use it for an above-grade parking structure.
Gondola Transit Center at
the Ski Base

Other alternatives for structured parking

capacity and improve its appearance from

the street; 2) a structure atApres Ski Way
and Village Drive; 3) a public parking
structure on a privately owned parcel on
Burgess Creek Road.

The latter location needs to be studied in
detail to understand how it might be used
and by whom. The traffic impacts on
Burgess Creek Road from vehicular
access to a parking structure need to be
evaluated. Pedestrian egress from that

site to Ski Time Square will be affected by
grade differences and wouid necessitate
an eievator. Because access will be less
direct, it may not be reasonable to expect
its use by visitors, and it is an expensive
solution for employee parking. However,

as it is one of the few available sites
suitable for a parking structure, the

Burgess Creek site should be studied in
the overall parking master plan that has
been recommended for the Mountain
Area.

Public Transit and Private Shuttles
The Problem

The most pressing public transit issue is
the existing Gondola Transit Center (GTC),
which is at capacity now. Lodge vans and
'Checkpoint Charlie" at
Ski Time Square Drive

private cars dropping off skiers make the
problem worse by competing for space with
SST buses and causing increased
congestion at existing transit stops. The

problem wifl be further exacerbated when
Snowflower II is developed and the lower
drop-off lot at the gondola is eliminated.
The GTC can be expanded in its present
location, but the City does not own the site,

the Ski Corp. has development
expectations for adjacent parcels, and the
Sheraton service access must be
accommodated.
Transit routes sen/ing the Mountain Area

presently circulate through Old Town and
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outlying neighborhoods in the Mt. Werner

traffic-related delays causing rippSe

area; there is no direct express connection

effects elsewhere in the system. For that

from Old Town and no apparent need for

reason, SST has expressed its desire to
discontinue sen/ice to the Christie Base

one. However, ridership from Old Town is
much higher in winter than summer, when

visitors prefer to sightsee by car and there

on its in-town routes from Old Town.

is less competition for parking at the base.

The possibility of losing transit ser/ice to
Ski Time Square and consoiidating all

The dispersion of lodgings in the larger
base area makes it hard to design efficient

transit center near the gondola brought

bus routes, although this may change as
more beds are developed in the core area.

business owners.

Scheduled inten/als in transit service to the

A solution that addresses these

upper end of Ski Time Square are

concerns is to develop a subsidiary SST
bus drop-offarea at a point roughly

increasingly threatened by congestion
between buses and other vehicles on Ski

Time Drive that lengthens the run. SST
would like to discontinue sen/ice on the Ski
Time Square leg, but merchants are

understandabiy wary of changes in routing
or service that would force visitors to

transfer to a different vehicle to get to Ski
Time Square. They also feel that they
would be disadvantaged by any plan to

SST pick-ups and drop-offs in a single
unanimous concern from mountain

halfway up Ski Time Drive and to initiate
an internally circulating SST shuttle
serving the base area with greater

frequency. This proposition has the
support of the Mountain Business
Association, for whom it is a very high
priority. It does not need to wait for
improvements to be made at the
Gondoia Transit Center.

consolidate sen/ice at the Gondola Transit
Center. More than one SST drop-off area
is needed.

Given the operating parameters for SST
buses, there are only two places along

Ski Time Drive large enough to
Private shuttle vans, offering an alternative

accommodate a turnaround for City

to the use of private cars, are seen as an

buses. One is at or near the intersection

integral part of the public circulation system.
For efficient circu!ation, they will require

with the fire lane, in front ofTorian Plum

more drop-off space in key locations,

particularly along Mt. Werner Circle and SRi
Time Drive.
Transit System Recommendations

The following recommendations are made
to address these issues:
1. Ski Time Square Bus Turnaround

in all the Mountain Area public meetings,
it was made clear that Ski Time Square
merchants consider continued transit

service extremely important to their
survivai. At the same time, SST

managers describe the route up Ski
Time Drive as a growing scheduling
problem, with increasingly frequent

(Fig 4-14, Alt. A), and the other one,
further west, uses the octagon site,

which the City would have to purchase
(Fig 4-14, Alt. B). The Torian site is more
centrally located to serve Ski Time
Square. A bus drop-off in this iocation
could make it more attractive for skiers

to start their ski day from Ski Time
Square if the pedestrian axis from Ski
Time Square to the gondola is improved
at the same time. It would not be

possible to build a turnaround here
without encroaching slightly on Mt.
Werner Lodge property and relocating
the driveway entrance to those concfos,
The owners in Mt. Werner Lodge are not
in favor of a turnaround in this location.
The design of the bus turnaround is a
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complex problem, and all alternatives

buses drop off their passengers in a

must be evaluated for their impacts on
traffic flows and turning movements.

westbound direction, after having turned

SST has estimated the need for three
bus bays in this location and prefers that

Time Drive. This means passengers will
have to cross the street to go toward the

across oncoming traffic moving down Ski

gondola - not the preference of
merchants in the area. It is also unclear
whether the turnaround would have to

Fig 4-14
Alternatives studied for a bus

New Public
Space.

turnaround in

Ski Time Square

be two lanes or one in each direction.
Alternatives need to be studied in more
detail by a transportation engineer.
2. Expansion of the
Gondofa Transit Center
Convenient transit service is critical to the
success of any resort. Steamboat's
Gondola Transit Center is at capacity now
and needs to be enlarged to maintain an

effective level of transit sen/ice during the
winter, when utilization peaks. The
situation will be aggravated when, as part
of the Snowfiower II development, the

lower drop-off lot by the gondola (Lot 1) is
eliminated and service must be

consolidated at the GTC. A plan for its
Alternative A: Bus passenger drop-ojfnear
Sheraton fire lane

expansion is imperative.

SSTs optimum design for an expanded
Gondola Transit Center will include:
• Minimal consumption of private
deveiopmentland.
New Public Space

• Separation of bus lanes and loading
areas from through-traffic on Mt.
Werner.

• At teast 12 bus bays, and preferably
up to 14 (there are 9 now), to provide
for current needs and future growth in
transit services. A sawtooth

configuration is preferred to allow
buses to pull out without waiting for
other buses ahead of them to load.

This number will allow individual bays
to be dedicated to specific routes,
making the system easier for visitors
to figure out.
Alternative B: Bus turnaround on the Octagon site.
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• A central pick-up point dedicated to
the proposed high-frequency SST
base area shuttle.

• A configuration that permits
passengers to offload and walk away
without crossing more than one bus

lane (and preferably none).
• A configuration of double loaded bus
bays that allows buses traveling in
either direction to pick up or offload

Fig 4-15
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Alternatives studied for expansion of the Gondola Transit Center.

Existing Transit Center
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passengers,

• A configuration posing minimal
conflict with pedestrians crossing Mt.

Werner Circle and discouraging them
from crossing through the GTC in

Alternative A: Cid-de-sac sawtooth configiiation was rejected because of business
owners' concerns that restricted automobile access 'would have a negative impact on

the vitality of the area.

unintended places.
• A minimum turning radius of 50 feet
where bus lanes intersect Mt. Werner
Circle. This maximizes routing
flexibility, as buses can approach or
leave the transit center from either
direction and can more safely stop
and wait for an opportunity to reenter the Row of through-traffic. It is

possible that at peak periods some
kind of traffic control (three-way stop
sign or policeman) would be needed
at one or both of the exits from the

Alternative B: Linear transit center parallel to Mi. Werner Circle, which is narrowed

transit center to create breaks in the

to t\vo lanes plus a drop-offlane on the south bound side. This alternative allows

traffic so buses can get back onto Mt.

development of a new arrival plaza, expansion and improvement of the Gondoia

Werner Circle.

Square frontage, and constt-nction of Snowflower's second phase.

• A sheltered passenger waiting area

centrally located to the bus bays,
estimated at 2,400 square feet
(enough for 240 waiting passengers).
This area could be part of a public
reception facility that contains an
information booth, restrooms, and

phones and perhaps also a ticket
sales counter, a quick food service
operation, and lockers.

Alternative C: Linear transit center parallel to a four lane Mt. Werner Circle reduces
the area available for future development and functional public space,
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• A separate area outside the GTC for

expanded GTC are met, there are

drop-offs by lodge shuttles and private

serious implications for future

vehicies.

development of Ski Corp.'s properties

• Heated pavement

east of the road. With a four-lane road,
plus drop-off ianes for private shuttles,

Alternatives for the location of an

the linear transit center concept takes up
considerably more of the space that

expanded GTC were considered, but

could be used for expanded retail

the only site centrally located and large

around Gondola Square and consumes
as well much of what might olhen/vise

enough is at or near its present location.

The facility could be moved to the north
on Mt. Wemer, toward the Ski Time

Drive intersection, but this might
preclude the possibility of using the
garage site for a Civic Center and in
any case would seriously limit that site's

become new public space along the
street. It also makes the Snowflower I!
site very narrow, vastly complicating the

footprint of a future building on that site.
3. Base Area High-Frequency

redevelopment potential. It would aiso
increase the walking distance to the

SST Circulator Shuttle
The SST shuttle sen/ice within the base

primary winter destination, the gondola.

area is a concept modeled on other

It could also move south, but walking to

successful pedestrian-oriented resort

Ski Time Square gets !ess appealing and

towns, where high-frequency shuttles
are considered crucial factors in

conflicts with Snowflower increase the

farther south it shifts.

reducing in-town traffic volumes and

Several concepts for organizing the bus

parking demands. In most cases, the
vehicles used are easy to board, even
when there are crowds of passengers

bays were examined, inciuding a

diagonal configuration similar to the
existing one, a rectangular plan that
utilized the Snowflower II site, and

holding skis, and fun to ride. Good
examples are Boulder's downtown "Hop"
vehicles and Vail's core area shuttle

linear plans both in the road and

buses. In the Mt. Werner base, the

parallel to it. A cul-de-sac shape was
also diagrammed in the event that Mt.
Werner Circle was closed to vehicular

concept could greatly simplify movement
of visitors into all parts of the core from
nearby lodgings by making it easier for

traffic (Fig 4-15, Alt A) In that

them to circulate without a car. This

alternative, buses would be able to

may, in fact, be the best way possible to

enter and exit only from the south.
Having concluded that Mt, Werner

link together the fragmented commercial
nodes in the base area,

Circle should remain open to vehicles
for the foreseeable future, the

The Sub-Area Plan recommends that

consulting team and SST staff fee! that

SST initiate a detailed study of the idea
to identify projected usage, alternative

a linear configuration separated from

the road is the most efficient for bus

routings, and costs to purchase vehicles

loading and movement and the most

and operate the service. If, on the

economical in its use of land (Fig 4-15,
Aft B and C).

strength of their study, funding sources

If the decision is made that Mt. Werner

beginning of the ski season in the year
2000 (Fig 4-16).

should remain a fouNane roadway, and

if all the desired standards for the
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can be secured, the service could be
inaugurated no sooner than the
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4. Transit improvements at the

Christie Base
It is essential that there be a turnaround
for vehicles at the Christie Base. It may

also be desirable to provide an
opportunity to drop off passengers there.
Pedestrian connections from the street

and the drop-off areas to the Christie lifts
and hiking trails are also a priority,
Adjacent property owners must provide
space for these connections in planning
the development of their properties.
5, New Development

All new development projects in the
larger Mountain Area should be required

to analyze their potential impacts on
traffic and roads and to integrate into
their plans alternative connections and
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modes of transportation for their guests
(i.e. trails, shuttle vans, etc).
however, even an enhanced system

Fig 4-16

There has been a steady growth in the

cannot satisfy all the mobility

Diagram for a potential

number of private vans circulating in the

requirements of guests and residents.

6. Private Shuttle Semces

base area and into Old Town. Together

Private shuttle vans will remain an

with SST, a fairly efficient system for

essential component in Steamboat's

carrying visitors has evolved. SST has
been working with van operators to solve

transit system. Adequate provisions must
be made to facilitate their operation, and
their concerns about traffic congestion in

some basic routing problems, to open
certain van-based portions of the system
to the general public, and to consolidate
private with public sen/ices where
concentrations of guest accommodations

passengers along Mt. Werner Circle
near the Gondola Transit Center, in Ski
are required. (There can be no
significant change h drop-off areas on

details of routing to make SST's fixed

gondola have been improved and

Snowflower II is built, drop-offs in the
lower lot will be discontinued. It will be
important to prevent the use of
designated dropoff areas by other

can be worked out to resolve funding

inequities, SST would like to extend the
pilot project to other lodges.
Because of the dispersed distribution of
residential units in the base area,

the ski base would be

Mt. Werner Circle until the street and the
GTC are redesigned.) When the
pedestrian corridors from the GTC to the

routes useful to lodge guests. If a

public/private cost-sharing agreement

Christie Base to Lot I at
the Gondola. T7ie route

another alternative,

Time Square, and at the Christie Base

of operation, location of stops, and

that the preferred route
would run from the

shown to the area south of

management and condominium

staff is working to identify where
adjustments could be made in the hours

shuttle. SSThas indicated

their loading areas must be respected.
Convenient places to off-load

exist. In a piiot project with lodge
associations at Storm Meadows, SST

route for a base area high
frequency SST circnlator

vehicles through a more intensive
enforcement program, especiaHy in Ski
Time Square, where retention of parking
spaces is also a priority.
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Retail Vitality and the Quality of
Public Spaces

Fig 4-17
Private shuttle drop-off areas

u

Retail vitality derives not simply from the
right merchandise or easy access, although
these are surely important. The equation for
vitality :s a more complex mix of factors
relating to diversity, opportunity, connectivity,
and quality. Successful resorts do not rely

solely on shopping; they also offer vibrant
public spaces and multiple opportunities to
people-watch, explore, wander, and play.
High-energy resort destinations depend on

the synergy created by a variety of things to
see and do, comfortable public places for
congregating, proximity to a concentration of
residents and guests, legible pedestrian
connections between attractions, quality of
design elements, and the uniqueness of the
location itse!f. The Sub-Area Plan is an
acknowledgement that most of these factors
need improvement in the Mountain Area.
The Problem
The Mt. Werner base area suffers from the
scarcity of attractive, sunny public spaces
and apres-ski places, the lack of good
venues for planned and spontaneous
events, and the absence of landscaping
and connections to the natural environment
that people have come to experience.

Existing design guidelines are ineffective,
and the mediocre architecture of some

existing buildings is inconsistent with
Steamboat's historical image. Over-scaied

buildings dehumanize adjacent public

^

Existing Drop-off and Pick-up
locations to be removed
Existing Drop-offand Pick-up
locations to remain.
New Drop-offand Pick-up
locations to be added

space. Several older structures in key
locations are in need of redevelopment.
There are no clear pedestrian corridors
connecting the three commerciai nodes in
the Mountain Area. Isolated and lacking any
synergy (or "critical mass"), most shops do
very little business in summer, and a few
shops are closed except in winter.

Merchants in the ski base depend on
Proposed general
locations of designated
private shuttle pick-up and
drop -off.

adequate connections to concentrations of

lodging in the larger base area, especially
those south of the core, Convenient public
parking, transit service and private shuttle
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drop-off locations are seen as deficient, but
absolutely necessary for a vigorous yearround retail environment.
The design of retail spaces is also an issue.
In general, retail spaces in the Mountain
Area are poorly designed, storefronts are
uninteresting, merchandise is insufficiently
varied, sjgnage is not visible enough from

pedestrian walkways, and their physical
relationship to the public right-of-way Is
poor.

Comments in community meetings have

identified the need for better architecture,
more public spaces, a more comprehensive
program of recreational and cultural activities,

Designate the ski slope edge from
Thunderhead to Snowflower as a

covered bridge access to

and better design of individual shops. More
visitor accommodations in the core will also

high-priority area for the

Gondola Square

development of active public uses.

help to intensify the level of year-round
activity.
Qualitative Recommendations
1. Diversity of Activities and Attractions
There are a number of steps the City can
take - or encourage private landowners to
take - to achieve a greater variety of
activities in the Mountain Area.

Specifically:
• Support the continuing effort to

Retail hidden away in the

Require ail development projects
along this edge (Fig 4-18) to provide
active uses (retail or other) and
outdoor seating areas related to the
views, the sun, and the ski slopes and

to tie into existing pedestrian pathways
with bamer-frse connections.
Discourage passive commercial uses
along this edge. Encourage better
indoor-outdoor relationships. Link
outdoor public spaces to the proposed
Burgess Creek trail corridor, and use

build a multi-purpose Civic Center
in a location central to the base area

(see #3 and Fig 4-23). If long-term
funding for this project can be
secured, supporters and the

consultants agree that the faciiity
would be best located in the Mountain
Area. The site deemed most

promising is the parking garage
because of its accessibility, its
proximity to the main concentration
of visitor accommodations, and the

^^PSW*^!^
^^^fg^'1^^

potential to share the existing
conference facilities of the two
adjacent hoteis. For large special
events, the remote lots could be used
for parking.

Fig 4-18
Areas shaded are those
.:„ with gf'ealest potential as
,' active new public spaces
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for performances (stage sites, viewing

areas, lighting, electrical outlets)
without cutting off essential circulation
through the space.
1 Require new development projects
in the core area to provide ground
floor retail and restaurant spaces,
consistent with new provisions in the
draft Community Development Code.
Active ground fioor uses are essential

New Public
Space

wherever buildings face a major
pedestrian street or corridor. Priorities
for new retail are the Mi. Werner Circle

side of Gondola Square and both
sides of Ski Time Drive from its
intersection with Mt. Werner Circle up
to at least the Thunderhead Inn.

Bus Drop-offand
Pick-up

• Encourage existing retailers in the
base to upgrade their frontage on
streets ad pedestrian
thoroughfares, with emphasis on
front entries, signage, store window

Fig 4-19
Design concept for an
improved public space at
Ski Time Square in
association with the

the naturai features developed along

the creek (ponds, waterfalls) to add

Square complex, and Gondola

interest at the built edge. Consider an

Square.

development of a ne\v

ice rink as a public/private Joint venture.

turnaround for buses and

The highest priorities for improvements
in this corridor are the Torian Plum

other vehicles

merchandise displays, and display
lighting, Areas of highest priority are
the Torian Plum mall, the Ski Time

tennis courts and parking structure roof,
the east side of the Sheraton complex,
and Gondola Square. All improvements

' Actively encourage redevelopment
of obsolete or underutilized
properties. Redevelopment should
conform to guidelines for desired uses,
street relationships, architectural

along this edge must be compatible

character, building height and mass

with ski operations.

established by the Sub-Area Plan and
the revised draft Community

' Retain a venue for Strings and other
performances at the base area, and
make the improvements needed to
use the ski slope as a summer
amphjtheater.

Development Code. Sites where
redevelopment would be the most

beneficial to the level of activity in the
base indude the Torian Plum tennis
courts, Mt. Wemer Lodge, the
Thunderhead Inn, the street frontage

Consider all existing and proposed

Sheraton swimming pool area,

venues for programmed and
spontaneous events. Design or

Gondola Square and its parking

retrofit them so that they can be used
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of the Ski Time Square buildings, the

outdoor public spaces as potential

structure.
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2. New and Improved Public Spaces

Retail success goes hand in hand with
quality pedestrian spaces. The absence

of good public spaces in the Mountain
Area is surely one of its greatest

drawbacks, and it should be a high
priority to develop them. Good
opportunities abound:
• Ski Time Square - The square is not
yet a place that lives up to its name. It

needs a landmark public space that Sets
people know when they've arrived.

There is great potential to develop a
public plaza in conjunction with the
proposed bus turnaround if the site

chosen for that facility is far enough up
the street (Fig 4-19). Redevelopment of
the SRI Time Square buildings owned
by Sheraton presents another

opportunity for a public plaza, as it
could be surrounded by active new
uses and have a better relationship

with the street than the existing
buildings do. The best location for a
plaza would be near the comer at

Torian Plum, where it could become the
point of connection for the pedestrian
link to Gondola Square and maximize
sun exposure, Properiy designed, .this
plaza could serve many purposes as a
venue for events. If it is developed
adjacent to the bus turnaround, there
are opportunities to use the entire

the removal of awkward grade

Fig 4-20

changes. Consistent paving and
curbs would help to separate

Design, concept for

pedestrian space from parking and
loading. Street dimensions should be
re-examined to see if more width can

on the upper portion of
Ski Time Drive.

streetscape improvements

space for special summer events, as

be dedicated to pedestrian circulation

the frequency of bus service is greatly

Fig 4-21

without losing on-street parking.

Section through Ski Time

reduced in summer.

Square showing
improvements

• Ski Time Square Drive - The street

does not offer enough useful public
space to support the retail and
restaurant uses that edge it. It could
be a much greater asset to those
businesses if improvements were

On-street parking
beyond curb
extensions at
intersections

j—-£ -^
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made in the sfreetscape elements

(Figs 4-20 and 4-21). Greatiy needed
are better seating, cafe spaces, trees
and flowers, pedestrian-scale lighting,
directional and storefront signage, and
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Slopeside Plaza at Gondola Square
The lower plaza could be improved by
making the building edge that contains
it more continuous and filling it with

more clearly defined to avoid conflicts
with pedestrians. Vertical etements

more active uses. Pedestrian

planters) could be added to reduce the

circulation corridors that feed it should

apparent openness and scale of the

be made ciearer. Design of interior
spaces and uses should anticipate

space, as landscaping over structured

ways in which the spaces can be used
in summer. The office building is

relied on for this purpose. The corridor

awkwardly situated and acts more like

could be added where views, sun,and
adjacent uses are most complementary
Ski Corp. is encouraged to install an

a plug than a magnet, Offices that do
not need to be here should be moved
outside the immediate base area to
make available more space for active
public uses. The addition of more and

need to be relocated or screened and

(gazebos, arbors, banners, hanging

parking is problematic and cannot be
is wide enough that small seating areas

escalator at the east end of the corridor
to complete a more direct connection to
the gondola. Existing ramps are too

better skier services - perhaps a day

steep for ADA compliance and might be

lodge that could serve multiple

removed if an escalator were built.
Conversion of Ski Corp.'s real estate

purposes in other seasons - would
help to activate the edge.

sales office to a more active use would
make a more enticing entry to the

Sherafon/Gondola Square Corridor

Gondola Square complex. The greatest

This corridor will inevitably become the
primary link between the Gondola

benefit to the quality of the corridor,

Transit Center, the Grand Summit and
the gondola. Its present condition isn't

undertake a major change in the use

consistent with that elevated role. The
corridor needs upgraded paving and

lighting, modified grade changes, and
more active uses in adjacent building
spaces, Service access and dumpsfers

at the south end of the parking structure
it JriSGondola Square Building

Fig 4-22
Design concept for a new
public space at the
gonclola transit center.

This space has the
potential to become the Ski
Base's arrival gateway.

Shown is how this space
might tie together the
other sites around it. such

as the Grand Summit, a
future civic facility,a new
development at
Snowflower, and the
transit center
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Potential
Civic

Facility

however, would be for the Sheraton to
and form of its swimming pool space
and the conference center space that
fronts it.

Upper Plaza at Gondola Square
This area is the first that most arriving
visitors see, and it presents an

4 - IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MOUNTAIN AREA

important opportunity to create a better
first impression than it does now. As

the primary arrival and entn/ point to
the base village, it should be
completely redesigned simultaneously
with work at the expanded transit
center, Gondola Square, and the Civic

Center site. With the GTC, it wf)l

Site - The site of the existing parking
garage between the Sheraton and the
Grand Summit works we!l for a
multipurpose facility (Fig 4-23).
This location:
• Provides easy access to public
transit.

become the base area's primary
crossroads and congregation spot,
and it couid be designed as a multi-

• Provides well for both pedestrian
and auto access.

functional venue for major public
events.

• Situates the facility as the anchor
of an active public arrival space at
the Gondola Transit Center.

3. Civic Center

Amultipurpose Civic Center has been
identified as a public improvement that
could serve a number of objectives:

• Could integrate active retail and
other uses on the street side.
• Accommodates the facility
comfortably on the site.

• Provide an activity generator to support
revitaiization of the mountain area.

• Allows co-use of facilities at both
Grand Summit and Sheraton.

• Stimuiate town business activity,
particularly off season and shoulder
season,

Fig 4-23
TJie existing parking
structure is the preferred
site for a potential civic
center facility because of

• Provides proximity to a large bed

its central relationship to
the pedestrian nehvork

base.

and the Gondola Transit
Center.

• Support area hotel and lodges.
• Increase accommodations tax and
retaii sales tax revenue.

Pedestrian ^
Structure

» Provide facility for arts and cultural
activities.
• Provide space for community, civic
and school activities.
Existing Structure

There are private conference facilities
in Steamboat, but they do not have the

SNX^^—^<

capacity to handle large conferences

(with 1,000 or more participants), host

^-~--——-—^ f-^"""

multiple conferences at one time or
support conferences that require larger

exhibit space. Nor does the City have
an appropriate facility for performing

^

Pedestrian
Structurs

arts or civic events. A new

multipurpose center has the potential
to perform all of these functions.
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• Building - A 70,000 square foot
building could accommodate a 500
seat auditorium, a 16,000 square foot

suggests that a large number of

conference hall room and appropriate

conferences (with 600 or more

ancillary services. Construction costs

attendees) will consider a resort

for a building of this size will be
approximately $17 million ($250 per
square foot). Additional expenditures

location.

The size of the arts faciHty needs to be

will be required for site improvements

resolved. The Viiar Center in Beaver

and land acquisition. There are also a
number of smaller variations possible.

Creek reports that 500 seats is the

• Operating Expenses -Annual
operating expenses will vary

depending on whether certain
functions are handled in-house (e.g.

appropriate size to accept touring
theatrical groups, but a local
Steamboat booking agent indicates
that 750 seats would be needed. The
local arts community seems to support
a 750-seat option aithough there is no

marketing, central reservations,
special events) and on the ultimate
mix of arts and civic uses versus

uniformity of opinion on any aspect of
how the local arts community would

conference use. The present concept

option would have larger buiiding and

for the facility suggests annual
operating costs of approximately $1

operating costs. Operating subsidies

miilion without debt service, sales or

make use of the facility. The larger

are inevitable and the degree of public
support for the required subsidies

marketing. Depending on the mix of
uses, the experience of other facilities

should be carefully evaiuated.

indicates that 20 to 40 percent cost

The management structure of the
faciiity remains to be determined. A

recovery is likely.
• Remaining Issues - Questions
remain regarding three key issues that
are central to the success of a

multipurpose facility: market support,

relationship with the existing
Steamboat Chamber is likely, The
facility will require an intensive sales

and marketing effort by its own staff
and by contracting with another

size of the arts component and

organization such as the Chamber.

management structure.

The system for paying for conference

Market support of a large conference

center use, either a rental fee or a
per room charge for associated
reservations, will have to be

facility is uncertain. The lack of
interstate highway access, absence of
air connections, and the distance from
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inquiries currently received. Research

conducted for other mountain facilities

major Front Range markets remain as

established, and many options are
available, Use of the current,
privately-owned central reservations

important negatives, and established

system by the new facility needs to be

competition at Keystone, Snowmass
and the Broadmoor. tend to reduce
Steamboat's attractiveness as a

evaluated.
These remaining issues need to be

conference site. However,

evaluated before more detailed

knowledgeable persons at both the
Chamber and the Sheraton Hote!

estimates of construction and

believe that larger conferences could
be attracted based on the number of

Although the appropriate site for this
facility has been established,

operating costs can be produced.

\ - IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MOUNTAIN AREA

questions about its components,
programming and management
remain unresolved.
4. Connections with the
Natural Landscape
The mountain landscape is what brings
visitors to any mountain resort. Activities
and spaces that connect with nature,

physically or visuaily, greatly enhance
the experience of a place. The proposed

Burgess Creek trail corridor is one of the
best opportunities to reconnect the base
village with the mountain's natural
amenities. An intensive tree-planting
program in the core area would also help
Tfie Sheraton, Gondola

greatly, especially along Mt. Werner

Circle and at the ski slope edge

A requirement that ail development

wherever trees will not conflict with
skier circulation or snow storage.

projects connect to one another by

Landscaping in public spaces should

winter and summer.

be not be timid and under-scaled; bold
masses and seasonal color are
encouraged wherever possible.

Controls on building scale and height

Views of the mountain from important
public places should be considered in
the design of public spaces and the
massing of building forms. For example,

one particularly good view corridor is the
passageway between Sheraton and
Gondofa Square, which couid be used to

advantage in decisions about locating
niches for seating. The view toward the

mountain from the intersection of Mt
Werner Circle and Ski Time Drive is one
of the few from the village core and
should be taken into account in any

pedestrian pathways maintained

Transit Center, and

parking structure that is
recommei idedfor
redevelopment as a civic

center facility.

along key pedestrian corridors. The

draft Community Development Code
will require 10-foot stepbacks above
the 2nd story.

Guidelines for architectural materials
and features typically associated with
mountain environments: stone and
wood, large timbers and supporting
beams, pitched roofs, dormers,

View of the Tennis
Meadows parcel from

the Knoll

redevelopment planned by Mt. Werner

Lodge or on the Torian Plum tennis
courts.

5. Architectural and Site Design
Considerations
The Sub-Area Plan has recommended

that the City draft architectural and site
planning guidelines for all resort
commercial nodes in the City.

Provisions that would be important in the
Mountain Area core include;
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projections over entries, sweeping

accessing Sheraton's underground

eaves, inset windows, etc.

sen/ice area from the north through the
new building should be seriously

Guidelines for retail facades to ensure

explored in order to remove the existing

a more interesting street frontage in

access from the GTC site.

the primary pedestrian corridors,
including roof heights, shop entries,
signage, lighting, and window

The space between this site and the
Sheraton Hotel is not especially suitable

treatments.

for a pedestrian connection. If an
agreement can be reached with the

Design Considerations for
Private Redevelopment Sites

Sheraton, it would be desirable to avoid
dead space beh/veen this site and the

hotel and instead incorporate it into the
building program.

1. Gondola Square (Sheraton) Parking
Structure (Ski Corp. and/or

Community)
The redevelopment of this site, whether

(Ski Corp.)
Improvement of the facades of Gondola

as a Civic Center facility or a mixed-use

Square and clarification of the pedestrian

lodging and commercial project, is a high
priority. The redevelopment plan should
be sensitive to the functional relationship
with the Gondola Transit Center and the

be renovated and interior circulation

desire to activate the street and the

route through the complex are high
priorities. Existing retail spaces should
improved. Extending active space to the
Mt. Werner Circle frontage will be

essential to the goal of making that

pubiic space between the two facilities.
The facade that faces the street and the
improved public arrival plaza adjacent to
the GTC should be a landmark and
should reveal activity inside the building.
There should be no biank walls or

Simiiarly, new active uses at the south
comer of the complex, coordinated with

non-public uses facing the plaza. In
either development scenario, a retail

center to the gondola. Architectural

component along the street is
encouraged. The new building should

help to direct pedestrians to the
connection around the north side of the
Gondoia Square complex and down to

the gondola. The developer wili be
expected to fund its share of plaza and
streetscape improvements.

It wili be important that the
redevelopment program include a major
component of structured public parking,

as the existing structure has 236 publicly
accessible parking spaces. Parking and
service access to the project should
avoid Mt. Werner Circle and access from

the north side instead. The possibility of
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2 Gondola Square and Snowflower 11

street more pedestrian-friendly.

the design of Snowflower II, offers

additional possibilities to clarify the
pedestrian corridor from the transit
modifications should help to make the
building a landmark at the arrival to the
resort core. Opportunities to provide

pubiic amenities associated with the
transit facility (Ie. restrooms, ticket sales

for regional transportation and local
activities, visitor information) in an
addition to the Gondola Square building
should be explored with the City.
Modifications to Gondola Square and the
redevelopment of the adjacent parking
structure will largely determine the form
and character of the public space
between them. This important arrival
space must have active edges, plenty of

pfaces for people to sit in the sun and

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MOUNTAIN AREA

walk people passing by, and clear
circulation paths through it that do not

relocating the intersection at Ski Time
Drive will be determined in part by the

conflict with seating areas. It should be

program for redevelopment of this site,

designed to take advantage of

but in any case, an improved sight line

spectacular views toward the Yampa

into Ski Time Square is a priority.

River valley and serve as a versatile

Improved pedestrian connections

venue for public events. Its design

between this site and Ski Time Square

should not preclude the future
incorporation of a terminal for a cable lift

are a requirement.

from the remote parking lots.

The existing structure contains 194

public parking spaces. If the site
Snowflower tl will be a compiex project
on a site restricted by expansion or the

continues to be used for a parking
structure, the parking levels should be

Gondola Transit Center. The site has
been used for skier drop-off and also has

screened, at least at the ground floor
level, with other uses, and access to the

some 46 loading spaces in a surface lot

parking should be from Ski Time Drive,

that will be displaced by the project.

the less busy street. !f a mixed-use

These sen/ice functions should be

project, it must still provide enough
parking to satisfy the demand it

relocated and/or reconfigured. The main

vehicle entry to the new building should
be from the east side to divert additional

public parking. Opportunities to

traffic from Mt. Wemer Circle. Active

maximize structured parking by

retail or other public uses should be
located along at least a portion of the Ml

connecting this site with the gondola
parking structure site under Ski Time

Wemer frontage, not only to activate the
street and the arrival Plaza. but also

Drive could be explored.

because more private residential uses

would not be compatible with the transit
facility.

generates and, in addition, provide some

4. Ski Time Square Complex (Sheraton)
The existing parking deck, which
currently makes available a valuable

supply of 74 public and 83 private
3. Ski Time Square Parking Structure

(Ski Corp.)
This site is uniquely situated at the apex

parking spaces, has an uncomfortable

relationship with residential units in the
adjacent buildings. When this compfex

of Mt. Wemer Circle and acts as a

is redeveloped, opportunities to move

gateway to the resort base for motorists
arriving from the north end of the circle.

the buildings toward the street and to

Its eventual redevelopment, whether as
a iarger garage or as a mixed-use

enclose better public spaces should be
seriously considered. This couid, after

ali. be the future location of a rea/ Ski

project, should take advantage of this

Time Square. Facing south, new

landmark position. The architecture

should relate to the circle and provide for

buildings along the street could be taller
than the existing ones without a negative

active retail uses at the comer and on

shading effect on the public right-of-way.

the Ski Time Drive frontage,

Pedestrian pathways should connect all
buildings in the redeveloped complex,
and the deveioper's participation in

The site also functions as the entry to
Ski Time Square. Any building on the
site should help to cfarify access to the
Ski Time Drive and direct visitors more

streetscape improvements should be
required.

clearly into the area, Alternatives for
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5. Mt Werner Lodge

share the driveway into the Sheraton

(Condominium Association)
This property was the first building to be

and improve it as a minor pedestrian

constructed in the Mt. Werner base. It is

explored.

connection to the mountain should be

a wedge-shaped two-story structure of

undistinguished architectural style
housing seventeen residential
condominium units. Since its completion

in 1966, roads on all sides of it have
been improved at finish grades
substantially above the ground floor
elevation of the condos, leaving the

building in a hole and disconnected from
surrounding streets. As it is, the building

stands in the way of pedestrian
circulation through the base area and

6. Torian Plum Retail Mail and Tennis
Courts (Condominium Association)
Retail vitaiity in the mail should be
greater, and utilization of the tennis
courts is low, The Condominium
Association has indicated a willingness
to consider redevelopment of the tennis
courts, and the merchants are anxious to
pursue improvements in the mail.
Recommendations for retail

creates a major void in middle ofthe

improvements include upgraded paving,
storefront windows and merchandise

village. This is an absolutely central site

displays, shop identity signage and

in the core base area that couid be far

common area lighting. The central retail

more intensively developed with visitor

building at the top of the Sheraton

accommodations and retail spaces at

connection is the sentinel for visitors

street level.

coming from the south. It could make

When the site is redeveloped, the
developer should take advantage of its
location at a potentially active
intersection, its frontage on Ski Time
Drive, and the opportunity to connect the

Grand Summit to the upper portion of
Ski Time Square with a retaiNined
pedestrian waikway. It is unlikely that
both the north (the Ski Time Square
side) and the east (the Sheraton fire iane
side) edges of the site could be
successfully activated with ground floor
retail. It would be preferable to

improvements in its facade that would
strengthen its ability to attract
pedestrians into the complex. An ADA-

accessible alternative to the long flight of
stairs at Ski Time Drive might be
considered in the future, as activity on
the street increases.
Future redevelopment of the tennis
courts should incorporate an ADAaccessible grade transition between
levels and screen the exposed wall of
the Torian Plum parking structure. It

might also include a public recreation

concentrate public activities on Ski Time

and/or entertainment component such

Drive, where pedestrian connectivity is a

as an ice rink or a performance venue.

high priority, and iocate guest amenities
on the side with sun and a mountain
view. The developer should be expected
to fund a pro-rata portion of the
streetscape improvements along Ski
Time Drive. Parking and service access

should be from the south side rather
than the east so as not to preclude the
possibility that the fire Sane might
eventually become a safe secondary

pedestrian pathway. Opportunities to
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7. Sheraton Hotel Complex

(Sheraton FTT)
The Sheraton negatively affects the
quality of the base by the lack of activity
at the ground level, particularly on the ski
siope side and at the existing swimming
pool, and the perception that the
passageway through the building is not
public. The recently completed tower
addition has improved some interior

\ - IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MOUNTAIN AREA

public spaces on the east side, but more

accommodate public and private drop-

could be done to create a continuous

offs, including the future SST shuttle,

and enticing pedestrian connection from

private shuttle vans, and private cars.

the gondola to Ski Time Square, The
swimming pool on the south side will
become an increasingly incompatible

The site is at the terminus to the street,

use of outdoor space when the adjacent

programming or landmark architectural
elements) in order to draw pedestrians

corridor becomes a more important

pathway to the gondola from the Grand
Summit. It should be replaced with a

and is quite visible. Possibilities to make
it more of a magnet (through activity

up the street should be carefully
explored. Inclusion of other skier

more versatile - and public - outdoor

sen/ices at this subsidiary base should

space.

aiso be considered. Skkelated space

might be designed to support muitiple
The facade of Buddy's Run needs to be
improved with an architectural style more
compatible with the expectations of a
mountain resort, and access from the
lounge to the outside should be opened.
The architectural treatment of the
passageway should announce more

purposes so that it can be used in
summer. Structured parking with a
public component could be considered to

replace the 56 public parking spaces
presently available in the surface lot.
10.The Octagon

forcefully that the passage is public, and
the doors that make it difficult to
negotiate with skis should be relocated,

The Octagon parcel may be too small to
permit efficient private redevelopment

making it an open-air corridor.

However, if the Ski Time Square garage

under current parking requirements.
is redeveloped, opportunities to
contribute to spaces there in lieu ofon-

In the auto entry area, the face of the
conference center could be modified to

site parking might be explored to enable

eliminate iarge blank walls and improve

the site to be redeveloped. In any case,

adjacent pubiic space. Landscape
improvements and additional outdoor

Time Drive should be preserved across

seating would also help to create more
activity and visual interest.

the site. The site is highly visibie from
the entry to Ski Time Square and should,

a continuous public walkway along Ski

when redeveloped, express a style more

8. Thunderhead Inn (Sheraton ITT)
The Thunderhead site is ideal-for a

consistent with the desired image of the
resort.

higher-density ski-in/ski-out iodging
project. Any redevelopment should

provide an active retail facade on Ski
Time Drive and should take advantage of
its frontage on Burgess Creek and the
ski slope, Parking and service should be
accessed from Ski Time Drive.

Opportunities to combine this site with
the developable portion of the Christie
Base might profitably be explored.
3. The Christie Base (Ski Corp.)
Development on the Christie base site
should consider possibilities to

H.The South Knoll (Ski Corp.)
This undeveloped site of about 5 acres is
presently used as a dayskier parking lot
(360 spaces). It has few constraints and
many opportunities, not the least of
which may be the spectacuiar views
from the site to the south, east and west.

It is a beautiful site within walking
distance of the ski base, and its best use
may be short-term accommodations,
with associated recreational amenities
and parking. It could also be suitable as
the site for a muiti-purpose civic facility,
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but it is probably beyond the area in
which retail uses couid be successful.

planned on the site, it should be limited
in the project's eariy phases to

Similarly, it is a little too far from existing

convenience retail for residents,

retail areas to serve as a convenient
short-term parking site. As the
connective piece between the core and

expanding beyond that only when the
existing ski base core has been

Tennis Meadows, any development pian

strengthened and a growing population
in the vicinity warrants it. The

should encourage people to move from

architectural style and materials should

one to the other on foot or by other

be consistent throughout the site, and
roof forms should be varied. The remote

modes of transportation. The location of
vehicuiar access to the site should not

conflict with turning movements at the

parking iots should be screened, and a
generous landscape buffer zone should

intersection of Mt. Wemer Cirde and

be set aside along Mt. Wemer Circle.

Apres-Ski Way. Because buildings on

the site will be visible from the highway
to the south, they should be designed of
materials that blend well with the natural
environment, and the roofiines and
facades should be broken up.
12.Tennis Meadows (Ski Corp.)

13-Apres Ski Drive and Village Drive
Parking Lot
This site is situated at a very important
vehicular and pedestrian intersection
and the southern entry to the ski base
core. The property is currently
surrounded by tourist accommodation on

This large parcel, the site of the Ski

the west, south and north sides, with the

Corp.'s existing 950-space remote

Village Center, an existing commercial
node, immediately to the east across

dayskier parking iots, can accommodate
a variety of resort-related and community

uses in addition to parking, which will
remain. Key considerations in
programming its use and density are its
lack of frontage on or direct access from

adjacent roads, its visibility from the
highway, and its distance from other

Village Drive. The site is a short
distance to the gondola base and is
currently utilized as a 90-space gravel
parking lot. However, Apres Ski Drive
separates the site from the core and
makes pedestrian and vehicuiar
crossings difficult.

destinations, primarily the ski base core.

This site is not a landmark iocation for
Opportunities are its relationship to the

mountain base, but nonetheless its

adjacent park and its size, which makes

development must be carefully designed

a master plan essential and clustering
desirable to preserve useful open space.

in order to provide an attractive entry to

Alternative circulation systems should be
integrated into the plan, inciuding the
future possibility of a transportation
center of some kind with limited retail
and guest services and an off-road
connection to Gondola Square from the

development should carefully consider

the relationship to both Apres Ski and
Village Drive, it would be preferable to
equalize the grades between Apres Ski
and the ground level of the building in
order to improve the relationship to the

remote parking. A continuous public

street and utilize the ground floor spaces

pathway system through the site that

for active public uses (if retail is
proposed), Any retail must be visible

connects to nearby trails and
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the southern lodging properties. The

recreational facilities might follow the
alignment of naturalized drainage ways

and accessible from the street.

across the site. If commercial space is

the existing and future residential units to

Development should not turn its back on

4 - IMPHOVEMENTS IN THE MOUNTAIN AREA

the south, but rather should respond
arch itectu rally to that residential
character. The site plan should screen
on-site surface parking, separate sen/ice
access from the retai! and residential
parking access, and provide dedicated
parking for residential units, preferably
under the structure. The building design
should consider a layered and

segmented roof and building form so that
the building mass appears connected to
its site.

Any development on the site should
accommodate future options for
reconfiguration of the intersection as

conceptually considered in this plan (Fig
4-13). In addition to vehicular circulation,

it will be important that the development
relate and contribute to the proposed
pedestrian circulation network (both
sidewalks and trails) at the street.
Base area, 1966
Photo courtesy of
John Fetcher
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5 - IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HIGHW 40 CORRIDOR

The Study Area

Development

Commercial Highway Zone

Standards

The Highway 40 Corridor is a study area
defined by topography as much as by [and

Permitted Uses

hotels, office and residential uses are conditional uses

use. It extends across both sides of US 40

from the southern edge of Old Town to the
south City boundary. Between these north

and south limits, it contains all the river
bottomland to the toe of the slopes that rise

Density

Plaza and the commercial areas around it

Existing Conditions

In accordance with the low intensity commercial
bonus system.

Setbacks

50' from ROW 20' all other areas average setback
also applies

Max. Height

3 stories (permit required for 4-6 stories)

gently to the east and west. Central Park
are part of this node.

Most automobile oriented commercial retail uses,

Development Patterns and

Existing Land Uses

Commercial Area Zones

The Highway Corridor is a fouNane
pipeline that functions well as a vehicular

The US 40 Corridor is a commercial district,

connection between the town of Steamboat

and the current zoning reflects this desired
land use. Almost the entire corridor which

and the Yampa Valley ranches and
communities to the south. US Highway 40

directly accesses US 40 is zoned
Commercial Highway (CH). There are

shares the expansive valiey floor with two

three exceptions: Central Park Plaza, which

other linear elements that, like the road, are
both connectors and barriers: the raiiroad,

is zoned Commercial Residential (CR); a
small area adjacent to the new HilStop

hauling mostly coal, and the river itself.

Connector intersection, which is zoned

development patterns that characterize

Commercial (C); and the Golden Triangle

south Steamboat

condominiums, which are zoned Resort

In recent years, the corridor has also
become the home for a mix of commercial
uses, as highway-oriented local services,

Residentiai (RR). The table at right outlines
the development standards for the CH zone

district. (Please refer to the Old Town and
Mountain area zoning for the Commercial

Each of these contributes to the

office buildings, supermarkets, big-box
retail, motels and a few residential

and Resort Residential zone district

subdivisions have built up in a rather

standards.)

disconnected fashion. The resulting
composite of trip-generating activities has

The City is in the process of rewriting its

compiicated what had been a unitary

Community Development Code. The

pattern of relatively unhindered movement.

proposed zone districts will be consistent
with the direction of the existing land use.
The study area is contained almost entirely
within the Community Commercia! zone
district.

The corridor is also characterized by a
substantial amount of undeveloped land,
some of it in large tracts. (See Map 5-3.)

The Highway 40 corridor has evolved as a
sequence of very different land use nodes,

each with distinct development patterns
and character. The one element that
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unifies all these parts is the broad valley
floor. From south (City limits) to north (Old
Town), the nodes can be described as

with the Dr. Rich Weiss Park at the west

follows:

edge. The emphasis here should be on

• IVIotel/Strip Commercial Node: At the

repairing the slope and enhancing the
landscape at the highway edges as a

southern end of town, a zone of standardbrand mid-budget motels with surface

parking lots along the street defines a
mediocre entry to town. The design
emphasis here should be on softening the

view of the buildings and their parking lots
with significant roadside landscaping.
• Resort Entry Node: Beyond the park

and entry signage at Walton Creek Road
is a distinctiy different zone - more open,
with broader views westward across the

Old Town Gateway Node: The entry to
Old Town is a largely undeveloped zone,

gateway into town.

Landscape and Open Space
Steamboat has,a very different natural
setting than Colorado's other premier
mountain communities. The expansive

Yampa Valtey is as impressive visually as
the panorama of craggy peaks that
characterizes places like Telluride or
Breckenridge. Agriculturally, it is far richer,

river valley, The highway becomes more
formai at the Mt Wemer interchange,

and this, perhaps, is the key not only to
Steamboat's historical evolution but also its

where the landscaped median begins.

sense of identity. The main concern in the

The emphasis here should be on working

highway corridor seems to be the

with property owners in the design review

possibility that this critical link to place and
history might be lost to sprawl.

phase to preserve important views from

the highway and the quality of the entr/
to the resort.

Highway 40

• Auto-Oriented Commercial Node:
Beyond the interchange is a more
intensely commercial zone, with Walmart,

City Market, Safeway, the Mid-Vafley

south (Interstate 70) and southeast (Rabbit

Commercial Center, and assorted other
auto-oriented retail/commercial

Ears Pass) through town to points west.
South of Trafalgar, it carries an estimated

businesses around the Pine Grove
intersection. The emphasis here should

30,000 to 32,000 cars per day (decreasing

be on managing access and circulation

(both vehicles and pedestrians), reducing
visuaf clutter in signage and lighting, and
encouraging high-quality street frontages
in ali new retail/commercial buildings.
• Transitional Commercial Node: As the

to 27,000-28,000 in Old Town). These
volumes utilize over 85% of the estimated

capacity of the highway. (Afour-lane
highway has an estimated daily capacity of
35,000 vehicles.) Traffic counts on the

highway south of the US 40/131 junction
fail to 5,000 (winter) to 9,000 (summer)
vehicles per day, a strong indication that

slope steepens on the east side of the

"outsiders" are not the generators of traffic

highway, commercial parcels become
smaller and development uses are mixed

tend to concentrate traffic on the highway:

in relatively narrow strips on both sides of
the highway. The emphasis here should
be on screening and upgrading existing
development and presen/ing views to the
river.
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US Highway 40 through the Mountain Town
corridor is the main connection from the

congestion. Two conditions in particular
Two key road segments from

neighborhoods east of the highway are
missing, leaving residents with no
alternative routes. And the concentration of
highway-oriented retail in the Pine Grove

5 - IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HIGHWAY 40 CORRIDOR

area (City Market, Safeway, Walmart)
attracts trips from Old Town and West

landscaped median along the highway to

Steamboat, which are funneled onto US 40.

beautification is also the intent of an

The Mobility and Circulation Plan has
proposed near-term improvements of the

roadway system (the hilltop connector and
the extension of Steamboat Blvd.) that

the Mt. Werner interchange. Additional
existing requirement for property owners to

provide landscaping in the highway right-ofway and the provision for a 50-foot buffer
zone on private property along the highway.

would decrease traffic on the highway. To
accomplish longer-term increases in

The Retail Environment

highway capacity, it identified that US 40 be
widened to six lanes from 3rd St. south to
Pine Grove. While the !atter may ease the

The intriguing fact about the Highway 40
Corridor is its rapidly growing contribution to

potential for traffic congestion, it will
certainly exacerbate existing problems for
pedestrians trying to cross the highway and

the City's economic health, it contains

or Just over a third of the retail square

council support for that recommendation is

footage in town. in 1997, this node

almost 420,000 square feet of retail space,

not assured.

accounted for slightly less than a third of

The more serious capacity problem is

the City's sale tax revenues, more than
either of the other two Mountain Town Sub-

revealed when travel demand generated by
potential new residential development in

Area commercial nodes. Between 1991
and 1996, it experienced the greatest

the region from Mt. Werner south to
Stagecoach is factored into the equation,

growth in sales tax. (See graphs in

Depending upon the densities ultimately

shows iess seasonal variation in monthly
sales tax collections than the other two

built in the south ranchland area, at

Chapter 2.) Significantly, the corridor

Catamount and at Stagecoach. (Very high

commercial nodes, evidence that the

densities were assumed for the latter two in

particular mix of retail appeals to a greater

the Mobility and Circulation Plan although
plans recently approved by the County
have greater reduced the densities

originally proposed.) Trips per day could
rise far beyond the capacity of the existing
4-lane highway. Adding travel lanes to the

highway through the entire Yampa River

degree to the needs of the local population.

There was no indication from the public
meetings that the community would like to
see this change to include more resortrelated retail in this area,

Yampa River and the Core

Trail be! ow Highway 40
leaving Old Town

Valley may have visual and environmental

impacts that are unacceptable to the
community, and it is unlikely that transit
sen/jce could be expanded (or that
ridership would increase) enough to
accommodate anticipated growth in traffic
volume. "The primary challenge

confronting the community is the need for
land use planning efforts that will
significantly limit the potential future
increase in travel demand." {Mobility and

Circulation Pian, page 16.)
From a visual standpoint, the City has been
making phased improvements in a
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Vision, Objectives
and Priorities
Unlike the other two study area commercial
nodes, this one does not have a vocal
constituency of concerned local residents.

Stiti, if there is a single vision for the
Highway Corridor, it focuses on the river.

While the community values the ease of
circulation the highway provides,
participants in community workshops put as
much or even more value on the river as
the embodiment of Steamboat's inherent

character. While they acknowledge that
the river and the highway co-exist and that
the commercial sen/ices are convenient, it

is the natural landscape that touches the
spirit of Steamboat as a special place.

Community objectives for the highway
corridor are most concerned with

development patterns (particularly open
space preser/ation), qualitative factors
(views, visual character, landscape
enhancement), and pedestrian and bike
connections. Maps 5-1 Map 5-2 at the
end of this section were derived from the
community's input at the stakeholder

meetings and represent Existing
Conditions and Opportunities, respectively.
Development Patterns, Open Space

Pedestrian and Bike Connections

The community's objective is to utilize the
river corridor as a natural connective
feature and as a major recreational amenity

for the community, within the limits imposed
by the ecology of the river and the
wetlands. It will be essential to preserve
the corridor's primary functions as a
vehicular connector and a concentration of
needed local commercial and retial
services. Future commerciai development

must participate in efforts to mitigate the
potential for traffic congestion as a result of
growth in the corridor. At the same time, the

community wants to make the highway
corridor easier to navigate on foot or on

bikes without impeding the efficient flow of
traffic into Ofd Town,

Recommendations for
Specific Improvements
Recommended actions and strategies,

illustrated on the accompanying diagrams
(See Maps 5-4 and 5-5) of the highway
corridor, include:
Development Patterns
and Open Space
1. initiate a Yampa River corridor

and Visual Character

master plan, including the area from

The community's objective is to preserve

of the Yampa Valley and allow the river to

West Steamboat to Haymaker or further
south (in cooperation with the County).
This will be essential in understanding

be the dominant expression of community

development potential in the comdor,

identity. Means to achieve this objective
might include strategic purchases of vacant

sensitive areas, clarifying recreational

(and, open space and conservation
easements, policies to discourage sprawl,

and developing a phased plan for open

site planning guidelines for commercial

space acquisition and conservation.

the sense of openness that is characteristic

identifying ecoiogically and visually
opportunities and physical constraints,

development, landscape buffer zones, and

protection of important views from the
highway. New development should
contribute to an entry experience that
conveys quality first impressions of the
community to visitors coming from the
south,
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2. Commission a delineation of all

jurisdictional wetlands in the river
corridor and incorporate model
development standards for wetland

protection and setbacks into the
City's Community Development Code.
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3. Explore possibilities to preserve open

space through transfers of development
rights, conservation easements,

acquisition ofundeveioped private
parcels, and other mechanisms. Add

flood-prone Sand to the City's park
system for permanent protection. Work
to secure grant funding for open space
acquisitions and recreational projects
that would consen/e open space. Top
priority areas for open space
conservation are the wetlands (already

protected by the Federal Clean Water
Act), the floodplain, and the lands around
the
Mt Werner highway interchange.
4. Institute land use planning policies to
discourage development patterns that are

not compatible with the community's
objectives in the corridor. Consistent with
the adopted Mobility and Circuiation Plan,
such policies might include those that:
• Discourage land uses that generate
travel demand.
• Encourage development patterns that
support alternative travel modes (bikes,

walking, public transit) and that include
alternative mode facilities.
• Encourage development patterns that
provide a mix of uses in close proximity
so as to reduce the number of single"

purpose automobile trips and reduce trip
length.
• Encourage development patterns that

intercept trips before they reach
"bottieneck" areas in town.
• Restrict further strip commercial

development facing the highway.
5. Articulate a vision for future
development on large, commercially

zoned parcels in the area framed by the
highway, Pine Grove Road on the north,

and Waiton Creek Road on the south,

Cyclist on Core Path

with particular attention to the grea
around the Mt. Wemer interchange,
where over-commercialization is of
concern. Mandate continuous
pedestrian connections for any

development in this area. Work with Ski
Corp. to clarify expectations and vision
for the Tennis Meadows area.

6 Establish Highway Corridor
development standards and design

guidelines for site planning,
organization of parking and vehicular
circulation, buffer zones, pedestrian
connections, and the relationship of

buildings to the highway. These
guidelines would apply to all areas
already zoned for commercial
development.
7. Require new development projects to

consider their relationships to the
river, adjacent buildings, existing

circulation patterns and the highway,
according to the guidelines established
in #5 above.
8. Expand the Botanical Gardens toward

US 40
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improvements, pedestrian-activated walk

Add crosswalks
at intersections

buttons, etc. Consider whether bus stops

along the highway need to be shifted or

^ '•... NHVt

improved to make passenger waiting and
off-loading safer and to connect them

^ ."" \ i; V-M

Signlage for \ :j \ I'l-.l' Froyide detached sidewalk

more effectively to the crosswalks.

. V1sitoF.03nter\ \':'; ^ ;;,":•!
•\ •;.' - - '^.\ ^ I ':'/ Bus Stop .

\^:i*^(M 'c?^

3. Consider a pedestrian underpassor
overpass at Fish Creek and/or in other

locations inciuded in the Mobility and
Circulation Plan (i.e. Central Park Plaza
and south of 3"1).

nz •:

4. Extend the Core Trail south to make it

.:^ 11'^ 0'^

^""^"'^^.j-lii-^
^"
^fc-a*

Pedestrian

L-*cttiHi

continuous from Dr. Rich Weiss Park to
Haymaker. Also, connect it under the
Ml. Wemer interchange to trails from the

— .:'

'"^'7'^~l'--diL"*^-J"J'"> •_i.?~-l.;.*-S.''..'/

connection

r ; \ ;,'] / Acld pedestrian

to Core Trail

''.{ ;'!\iL ,ynderpass-albn^ '

Mountain Area. Add trail signage and
rest areas with shade.

j; ,; i,! /stream corridor

5. Budget for completion of all other

trails identified in the City's master
trails plan and the Mobility and
Circulation Plan (Fish Creek corridor,
trails from the knoll in the Mountain

a
Pine Grove Road,

^
1

Connection to

.Pine Grove Road

Improvements near the

intersections of Anglers
Road and Pine Grove
Road and Highway 40

Pedestrian and
Bicycle Connections

1. Investigate the feasibility of
constructing a continuous pedestrian

connection to Old Town with a sidewalk
detached and buffered from the highway
edge to protect pedestrians from traffic
and snow plowing operations.
2. Improve the pedestrian amenities at
key intersections (Pine Grove, Anglers,

Dr. Rich Weiss Park to Yampa Hot
Springs) to make crossings safer i.e.
crosswalks, signage, lighting, median
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Area, etc).
6. Work with CDOT to see whether wider
highway shoulders are possible in some
areas and to explore options for

highway beautification.
Visual Character and Quality
1. Develop a landscape master plan for
the highway corridor that reinforces
the qualities of Steamboat's naturai

scenery through compatible landscape
motifs, the use of native plant materials,
and identification of areas where new

trees can be planted in highly visible
(and natural) masses. Emphasize the
area around the Mt. Wemer interchange
to reduce the perception of it as a big-

city highway.
2. Instigate a tree planting program for
the restoration of cottonwood galleries
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along the river and tributary creeks. Of

7. Erect more visible entry and directional

particular importance is the stretch of
Walton Creek from Waiton Creek Road

signage at key intersections to identify

to Alpine Road, where cottonwoods

resort core, Mt. Werner Blvd., Walton

would help to screen base area

Creek Road, parks, the hospital, the visitor
information center, and Old Town.

development from the highway. Also
emphasize the highway margins,
particularly in front of the motels at the
south end of the highway study area.
Use street trees on primary collector
roads in the larger Mt. Werner base area

to emphasize the gridded streets and
de-emphasize the suburban road layout.

3. Identify the best viewpoints and most
important views of the valley from the
highway; consider establishing some
protected view corridors or special
scenic corridor guidelines for
development in those areas.
4. Stabilize and revegetate the east-side
cut slope at the curve coming into Old
Town, south of the Health and

Recreation facility.
5. Adopt architectural design and site
planning guidelines applicable
specifically to development in the
highway corridor
6. Increase the visibility and

accessibility of existing town parks at
the entries to town, the resort and Oid
Town in order to emphasize them as
gateways. Bring more trees and

planting to the highway edge, make
entry and identity signage more visible.

Connect the parks to each other and to
the river corridor with trail extensions
where necessary. Make sure that any
development on Tennis Meadow retains
public th rough-connections for
pedestrians and bikes. Add recreational

amenities to the existing trailhead
parking area just west of the Mt. Wemer
interchange.

primary destinations in the corridor, i,e. the

Site Planning and
Design Guidelines
Because of the variety In character from

node to node, it is difficult to formulate
guidelines that are appropriate for ali
segments, Ideally, specific development

standards and design guidelines could be
developed for each of the segments.
However, some general recommendations

can be made pertaining to site planning
and architectural design.
Buildings

• Regionaiiy appropriate building
architecture that creates identifiable
landmarks in the corridor is encouraged,
• Architecturaf eiements should clearly
mark the primary building entries,
• Blank walls or obvious rear facades facing
toward the highway are not appropriate.

• Roofs of buildings on the river side of the
highway may be viewed from an elevated
position. In these situations, interesting
roof configurations (faceted, stepped,

pitched) are encouraged, and unsightly
rooftop mechanical installations should be
avoided.

• Facades that front on the highway should
be varied in height and faceted in the
horizontal dimension to create visual
interest.

• Buildings should appear to relate to the
street, even if the primary access faces
another direction. Building setbacks from
the highway, screening and landscape

buffering will vary depending upon
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proposed uses and qualities of the
particular highway segment.
• Building-mounted retail and other
commerciai signage, lighting, and
mechanical systems should be integrated
into the architectura! design in order to
reduce visual ciutter. Rooftop mechanical
equipment should be screened from view

from the highway to the greatest extent
possible,
Vehicn/ar C/rcu/at/on
• No private property should have more
than one access drive onto the highway.
Access roads should be coordinated
among neighboring properties wherever
possible.
•Surface parking should be screened from

• Intersections and primary destinations

should be clearly marked with directjonai
signage.
Site Development and Landscape
• Patches of natural and naturally
appearing landscape should penetrate to

the edge of the highway.
• The cottonwood gallery along Walton
Creek should be enhanced to screen

background development from the
highway.
< A palette of native trees and plants should

be specified for use in the highway
corridor. All piantings shouid be imgated
to assure that they will prosper.

• Linear rows of planting at the highway

the highway. New surface parking lots

edges should be avoided, as these look

should be located on the side of the
building away from the highway.

too contrived. Instead, masses of trees
and other native vegetation should be

Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation

concentrated where they can be
maintained most effectively.

• 8' detached sidewalks are required along

ail frontages, wider (10') if the sidewalk
will double as a bike path.
• Sidewalks should carry through driveways
with appropriate paving materials and
should maintain a consistent longitudinal
line along the street that does not vary
from property to property.
• Pedestrian improvements should be

undertaken at all primary intersections
(Pine Grove, Anglers, Trafalger),

Pedestrian crosswalks should be clearly
marked and defined. Pedestrian refuges

should be added to the median wherever
possible.

» Clearly defined bus stops with shelters
and perhaps pull-out bays should be

< Highway creek crossings should be

enhanced (with bridges, identity signage,
etc) to make people more aware of the
natural landscape they are passing
through.

Other Recommendations

1. Identify possible sites in the corridor for the
proposed Community Wellness and
Recreation Center.
2. tf Strings relocates its venue in the corridor,

explore opportunities for multjpte
community uses of their site.

3. Consider ways to enhance the visibility
and function of the visitor information

located close to - and downstream from the intersections. They should be
connected to the intersection with

center, perhaps by purchasing adjacent

adequate sidewalks.

community BBQ pavilion, greenbelt park

open space and combining the facility with
other recreational uses (picnic area,
connections, camping, small RV park),
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The recommendations described in the

1-D. Designation and improvement of a

three previous chapters are consolidated

central drop-off area for regional

here into a cohesive plan of action that

buses and private shuttle vans.

outlines a timelhe for improvements in
each of the three commercial nodes in the

Expiore the possibility of cooperating
with the owners of Gofer Foods to

study area. The step-by-step sequence

add space for waiting, information,

clarifies the decisions that must be made
by the City Council before other steps can

etc. for arriving guests.

proceed and the improvements that are

dependent on other public or private
initiatives. It also provides the time

1-E. Continue planning for cluster
mailboxes to relieve the traffic
congestion at the downtown post

necessary in advance of implementation

office.

for design, engineering, and the securing
of funding for major improvements.

Steps 1-A through 1-E are

Phasing plans are outlined for each of
the nodes individually and then are

comparatively less expensive than
those proposed in subsequent years
for Old Town. However, there is no

summarized in a matrix that shows how
actions on all three fronts can proceed
simuitaneously. The work program is

money in the City's 1999 capital
improvements budget to pay for these
items this year, and the city may wish

outlined in three phases. Although the
.inning will be affected by the availability of
funding and the outcome of public elections

to explore other near-term funding

on taxation, the phases as outlined reflect
the community's input on relative priorities

program of bike path, sidewalk and

opportunities. They could be done in
2000 as part of a more comprehensive
signage installation,

as well as the acknowledgement that
certain actions cannot happen before
others.

1-F. Stockbridge Parcel transit facility
and park 'n ride. The City has
already embarked on a plan to

develop half of the Stockbridge site

Old Town Improvements
First Phase- Initial Improvements

1-A. Signage to designate Yampa Street
as a bike route.
1-B. Improvement of the bike path
connection at Lincoln and the Core

Trail (just south of 3"j at Dr. Rich
Weiss Park).
1-C. Directional signage to public

parking. Visible signage is needed on
Lincoln to direct motorists coming from

either direction to public parking lots at
8th and Oak and 10th and Lincoln.

(3.21 acres) as a bus transit center

and an intercept parking area for the
west end of town. Rrst-phase or
two-phase improvements (Option

Lands 1) will include the access drive,
. paving of a smali parking lot, a bus
turnaround, a temporary bus shelter
facility, and restrooms. A loan from

the State Infrastructure Bank will
provide funds for the project.

The other half of the property is
under option for purchase by the City.
AmultHTiodal transit center buiSding,

additional parking lot paving,
landscaping and an extension of the
Core Trail would be constructed as a
later phase if a funding source can be

identified.
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1-G. Initiate schematic design for the
improvement of a prototypical
block on Lincoln, focusing on curb
extensions at the 8lt1 Street

base Decision Point 2.) In the
process, examine the impact of
community development code

intersection. The design wiil include
streetscape elements such as

requirements on the potential for infii!
development in Old Town and modify
the requirements, if appropriate and if

crosswalks, bus stops, landscaping,
and modifications to street paving,

the supply of municipal parking.

combined with a strategy to increase

subsurface drainage systems,

streetlights and traffic signals made

Decision Point #2: Make a go/no"

necessary by the bump-outs.

go decision on Old Town street

Opportunities to restore historic
commercial buildings along the

improvements. On the basis of
engineering and cost estimates done

block, to create public seating areas,

in steps 1-G. and 1-H. above, decide

and to add other pedestrian amenities

how to phase and fund the work on

to the existing streetscape could be

Lincoln, Oak and Yampa streets over

incorporated into the plan. If desired

the next two to three years, including
Lincoln Ave. curb extensions,

at this time, the plan could also
include schematjc design of a

pedestrian-only block or half block
on 8ltl (or another selected side street)

sidewalks on Oak and Yampa, and
the proposed 8U1 street pedestrian
mail.

beh/veen Lincoln and Yampa.
Based on the schematic plan,

Second Phase

preliminary cost estimates can be
prepared for construction of street

2-A. Lincoln Ave. intersection

improvements and the closure of all
or part of 8?, as well as for the

improvements. Construct curb
extensions on all four corners of at

additional operational costs to the City

least one prototype intersection. If the

for maintenance and snow removal
associated with the bump-outs.

budget permits, consider doing more
than one. Priority intersections are

1 -H. Initiate engineering of sidewalks
and associated improvements on

Oak Street, including curbs and
gutters, storm drainage, street lighting
and signage. Construction to
commence in phase two.

Decision Point #1: Finalize and
adopt an Old Town parking
management plan to guide the City
in budgeting for the operational costs
of parking enforcement and

identifying the steps necessary to
implement an employee parking
management plan. (Consider

coordinating with parking master plan
for Mt. Werner ski base - see ski
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(first) 8th, (second) 71h and 9m, (third)
5th and 31d, (fourth) 11th or 12th.
2-B. Oak Street sidewalks and bike
lanes. Assuming safety issues can
be resolved, construct sidewalks on

both sides of Oak from 3ri to at least
9th and preferably to 11th or 12th
Streets, Bike lanes in both directions
can be painted on the street after
curbs and sidewalks are constructed.

Bike !ane signage should be Jnstailed
at the same time,
2-C. Side street bike lanes. Subject to
resolution of safety issues, paint bike

lanes in both directions on 7m (or 8th)
from Ehe Core Trail to the

5 - PHASING OF IMPROVEMENTS

neighborhoods and schoois northeast

Park \f and when a centralized

of downtown. Install bike lane

parking facility is planned. Similarly,
consider converting existing parking
to parkiand along the river in the
event that structured public parking

signage.

2-D. initiate a master plan for Yampa
Street and schematic design for

is constructed on the other side of

Yampa streetscape, including
sidewalks, curbs, storm drainage,
street lighting, street trees, and
pocket parks where public access to
the river can be obtained. Invite

the street.

private property owners along the
street to participate, and encourage
commercial uses to undertake

When a conceptual streetscape

design forYampa has been
approved, move into design
development and engineering and
generate costs for the following
year's budget,

improvements on their street and

river frontages and to give public
access to the river. Explore

opportunities to acquire land along
the river for smai! public parks as

2-E. Yampa River tributaries. Undertake

a plan that investigates the
opportunities to develop public trail
corridors into and through downtown

•the terminus to key side street

by naturalizlng Soda Creek, Butcher

connections. Also consider:

Knife Creek, and/or Spring Creek.

• Narrowing the street or other traffic

2-F. Detailed analysis of structured

calming measures to maximize

parking sites. Revisit the issue of

pedestrian and landscape space.

structured parking after at least one
year of effort to free up ciose-in

< A long-term plan for relocation of

parking through time limit enforcement

public facilities currently on Yampa

and better management of the

(police, fire, emergency) to more

appropriate locations. Work with

existing parking suppiy.
(Note: if desired, the city may wish to

Yampa Vailey Electric Assoc. to
explore relocation or improvement

initiate this study earlier, as part of an
Old Town parking management plan -

of their facility.

see Decision Point #1.) Engage a
transportation engineer to evaiuate

• Design guidelines that differentiate
between the river side of Yampa
and the side of the street that
shares an alley with Lincoln Ave.
Assuming that some structured

public parking may eventually be
built on Yampa, draft architectural
and site planning guidelines to
assure that such larger buildings will
fit well with the desired future
character of the street,

• Study the ability to reclaim the
surface parking lot at 7[h and Yampa
and restore the site as Butcher Knife

City-owned parcels identified in the
Mountain Town Plan as potential sites
for structured parking in Old Town.

Identify and compare their parking
capacity, accessibility, neighborhood
traffic impacts, relative cost to develop

(assuming partially unenclosed and
above grade configuration), and
potential to incorporate commercial

development to mitigate visual
impacts and offset development
costs. Estimate revenues, if any, from
parking fees or commercial leases.

Consider the possibiiity of joint
public/private development of parking
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on certain privately owned vacant
sites (such as the Norwest Bank lot

Yampa River, when need or desire is

and the Community First lot) that may

adequately demonstrated and railroad is
willing to cooperate in planning an

offer cost efficiencies because of their

underpass.

iarger size, Aiso include in the study

other City-owned sites that might be
and the sites redeveloped for parking

Highly Desirable Private Initiatives
(Timing Uncertain)

(such as the fire station and council
room at 9'h and Yampa).

• Redevelopment of the Yampa St. trailer

used if existing functions were moved

Third Phase

park into a mixed use project which may
include public parking, affordable housing
and an extension of the riverside park
and trail system.

3-A. Construct sidewalks, curbs and
gutters on Yampa St. from 5th to 12lh.

• Redevelopment and infill ofundemtilized
and vacant parcels on Lincoln.

3-B. Construct the 8lh Street pedestrian
mail. (Assumes that the need/desire

• Conversion over time of inefficient

for it was established in Decision
Point #2 and that 8th St. is the

surface parking areas fronting on Lincoln

preferred location.)

in conjunction with a City pfan to provide

to infill commercial uses or pocket parks,
more central municipal parking.

3-C. Side street improvements.
Consider whether there are
opportunities to convert some side

• Conversion over time of ground floor
space on Lincoln and nearby side streets

streets from parallel to diagonal

from less active (office) to more active

parking or to narrow them, widen the

uses (retail and restaurant).

sidewalks, and add more street trees.
3-D. Construct the second phase of
Lincoln Ave. curb extensions.

• Conversion over time of Yampa Street
single-family residential to retail,
recreation, entertainment and lodging
uses,

3-E. Upgrade the bus shelters on
Lincoln. Select a design concept

that complements the historic
character of Old Town.
3-F. Construction of an Old Town
parking structure.

Other Desired Public Improvements

Other Public Initiatives to Benefit
Retail Vitality in Old Town
• Design guidelines for commercial zones.
• Historic presen/ation incentives and a
preservation master plan that catalogs all
historic structures.

Projects (Timing uncertain)
• Changes in the community development

• Expansion of municipal offices and
construction of the Centennial Hall facility
across the street. Relocation of

ambuiance and pubiic safety buildings.
• Second pedestrian bridge over the
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code or other incentives to encourage

infill development, especially retail
expansion in both directions down
Lincoln and on side streets.
• Expansion of the County Courthouse on
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its existing and directly adjacent site(s)
(with structured parking?). City and
County to cooperate in a plan that retains

modest investments that are not

County facilities downtown,

could signal that improvement of the

dependent on any other development
commitments. Their implementation
base has begun, However, as there

Redevelopment of the former junior high

is presently no capital budget to

school for active community uses.

undertake them this year, they could

Howelsen Hil! master plan update.

source of funding cannot be secured,

be put off until 2000 if an immediate

Decision Point #1: Conclude the

adoption of the Final Mountain

Mountain Area Improvements

Town Sub-Area Plan and approval

First Phase - Initial Improvements

of a program of improvements.
Based on that program, DDA then

1-A. Eliminate Checkpoint Charlie and

realign the edges of STS Drive at

prepares its Plan of Development,
selecting from the Mountain Town
Sub-Area Plan those recommended

temporary SST bus stop in place of

improvements that are appropriate
for the DDA to undertake according

the extra lanes.

to its charter.

that location. Consider locating a

1-B. Erect better entry and directionai

1-E. Initiate an in-depth programming

signage to ski base destinations:

and feasibility study for a civic

STS, Gondola, core area lodgings,

center.

etc.

1'C. Initiate detailed site planning and
engineering of a bus turnaround in
Ski Time Square, Coordinate plans
with the City's transit manager, the
Mountain Business Association, and
property owners adjacent to sites
being considered for the facility.
Resolve property issues, incorporate a
multi-functional outdoor public space
in the design.

Decision Point #2: Finalize and
adopt a parking master plan to

provide policy guidance for
subsequent decisions relating to the
City's operational and capital
expenditures and the review of

development applications in the ski
base. Decide whether a special

parking district should be set up to
contribute to the construction of public
structured parking in privately initiated
developments.

1-D. Complete a first-phase
improvement to the pedestrian
connection from STS to Gondola
Square. Improve the stairway in the

1-F. Initiate detailed planning for an
SST-operated high-frequency base
area circulator shuttle.

immediate vicinity of the existing
location. (A cooperative agreement
among property owners, the MBAand

the City may be required for this

1-G. Install crosswalk markings and
signage on Mt. Werner Circle at STS
Drive intersection and near the GTC.

improvement.)

(Signage, street lighting, sidewalks
etc. on west side, paid for by Ski

These initial steps are relatively

Corp., should be designed as
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permanent improvements, although

implications for the Civic Center facility

crosswalks may be modified later.)

and circulation in the area. Also, pians

Add a sidewalk from the STS
intersection to the Sheraton fire

must consider how the new facility will
replace the parking spaces in the

lane along the south side of STS

existing parking structure.

Drive. Move the existing parking

Negotiations for purchase of the site

entry to the north side of the existing

should be completed.

parking structure to minimize conflicts

with pedestrians (by Ski Corp.).

Decision Point #3: Decide whether

Encourage Sheraton and Ski Corp. to

to open the Sheraton fire lane to

improve the quality of the pedestrian

pedestrian traffic and whether to allow

corridor down to the gondola. Arrange
for courtesy traffic controllers at

a Simited vehicular or pedestrian
through-connection. The Fire Deptwill
not ailow abandonment of the fire

crosswalks in peak winter periods.

The GTC and the four traffic
movement lanes on Mt. Werner Circie
remain as they are now; no additional

iane. However, the status quo does
not provide an effective and much
needed pedestrian connection

spaces can be developed on Mt.
Werner Circle for private shuttle vans

as suggested by the as yet

until a more extensive redevelopment

unoccupied retail space in the

of the street and the GTC is

Sheraton expansion.

between the gondola base and STS,

undertaken.
1-H. Set aside and clearly mark
locations for private shuttle drop-

to cut off pedestrian through-

offs in STS and at the Christie base

circulation by blocking the line of

(temporary spaces until those areas
are redeveloped). Minimize loss of

sight. Do not allow more van dropoff in the cul-de-sac - this is a dead-

on-street parking spaces.

end bottleneck and would be

Second Phase
2-A. After phase one of the Grand
Summit is open, test traffic impacts
of narrowing Mt. Werner Circle to 2
lanes,

2-B. Based on the feasibility study (1-E),
proceed Into programming, design

and engineering on the Civic
Center facility. Final site selection
must precede final construction
documents, which should be

completed by the end of the year prior
to a spring construction start. At the
same time, the City's traffic engineers
should study alternatives for Mt.

Werner Circle to clarify the physical
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• if no, then design a more
permanent and attractive measure

dangerous to pedestrians, who will
still use the street as far as Torian's
parking structure entry. This option

should only be considered if the
Torian-Sheraton connection has
been improved as noted in 1-D.
• If yes, then treat the fire !ane like a
small back street. Install control

gates to keep out vehicles other
than guests and vans. Buiid

sidewalks on both sides, after the
pedestrian connection to Torian is

improved. Provide for limited private
shuttle drop-offs in the iane, but no

SST service through this loop.
Consultants feei this option will be
inevitable as redevelopment takes
place in this area. In particular,
eventual redevelopment of Mt.
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Wemer Lodge may necessitate

better vehicle access to that site
from the east (fire iane) and south
sides.

This decision will be affected by:

At the same time, upgrade the
streetscape on the upper (eastern)
half of STS Drive, from the bus
turnaround uphiil to the Christie base.
Clarify on-street parking and

sidewalks. Improve the private shuttle
« Securing property rights for the Civic
Center site from Ski Corp. and

identifying the best options for
sen/ice and parking access to the
facility.
• Future redevelopment plans by Mt.
Werner Lodge owners,
• The willingness of Sheraton, Torian,
and Mt. Wemer Lodge to revisit the
fire lane question cooperatively.

• Other (private) improvements in
the existing pedestrian/retai!
environment that will make an
alternative to the fire lane more
attractive to pedestrians, This would
inciude such things as a better
pedestrian connection across the
tennis court site, more activity on the
east side of the new Sheraton
Tower, Ski Corp. improvements at

the ski slope edge by the gondola,
and improvements to the Torian

retail mail that give its merchants
more visible and attractive
storefronts.
2-C. Construct the STS bus turnaround,

either at the intersection with Torian
Plum's driveway (which will require
relocation of Mt Wemer Lodge's
driveway) or using the octagon parcel.

SST transit service to the end of STS
Drive at the Christie base could be
discontinued after completion of the
midpoint STS turnaround. At the same
time, develop a new public plaza
adjacent to the turnaround if space
permits. Construct a sidewalk on the

east side of STS Drive from the
turnaround to the Grand Summit.

drop-off areas on the street, However,
on-street parking spaces should only
be sacrificed if adequate replacement

public parking can be integrated into
all private STS redevelopment
projects. Consider contributing public
funds to add structured short-term

public parking at the Christie base
and in other redevelopment projects.

In conjunction with this work,
improvements at the Christie base are
strongly encouraged to provide better
drop-off space for private cars and
shuttle vans.
2-D. Develop the Burgess Creek trail

connection from STS to Apres Ski
Way. Naturalize the creek channel at
least between Thunderhead and
Torian P!um, whose cooperation will
be necessary to work out access
issues. Cooperate with Ski Corp. to
extend the creek as far toward the
gondola as is practicable, given the
operational requirements at the ski
base.

2-E. Inaugurate high-frequency SST

shuttle sen/ice from the improved
Christie base to the south side of the
base area. Obse^/e the changes it

triggers in transit ridership, circulation
patterns, and traffic volumes on Mt.
Wemer Circle, It is not necessary to

have expanded the GTC to initiate this
service.

Decision Point #4: On the basis of
traffic simulation tests and observed
changes in circulation patterns
because of the STS bus turnaround
and other improvements, decide
whether to narrow Mt. Werner
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Circle. This decision will have to be
made the year before roadway and

the plans for a Civic Center and

GTC improvements are planned and,

whether it would be desirable to
relocate the STS intersection with
Mt. Wemer Circie to the north (to
enlarge the Civic Center site and to
give a better sight line into STS). If

perhaps, before ali the effects of STS
and transit improvements are
conclusive. A critical coroflary of this

decision wil! be an agreement with Ski
Corp. for acquisition of the GTC site
and cost-sharing of improvements to
the street and pedestrian spaces.

Conditions that favor the narrowing of

narrowing Mt. Werner Circle, decide

yes, initiate discussions with Ski Corp.

on the redevelopment implications for
the north parking structure.
2-F. Initiate design and engineering of

Mt Werner Circie:

Mt. Werner Circle reconfiguration,

• If severe traffic congestion on Mt.
Werner Circle does not materialize
in next winter's simulations to test

new intersections at STS and Apres

the concept.

• If (or when) Ski Corp. decides to
proceed with Snowflower II,

eliminating the lower Lot 1 drop-off
area. This will put intolerable transit

volume at the GTC and trigger the
need to expand the transit facility.

It would be logical to expand the
GTC in conjunction with
reconfiguration of the street. This

including the expanded GTC, and
Ski Way. At this point (or earlier, if
Snowflower 11 proceeds), a solution
must be found to accommodate or
re-route the underground service

access to the Sheraton so that it will
not interfere with the expansion of the
GTC. Also at this time, design an

improved intersection at Village Drive
and Apres Ski Way. Incorporate
development plans for Snowflower li,
the south Knoll, and the Civic Center,
if known.

would also be the appropriate time
to revamp the intersection ofApres

Third Phase

Ski Way and Village Drive.
< If SST transit service to the new
STS bus turnaround, the high-

frequency SST ski base shuttle, and
improved private shuttle drop-off
areas are successful in reducing
traffic volume on Mt. Werner Circfe.
• If traffic speeds on Mt. Werner
cannot be controlled adequately for

the safety of Grand Summit guests
and skiers walking from the S. Knoll
dayskler parking !ot.
• if other proposed redevelopment

projects create the potential for
more guest beds within a walking
radius of the ski base core.

3-A. Demolish the south parking
structure and start construction on
the Civic Center.
3-B. Rebuild the GTC, ML Werner Circle
(eastern section), and its

intersections with STS Drive and
Apres Ski Way. Work with Ski Corp.
to create a new public "arrival" plaza

and a visitor service faciiity on private
land adjacent to the expanded GTC.
These major construction projects will
make the Mt. Werner Circle area

inhospitable during the summer
months, but this may be the last lowactivity summer the Mt. Werner base
ever has. In the meantime, STS will

Decision Point #5; Depending upon
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have been refurbished and hopefully
can become a summer attraction
despite the construction.

• Private efforts by shopkeepers to
strengthen the retail environment,

including storefront improvements
throughout the base area core, better

Privately Funded Improvements in
the Ski Base (Timing Uncertain)
Private reai estate development is an
essential force in the long-term
improvement of the Mt. Werner base
area. The public sector improvements
recommended above are important
incentives for private development, but they
cannot by themseives accomplish the task.

Privately initiated real estate development
is critical to achieving the growth in activitygenerating uses and visitor bed base so
necessary to the year-round economic
success of the base area and of Steamboat
as a whole.

Most Important to the
Reinvigoration of the Base Area
< Replacement of the Torian Plum tennis
courts with activity-generating
recreational, entertainment, and retail
development. A more appealing

pedestrian corridor from STS to Gondola
Square should be part of the new
development, providing anADAaccessible grade transition such as an
escalator. Uses that could add year-round

life to the ski slope edge might include ice
skating, an outdoor concert venue or
amphitheater, restaurants and apres-ski
bars, and water features. If access and
service considerations can be met, a

structure that will mask the edge of the
Torian's exposed parking garage woufd

be desirable, (by Torian Plum, with
Sheraton and Ski Corp.)

display and more diversity of
merchandise, lighting, signage,
pavements, and pedestrian amenities

on private property, A cooperative MBA
agreement to support aggressive
summer event programming and full
summer hours of business by members
is strongiy encouraged.
• Improvements to the GondoEa Square
complex, including a new pedestrian

corridor to the ski slopes around its
southern edge in conjunction with
development ofSnowflower II. Move
non-essential corporate offices elsewhere.

Clarify the pedestrian route through the
complex and ease grade transitions

wherever possible. (All by Ski Corp.)
• Mt. Werner Lodge redevelopment, with
ground-floor retail on STS Dr. and
associated pro-rata share of STS street

improvements along the facade of the
new building (by condo owners).
• Redevelopment of the south parking
structure as a mixed-use project, if a
no-go decision is made on the Civic
Center.

Other Highly Desirable
Private Improvements
• Improvements to the outdoor space on

the south side of the Sheraton and a
more obviously public architectural
treatment to mark the passageway
between the two Sheraton hotel towers

(by Sheraton).
• Transition from non-retail to retail and
restaurant uses on the ground floor of the

Torian Plum; required in all new
(re)developments on STS Drive.
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• Redevelopment of the Ski Time Square
buildings, retail space, lodging and public
parking (Sheraton).
• RedevetopmentoftheThunderhead Inn,

Completion on the streetscape

renovation of STS Drive from the
Sheraton fire iane to Mt Werner Circle.

This important project could be funded
Jointly by the City and adjacent property

with lodging and public parking

owners. It should not be done until a

component (Sheraton),

final decision has been made about
whether to relocate the STS-Mt. Wemer

• Redevelopment or expansion of the north

Circle intersection and until the

parking structure at STS Drive (by Ski

redeveiopment of Mt. Wemer Lodge is

Corp.}.

complete so that the grade of the street

and the building frontage can be
• Christie Base improvements, with skier
sen/ices, skier drop-off area, an SST
circulator shuttle stop, and some public

parking (by Ski Corp). It would also be
desirable for the Christie Base to offer

equalized,
Year-round maintenance of the
pedestrian access easements between
condominium buildings on upper Apres

some kind of summertime recreational or

Ski Way to facilitate ski-in/ski-out access

entertainment activity to give Ski Time

to the gondola from the south.

Square an attraction that will entice
pedestrians up the street.
• South Knoll deveiopment, including

lodging and public parking component
(by Ski Corp.) The benefit of
development on this site would be the
growth of the visitor bed base within a
walking radius of the ski base core. It
would also complete the transformation
of Mt. Werner Circle to a more active,
pedestrian friendly street.

Design guidelines.

Desirable Public/Private Ventures
• Cabie lift or other people mover system
connecting remote dayskier and
employee parking lots to the base area
core.

• Burgess Creek Road parking structure

and/or structured public parking within
private developments.

Other Public Initiatives
of Benefit to the Base Area

• Street tree program, with priority on Mt,
Wemer Drive and Walton Creek Road.

• AWellness Center housing muitiple
recreation and community facilities has
been proposed for an undetermined site

in the vicinity of Tennis Meadows or

Tennis Meadows, accessible to the public
and helping to connect the ski base to

elsewhere on undeveloped land in the

the river with trails and green space.

Highway 40 corridor. The optioned half
of the Stockbridge parcel (Option 2
Lands) west of Old Town has also been
suggested as a possible site. The

development program for such a facility
needs to be studied before a site can be
selected, a cost estimate prepared, and a
funding source secured.
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Highway 40 and River
Corridor Improvements

the highway, Pine Grove Road on the
north, and Waiton Creek Road on the
south, with particular attention to the
area around the Ml Werner

First Phase - Initial Planning

interchange. As part of the effort,

1-A. Initiate aYampa River corridor

continuous pedestrian connection and

prepare guidelines that mandate a
master plan. Consider circulation,
existing land uses, current zoning,
development suitability, recreational

opportunities, habitat values and
ecological constraints, and priorities
for preservation of views from the

highway. Identify deveiopable land
that might be available for acquisition
and important for visual quality and
open space presen/ation.

protection of important views and that
illustrate desired relationships to the
highway, landscaping of buffer zones,
and architectural character.
2-B. Initiate a landscape master plan

for the highway corridor and
landscape guidelines for the 50-

foot highway buffer zone on private
property. Develop pianting schemes

for the outer edges of the highway
1-B. Initiate a detailed study of

that complement the medians, frame

pedestrian connections needed in
the corridor. Coordinate the study

important views, and concentrate
trees where conditions are adequate

with the proposed City Open Space

to permit their healthy growth. For the
privately owned buffer zone, specify a
limited palette of native and adapted

Plan. Consider where extensions of

the Core Trail could be connected to
sidewalks parallel to, but detached
from, the highway. Identify
intersections most in need of
improvements for pedestrian safety

species to achieve a more consistent
and natural effect along the corridor,

Integrate these plans and guidelines
into the existing US 40 Guideiines.

(Pine Grove, Anglers) and develop
conceptual aitematives to address the
problem, including improved bus stops
near signalized intersections, more

2-C. Initiate an intensive tree planting
program (a) to restore cottonwoods
along Walton Creek as a screen

between the highway and the

visible crosswalks, larger pedestrian
refuge space in the medians, and

foreground development at the base

pedestrian underpasses at Fish Creek

of Mt. Wemer and (b) to improve the

and south of 3rd. Prepare preliminary
cost estimates so that the

streetscape along primary streets in
the base area (Walton Creek Road,

intersections can be included in the

Village Drive and selected others).

following year's capital improvements
budget. Proceed into design

2-D. Move into design development and

development and engineering of the

engineering of improved pedestrian

intersection improvements.

walkways along the highway from
Pine Grove north to Old Town.

Second Phase
2-A. Articulate a vision for future
development on large, commercially
zoned parcels in the area framed by

Coordinate these plans with the
landscape master plan (2-B).
2-E. Construct intersection
improvements at Pine Grove and
possibly Anglers.
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2-F. Erect more visible entry and

directional signage at key
intersections and destinations in the
corridor, particulariy Waiton Creek
Road, the Mt. Wemer Circle
interchange, parks, the hospital, the
tourist information center, and the
entry to Old Town.

Other Public Initiatives
of Benefit to the Corridor
• Site planning and architectural design
guidelines,
• Community Wellness Center - a
recreation and community center
proposed for an undetemnined site in the

2-G. Investigate sources of grant

funding for the purchase of key
undeveloped parcels identified in the

highway corridor or in the vicinity of
Tennis Meadows at the mountain base
area.

river corridor master plan as important
for open space preservation and/or
recreational use.

2-H. Support efforts already underway

to complete a Fish Creek trail

• Recreational improvements (traiihead,
trail connectors, parking, etc.) and open
space acquisition in the area adjacent to
and just west of the Mt, Wemer
interchange underpass.

corridor, connecting to the Core Trail
via a pedestrian underpass under the

highway.
2-!. Work with Ski Corp. to study whether

the remote dayskier parking lots could
also function as a southern park 'n

ride facility to intercept employees
who work in Old Town. Identify any
modifications in transit service or

frequency thatwouid make this
parking solution more effective for
commuters,

Third Phase
3-A. Implement phased landscape
improvements along the highway.
3-B. Construct intersection
improvements at Anglers Road
(and any other intersections that are
experiencing an increasing volume of

pedestrian trafRc).
3-C. Construct the continuous

pedestrian walkway from Pine
Grove north to Old Town.
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• Adoption of a policy requiring new
development in the corridor to provide
safe pedestrian interconnections and to
coordinate circuiatjon infrastructure with
adjacent properties.
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CONSOLIDATED PHASING PLAN
PHASE 1 OLD TOWN MOUNTAIN BASE
1-A Erect signage for
Yampa St. bike route.

HIGHWAY 40

Eliminate Checkpoint Charlie,

Initiate Yampa

reconfigure street, add

River corridor master plan.

bus stop,

Erect new entry and
directional signage

Initiate detailed study of

nection to Core Trail at
Lincoln Ave. south of 3rd,

to ski base destinations.

the highway corridor.

1-B Improve bike path con-

1 -C Erect directional signage
on Lincoln to public
parking.

1-D Designate and improve
a central drop-off area

Initiate detailed site
planning and engineering
for STS bus turnaround.

Improve the pedestrian
connection from STS to

fore regional buses and

Gondola Square; improve stair-

private shuttle vans.

way at or near existing location.

DECISION
POINT #1

pedestrian connections in

Adopt the finai Mountain Town
Sub-Area Plan

1-E Continue planning for
cluster mailboxes.

DECISION Finalize
POINT #2 and adopt an Old Town
parking management plan.

1 -F Improve the Stockbridge
Parcel transit facility and

Feasibility analysis for
a civic center.

Finalize and adopt a
parking master plan for
the ski base.

Initiate detailed planning for
SST base area circulator.

park 'n ride.

DECISION Make a go or no-go
POINT #3 decision on Old Town
street improvements

(Lincoln curb extensions, Oak and Yampa St
sidewalks, 8th St. mail).

1 -G Initiate schematic design
for improvements on a
typical block on Lincoln
Ave, focusing on curb
extensions.

1-H initiate design and
engineering of sidewalks
and other improvements

Install cross-walk markings
and signage on Mt. Wemer Circle
at STS Dr. intersection and near
the GTC, Construct a sidewalk
from the STS intersection to
the Sheraton fire lane along the
south side of the street.
Designate locations for
private shuttle drop-offs in
STS and at the Christie base.

on Oak St.
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CONSOLIDATED PHASING PLAN
PHASE 2 OLD TOWN MOUNTAIN BASE

HIGHWAY 40

After Grand Summit opens,
test traffic impacts of

Articulate vision and design

at one or more intersections on Lincoln.

narrowing Mt. Werner Circle.

ment on large parcels,

2-A Construct curb extensions

guidelines for new develop-

especially near the Mt.
Wemer interchange.
2-B Construct sidewalks on

both sides of Oak Street.

in accordance with the
feasibiiity study, proceed
into programming, design
Civic Center facility.

Initiate a landscape master
plan for the corridor and
and engineering on the
landscape guidelines for
the 50-foot scenic highway
buffer zone.

DECISION
POINT #4

Decide whether to open
the Sheraton fire lane to
pedestrian traffic and limited
vehicular through-traffic.

2-C Paint bike lanes in both
directions on 7th or 8th
from schools to the Core
Trail; install bike fane
signage.

2-D Initiate a master plan for
Yampa Street and sche-

matic design for Yampa

Construct the bus turnaround

Initiate an intensive tree-

in Ski Time Square and upgrade
the streetscape on the upper
half of the street from the
turnaround to the Christie Base.

planting program to restorf
cottonwoods along Walter)
Cr. and to improve major

Develop the Burgess Creek trail
connection from Ski Time
Square to Apres Ski Way.

streetscape, including
sidewalks, curbs, storm

drainage, street lighting,

streets in the base area.

initiate design development
and engineering of improved
pedestrian walkways and
intersections along the
highway from Pine Grove
north to Old Town.

trees and pocket parks.

DECISION
POINT #5

Decide whether to narrow
Mt. Werner Circle to two lanes
from four

DECISION
POINT #6

Decide whether to relocate
and/or reconfigure the Ski Time
Square Drive intersection at
Mt, Werner dr.

2-E Investigate opportunities Inaugurate high-frequency
to develop public trail SST shuttle sen/ice in the
corridors into and through base area.
downtown by nafuralizing
Soda, Butcher Knrfe and
Spring Creeks.
2-F Conduct a detailed analysis initiate design and engineering
of structured parking sites, of Mt. Wemer Circle reconfiguration, including the expanded
Gondola Transit Center.
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Construct intersection
improvements at Pine
Grove Rd.

Erect more visible entry anr'

directionaf signage at key
intersections and destinations in the corridor.
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CONSOLIDATED PHASING PLAN
PHASE 2 OLD TOWN MOUNTAIN BASE

HIGHWAY 40

2-G

Investigate sources of
grant funding for the purchase of key undeveloped
parcels in the corridor that
are important as open
space.

2-H

Support efforts already
underway to complete a
Fish Creek trail corridor.

2-1

Study options and need
for a south side park 'n
ride; work with Ski Corp.
to assess suitability of remate skier parking lots for
this purpose.

PHASE 3 OLD TOWN

MOUNTAIN BASE

HIGHWAY 40

3-A Construct sidewalks, curbs

Demolish the south parking
structure and start construction

scape improvements

on the Civic Center.

along the highway.

Rebuild the Gondola Transit

Construct intersection

Center, the eastern sections

improvements at Anglers

of Mt. Werner Circle, and

Road.

and gutters on Yampa
Street from 5th to 12th.
3-B Construct the 8th Street
pedestrian mail.

Implement phased land-

the intersections with Ski Time
Square Drive and Apres Ski Way.
3-C Convert some side streets

to diagonal parking or consider narrowing them to
widen sidewalks and add

Construct a continuous

pedestrian walkway from
Pine Grove north to Old
Town.

street trees.

3-D Construct the second phase
of Lincoln Avenue curb
extensions.

3-E Upgrade the bus shelters
on Lincoln Ave.

3-F Construct an Old Town
parking structure.
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Other Desired Public Improvements
and Initiatives (Timing Uncertain)
OLD TOWN

MOUNTAIN BASE

Expanded Municipal offices and
Centennial Hall meeting room

Year-round maintenance of

Recreational improvements

the pedestrian access

and open space acquisition at

easements from upper Apres

the western edge of the Mt.

Ski Way to the ski slope

Werner highway interchange

Community WelSness and
Recreation Center (alt. site)

Community Wellness and

Improvement of the streetscape

Adoption of a policy requiring

in the lower haif of Ski Time
Square Drive (after Mt. Wemer
Lodge redevelops)

new development to coordinate

2nd pedestrian bridge over the
Yampa River (with railroad
underpass if necessary)

HIGHWAY 40

Recreation Center

circulation infrastructure and
provide safe pedestrian
connections

Design guidelines for
commerciai areas

Design guidelines

Site planning and architecturaf
design guidelines

Historic presen/ation incentives,

improved visibility for the visitor

master plan and guidelines

info center, combined with

connection to river park
Incentives for infill development
and retail expansion
Expansion of the County
Courthouse at its present location
Redevelopment of the former
junior high school for active
community uses

Howelsen Hill master plan
update and Emerald Mountain
consen/ation plan
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Highly Desirable Private Initiatives
(Timing Uncertain)
OLD TOWN

MOUNTAIN BASE

Redevelopment of the
Yampa Street trailer park as
a mixed-use project with an
extension of the riverside
park system

Redevelopment of the Torian
Plum tennis courts with an

HIGHWAY 40

activity-gene rating use such

as ice skating, amphitheater,
restaurant or bar, and

additional retail space
Infiil development on vacant
and underutilized parcels on
Lincoln Ave.

Improvements by individual
retailers to strengthen the
retail environment: better
storefronts, merchandise

displays, lighting, signage,
and pedestrian amenities

commercial uses or pocket

MBA cooperative agreement
to undertake aggressive summer
event programming and full

parks

summer operating hours

Conversion of ground floor

Improvements in the Gondola
Square complex to clarify

Conversion of surface parking
areas on Lincoln to infiil

commercial space on Lincoln

and some side streets from
less active to more active
retail uses

Conversion ofYampa St
single-family residential uses
to mixed commercial uses,

with emphasis on riveroriented recreation and
entertainment

pedestrian routes, remove

obstacles to circulation, and
make retail spaces more viable

Redevelopment of Mt. Werner

Lodge property, incorporating
retail development aiong Ski
Time Square Drive

Redevelopment of the south
parking structure as a mixed-

use lodging product if the
Civic Center project does not
proceed on this site
Improvement of the outdoor
public space on the south side
of the Sheraton and a more
obviously public architectural
treatment of the passageway
between the Sheraton towers
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Highly Desirable Private Initiatives
(Timing Uncertain)
OLD TOWN

MOUNTAIN BASE
Conversion of ground floor

space in the Torian Plum from
non-retaii commercial to more
active retail and restaurant uses

Redevelopment of the Ski Time
Square complex (by Sheraton)
Redevelopment of the
Thunderhead Inn (by Sheraton)
Redevelopment or expansion

of the north parking structure at
Ski Time Sq. Dr. (by Ski Corp,)
Christie Base improvements
Development of the South Knoll
Cable lift or other people
mover system from remote

parking to the base area core
Parking sfructure(s) on
privately owned land

Parking structure on Burgess
Creek Road or structured
public parking component in
private developments in the core
Street tree program and other
streetscape amenities outside
the core area

Public recreation, park and
trail amenities in the Tennis
Meadows development
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in this chapter, design and construction
costs have been estimated for each

Design and engineering fees for are
estimated at roughly 10 to 15 percent of the

component of the plan, The cost estimate
has been organized by phases and sub-

total estimate for construction, However,

phases, and the number codes for each

scope and compiexity of the work, the

line item (1-A, 1-B and so forth) repeat
those used in chapter 6 to outline the

amount of public process needed to gain

recommended sequencing of
improvements. In order to be consistent

which the projects are ultimately

they could be higher depending upon the

approval of a concept, and the year in
undertaken.

with the phasing plan, construction costs

for a given project typically appear one
phase later than the design and

In addition to the capital costs listed here, it
is important to recognize that many of the

engineering fees.

proposed improvements wiil have an
impact on the City's operations and budget.

These estimates are only approximate,
order-of-magnitude numbers, as no

It is to be expected, for example, that
streetscape improvements and the addition

detailed plans have yet been prepared on

of pedestrian amenities will increase the

which to base more reliable figures.

ongoing costs of snow removal and

Subtotals and totals are rounded to the
nearest thousand. Although it is anticipated
that most proposed improvements will be

maintenance. Before undertaking any

publicly funded, these cost estimates make

maintenance costs associated with the

no distinction between public and private

proposal and to evaluate financiai

funding sources. It will be reasonable to

implications and possible funding sources.

improvements, City staff will be asked to
project the actual operating and

expect some private participation,
especially in the Mountain Area.

PROJECT TOTALS

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

105,000
163,000

971,000
1,188,000

2,742,000
3,815,000

371,000
639,000

5,421,000

14,690,000

8,254,000

35,665,000

30,000
50,000

1,675,000
3,275,000

1,913,000
3,237,000

506,000
852,000

8,067,000
12.717,000

19,345,000
42,717,000

OLD TOWN
Low

High
MOUNTAIN BASE
Low

High
HIGHWAY
Low

High

TOTAL
Low

High
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ESTIMATED
TOTAL COSTS
(In 1999 dollars)
High
Low
$3, 818,000

$5, 166,000

$20 ,482,000

$44 ,558,000

$3, 618,000

$6, 562,000

$27 .918,000

$56 ,286,000

7 - APPROXIMATE COSTS

OLD TOWN
PHASE TASK

UNIT UNIT COST QTY

1-A Signage for Yampa St. bike route:
Signs and installation EA

$400.00

COST RANGE
Low High

$3,000 $5,000

1"B Improved bike path connections:

Concrete path 10' wide SF
1-C Directional signage for Lincoin public parking:
Signs and installation EA

10.00 400

400.00

4,000 6,000

3,000 5,000

1-G Schematic design for improvement of

a typical block and intersections on Lincoln Ave (Phase 2-A)
(Above grade treatment only-subsurface

utilities not included)
Design fees for typical block streetscape

25,000 50,000

Design fees for curb extensions and
intersection improvements

60,000 85,000

NOTE: Fees for curb extensions and streetscape

design arelikeiy to be $100,000-$1 50,000 when
utility, drainage and road engineering in included.

1-G TOTAL
1-H Design and engineering of sidewalks
and improvements on Oak Street (Phase 2-B)

PHASE 1 TOTAL

85,000 135,000

10,000 12.000
$105,000 $163,000
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COST RANGE
PHASE TASK UNIT UNIT COST Q~V\ Low High
2-A TYPICAL BLOCK STREETSCAPE - BOTH SIDES
Landscape Planting

EA
SF
CY
SF
EA
EA

Deciduous trees
Shrub/ground cover

Soil
Mulch
Tree grates

Electrical outlets (one/tree)

3.00
5.00
20.00
0.60

600.00
400.00

16
800
80
800
16
16

$13,000
4,000

$14,000
4,000

2,000

3,000

500

1,000
10,000
10,000

10,000
6.000

Irrigation System SF $0.55 800 400 500
Site Paving
Sidewalk (poured concrete 8')
CIP planter w/ stone cap

SF
LF
SF
SF
LF
EA
EA

Precast concrete payers
Stone pavers

Curb and gutter
Benches
Trash containers

Subtotal

4.50
45.00
5.00
28.00
25.00
2,000.00

600.00

$121,000

5200
200
2000
625
650
4
2

23,000
9,000
10,000
18,000
16,000
8,000
1.000

28 ,000
11 ,000
12 ,000
22 ,000
19 ,000
10 ,000
1 ,000

$146,000

Contingency 25% 30.250 36.500
151,000 183,000
Mobilization 10% 15,100 18.300
166.000 201,000
Construction management 12% 19.920 24.120

186,000 225,000
*Add 4% annual inflation factor if done in 2000 7,440 9.000

SUBTOTALFORSTREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS (per block) $193,000 $234,000
NOTE: Fee total does not include
utility, drainage or road work. The cost estimate
for streetscape improvements above averages

approximately $300-365 per LF, including
both sides of the street.
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OLD TOWN
COST RANGE
PHASE TASK

UNIT UNIT COST QTY

Curb extensions and intersection improvements

Crosswalks SF $30.00
Bus shelters EA 10,000.00

Trees and other planting EA 800,00
Seating EA 600.00
Lighting EA 4,000.00
Special paving SF 25.00
Extended curb and gutters LF 25.00

2900
2
12

Low High

$87,000 $104,000
20,000 24,000
15,000 18,000

. 8

5,000 6,000

4
9200
400

16,000 19,000
230,000 276,000
10.000 12,000
$383,000 $459,000

Subtotal
Contingency 25%

95,750
479,000

114,750
574,000

Mobilization 10%

47,900
527,000

57,400
631,000

Construction management 12%

63.240
590,000

75.720
707,000

23,600 28,280

Add 4% annuai inflation factor if done in 2000

SUBTOTAL FOR CURB EXTENSIONS AT TYPICAL INTERSECTION

$614,000 $735,000

NOTE: total does not include utility, drainage or road work
$807,000 $969,000

2-A TOTAL
2-B

OAK STREET IMPROVEMENTS
Curb and gutter
Sidewalk (poured concrete 8')
BiRe lane markings
Signage

LF
SF
LF

EA

2-B TOTAL
2-C

Cross-street bike lanes (4 blocks on 7th and 8th)
Lane markings and signage

2-D

Yampa Streetscape design fees (Phase 3-A)
NOTE: Does not include utility, drainage or road work

2-E

Public trail corridors (assume City will do this task)

2-F

Analysis of potential parking structure sites

PHASE 2 TOTAL

25.00
4.50
12,00

400.00

650
5200
3400
10

16,250
23,000
41,000

20,000
30,000
49,000

4.000

5.000

$84,250 $104,000

40,000 50,000
25,000 40,000

0

0

15,000 25,000
$971,000 $1,188,000
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OLD TOWN
PHASE TASK

COST RANGE
UNIT UNIT COST CTTY

Low High

3-A YAMPA STREET
Sidewalks, curbs and gutters (5th-12th Sts.)

Curb and gutter
Sidewalk (poured concrete 8')
Precast concrete pavers

Stone pavers (special places)
Trees in R.O.W.

Irrigation

LF
SF
SF
SF
EA
SF

$25.00
4.50
5.00
28.00
800,00
0.55

5200
41600
10000
5000
100
3200

3-A TOTAL
NOTE: total does not include

$130,,000
187,,000
50,,000
140.,000
80,,000
1..800

$156 ,000
224 ,000
60 ,000
168 ,000
100 ,000
2 .200

$589,000 $710,000

utility, drain age or road work

3-B CROSS-STREET PEDESTRIAN MALL
$50,000 $85,000

Design Fees

Landscape Planting
Deciduous trees
Shrub/ground cover

Soil
Mulch
Tree grates

Eiectrica! outlets (one/tree)

EA
SF
CY
SF
EA
EA

400.00

20
3000
3000
3000
8
20

16,000
15,000
60,000
1,800
5,000
8,000

SF
SF

0.55
0.80

800
3000

400

500

2,400

3,000

SF
SF
SF

4.50

9000
2000
1800

41,000
10,000
50,000

49,000
12,000
60,000

30
8
4
6

60,000
5,000
1,600
2,400
20,000
5,000
1,200

72,000
6,000
2,000
3,000
25,000
10,000
1,500

800.00
5.00
20.00
0.60

600.00

139,000
18,000
72,000
2,000
6,000
10.000

Irrigation Systems

Tree pits
Lawn in R.O.W.

Site Paving
Sidewalk (poured concrete)
Precast concrete pavers
Stone pave rs

5.00
28.00

Site Furnishings
Benches
Trash containers

Bike racks
Signage
Kiosk
Piay equipment
Drinking fountains
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EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
allow

EA

2,000,00

600.00
400.00

400.00
10,000.00
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OLD TOWN
PHASE TASK

UNIT

Lighting
Uplights
Pole lights

EA
EA

Water Feature (or special element)

allow

COST RANGE
High

UNIT COST

QTY

Low

$400.00

12
4

$4,800
8,000

$6,500
12,000

75.000

150.000

$443,000

$785,000

2,000,00

3-B TOTAL
NOTE: total does not include utilities or drainage
3-C Sidestreet parking improvements $0
Costs contingent on program

3-E Bus Shelters EA 1 0,000.00 6 60,000 120,000

3-F PARKING STRUCTURE
Design

fees

Construction

150,000
1,500,000

200,000
2,000,000

(based on 100 spaces, above grade
structure, quarter block, $15-20,000 per space)

3-F TOTAL $1,650,000 $2,200,000
PHASE 3 TOTAL $2,742.000 $3,815,000
OLD TOWN TOTAL, ALL PHASES $3,818,000 $5,166,000
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MOUNTAIN BASE
COST RANGE
PHASE TASK UNIT UNIT COST QT^ Low High
1-A CHECKPOINT CHARLIE
Demolition and streetscape improvements allow $50,000 $80,000

1-B ENTRY SIGNAGE
Signs and installation EA 3,000.00 4 12,000 20,000
1 -C Design and engineering fees for Ski Time Square
Bus Turnaround and Streetscape Improvements (Phase 2-C) 190,000 275,000

1-D STS/GONDOLA STAIRWAY (privately funded) allow 50,000 150,000
1"E Feasibility analysis/conceptuai programming
for Civic Center facility (prep for Phase 2-B)
1 -F Planning for SST Circulator (by City)

30,000

60,000

0

0

;TS
1-G SIDEWALK FROM MT. WERNER CIRCLE TO STS
Grading
Concrete sidewaik (5')
Curb and gutter
Crosswalk markings

Signage
NOTE: Retaining wails may be needed,

ai low

SF
LF
LF
EA

4.50
25,00
6.00

400.00

3500
700
120
4

3,000

5,000

15,750
17,500

720

25,000
20,000
1,440

1.600

2.400

but have not been estimated.

1-G

TOTAL

$39,000

$54,000

PHASE 1 TOTAL $371,000 $639,000
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MOUNTAIN BASE
PHASE TASK

UNIT UNIT COST QTY

COST RANGE
Low High
$10,000 $20,000

2-A Traffic impact study for Mt. Werner Circle
2"B Civic Center Design Fees (Phase 3-A)

1,000,000 3,000,000

2-C SKI TIME SQUARE IMPROVEMENTS
Bus/Vehicle Turnaround (100' diam)
(Costs will vary based on final layout)
Roadway (realign, roadbase, asphalt)

Curb and gutter
Bus shelter
NOTE: Utilities and drainage not included

SF
LF

50.00
25.00

allow

Plaza and Pedestrian Amenities at Turnaround
Decjduous trees EA

800.00

Other iandscape allow
Irrigation System SF
Sidewalk (poured concrete 8')
P recast concrete pavers
Stone pavers
Benches
Trash containers

Street lighting (pole-mounted)

Bollard lighting
Uplights

10000
500

20

500,000
12,500
10.000
$522,500
12,000

15.000

$785,000

0.80 5000

4,000

16,000
50,000
6,000

4800
8000
2500

21,600
40,000
70,000

38,400
50,000
80,000

8
4

12,000

16,000
3,200

25,000

SF
SF
SF

750,000
20,000

4.50
5.00
28.00

EA
EA

2,000.00

EA
EA
EA

4,000.00
1,400.00

600.00

200,00

4
12
12

2,400

16,000 20,000
16,800 20,000
2.400 4.000

$222,000 $303,600
Streetscape Improvement Upper (East) Portion STS Drive
Bus Turnaround to Christie Base
(Assumes no change in roadway except at upper terminus)
LF
Streetscape, both sides

Christie Base turnaround

SF

350.00 1200
50.00 10,000

400.000 600,000
500,000 750.000
900,000 1,350,000

Streetscape Improvement Lower (West) Portion STS Drive
Bus Turnaround to Mt. Werner Circle
(Assumes, but does not include, realignment of the street)
Streetscape, both sides LF 350.00

2-C TOTAL

800

250,000 300.000
$1,895,000 $2,739,000
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MOUNTAIN BASE
COST RANGE
PHASE TASK UNIT UNIT COST QTY Low High
2-D BURGESS CREEK
Stream naturaiization

LF

Burgess Creek Park

allow

2-D TOTAL

$1 ,500.00

1000

$1 ,500 ,000 $2 ,000 ,000
300 ,000

500 .000

$1 ,800 ,000 $2 ,500 ,000

2-F Mt. Werner Circle/Gondola Transit Center

Design fees (Phase 3-B)

500 ,000

750 ,000

PHASE 2 TOTAL $5,421,000 $8,254,000
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MOUNTAIN BASE
COST RANGE
PHASE TASK

UNIT UNITCOSTQTC

Low High

3-A CIVIC CENTER
$50,000 $150,000
IQ.OQO.OOQ 28.000,000

Demolition of parking structure
Civic Center construction

3-A TOTAL

$10,050,000 $28,150,000

3-B GONDOLA TRANSIT CENTER
Transit building/Welcome center/Restrooms
Roofed shelter
Curb and gutter
Asphalt paving and base prep (600'Lx 50'W)
Crosswalks

SF
SF
LF

35.00
25.00

3500
2500
3000

15.00

3600

150.00

allow
allow

SF

500,000
87,500
75,000
1,500,000

600,000
100,000
85,000
3,000,000

28.800

54.0.00

2,191,000

3,839,000

52,000
200,000
40,000

60,000
300,000
55,000

75,000

200,000

24 ,000
3 ,000
5 ,000

30 ,000
5 ,000
6 .000

100 .000
499.,000

250 .000
906 ,000

700. 000

1.000 .000

ARRIVAL PLAZA
Pedestrian Paving

Sidewalk (concrete 8')
Precast concrete payers
Stone pavers

SF
SF
SF

4.50
10.00
25.00

11500
20000
1500

Special Features (art, water, etc.) allow

Site Furnishing
Benches EA
Bicycle racks EA
Trash containers EA

2,000 .00

500 .00
600 .00

12
5
8

Landscaping allow
NOTE; Snowmelt system is not included

ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
Mt. Werner Circle reconfiguration allow

500 .00

1400

NOTE: includes streetscape improvements,
landscaping, pairing, curb and gutter. Utilities and drainage n.i.)

Intersections at Apres Ski and STS Drive EA 350,000.00
Village Drive intersection
Engineering and design fees (10%)
Construction EA 500,000

3-B TOTAL

700,000 1.000,000
50,000
500.000
1,950,000

70,000
700.000
2,770,000

$4,640,000 $7,515,000

PHASE 3 TOTAL

$14,690,000 $35,665,000

MOUNTAIN BASE TOTAL, ALL PHASES

$20,482,000 $44,558,000
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HIGHWAY 40
PHASE

TASK

1-A

Yarn pa River Corridor Master Pian

UNIT

UNIT COST

QTY

COST RANGE
High

Low

$30,000

$50,000

PHASE 1 TOTAL $30,000 $50,000

2-A Vision Plan and Design Guidelines

for future development in the corridor 20,000 40,000
2"B Landscape Master Plan for

the Highway corridor 10,000 20,000

2-C TREE PLANTING PROGRAM
Walton Creek, Hwy margin and collector streets 300,000 450,000
(ongoing through Phase 3)
2-D Pedestrian walkway from Pine Grove to Old Town
Design and engineering fees (Phase 3-C) 10,000 25,000

2-E PINE GROVE INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS
Fish Creek underpass (or overpass) 1,500,000 2,500,000

Bus shelters EA $10,000.00 2 20,000 30,000
Intersection improvements (crosswalks,
sidewalks,

etc.)

125,000

200,000

2-E TOTAL $1,645,000 $2,730,000
2-F Entry signage at key intersections EA $5,000.00 6 30,000 50,000

PHASE 2 TOTAL $1,675,000 $3,275,000
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HIGHWAY 40
COST RANGE
PHASE TASK

UNIT UNIT COST QTY

Low High

3-A Highway Landscape Improvements
Slope stabiiization, east side
Trees and other landscaping

$1,000,000 $1,800,000
500,000 750.000

3-ASUBTOTAL

$1,500,000 $2,550,000
125,000 175,000

3-B Intersection improvements at Anglers
3-C Pedestrian walkway from Pine Grove

to Old Town (concrete 5')

SF

.50 64000 $288,000 $512,000

PHASE 3 TOTAL

$1,913,000 $3,237,000

HIGHWAY TOTAL, ALL PHASES

$3,618,000 $6,562,000

Cost Reduction Options in the Highway Corridor

WITHOUT SLOPE STABILIZATION EAST SIDE ($1 MM)

$2,618,000 $4,762.000

WITHOUT FISH CREEK PEDESTRIAN UNDERPASS ($1.5-2.5MM)

$1,118,000.$2,262,000
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This chapter, by BBC Research and
Consulting, includes an evaluation of
financing options, an overview of tax
increment financing, illustrations of the level

Certain of the above options are easily
dispensed with. The City currently levies a
4,5 cent sales tax, which is among the

of funding that could be obtained through a
DDAtax increment financing (TIF) district,
and a discussion of the applicability of the

highest in Colorado. In addition, the State of

TIF mechanism to proposed improvements
in Steamboat.

additional penny of tax. As a result, many
items in the city are taxed at 8.5 cents. The

Coiorado levies 3 cents on all state taxable
retail sales, and Routt County levies an

City is at its statutory limit and new sales
taxes are not feasible. Similarly, the Tabor

Financing Options

Amendment precludes the City from levying
a real estate transfer tax. Those

communities that employed RETT prior to
The City has a limited number of funding
options available to accomplish the
objectives of this plan. Possible funding
mechanisms identified during the course of

passage ofTabor are grandfathered and
allowed to maintain that tax revenue
source. New RETT levies are precluded by

TABOR.

these evaluations include:
• Accommodation or lodging taxes
• Impact fees

• Real estate transfer taxes (RETT)

Accommodation taxes are a possible
source of revenue for the community.

Guests currently pay the full sales tax
amount plus a one percent
accommodations tax, which is dedicated

in part to the retirement of bonds for
construction of the City's golf course.

• Lift taxes
• Property tax

The City of Stegmboat Springs also
has a number ofjurisdictionai options
for imposing taxes. Property taxes or
assessments could be imposed on a limited
area through use of a general improvement
or special improvement districts. As a

home rule municipality, the City can impose
any or all of the taxes mentioned above,

except as limited by the discussion below.
The Steamboat Downtown Development

Authority (DDA) was formed in November
1997. The DDAhas the ability, with voter
and City approval, to levy its own mi!i levy
for property tax purposes and to utilize tax
increment financing (TIF) through either
property or sales taxes under certain
prescribed circumstances. The TIF option
is discussed in detail later in this section.

Specific Tax and Fee Options

Raising accommodation taxes wiil prove
controversial. The City relies on tourism to
support the iocai economy and generate
sales taxes, which are the mainstay of City
operations. Many will argue that further
burdening the very "visible" price of

accommodations will adversely affect the
overall economy and the revenue base of
the community. The issue of how
consumers respond to accommodation
or lodging tax increases is uncertain.
The City's current full assessment on
accommodations of 9.5 percent falls in

the middie range for Colorado resort
communities. The current one percent

accommodations fee raises $580,000 per
year.

The concept of imposing a Sift tax, which
would be a saies tax on the sale of ski area
lift tickets, has been raised a number of
times in Steamboat Springs. Currently, the
ski company makes a voluntary contribution
to the community in lieu of a sales tax,
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although that contribution is not equal to
the amount that would be generated by a
fu!l 4.5 cent tax on what is beiieved to be
approximately $30 million per year of lift tax

a municipal property tax. The issue of

revenue. In general, the industry trade

would produce approximately $240,000. A

association has opposed lift taxes in part

separate, but related, alternative would be

because the imposition of a local sales tax
may open the door for imposition of state

to have a mill levy imposed by the DDA.
Of the eight existing DDAs in Colorado,

taxes as well.

seven impose their own operating mill levy,

Many of the same arguments associated

ranging from three mills (Brighton) to five
mills (Loveiand). This concept is discussed

with the imposition of a new

in greater detail later in this section.

raising property taxes has arisen on a
number of occasions and generally has not
received politicai support. A one mill Eevy

accommodation tax arise with the

imposition of a lift tax. The ski industry is
very competitive and last year's loss of
market share has had reverberations
throughout the local economy. Many wiil

argue that this is a difficult time to impose
additional burdens on the local ski industry
when the effect is oniy to damage

The cost of imposing property taxes falls
disproportionately upon commercial
property owners whose property is
assessed at roughly three times the value
of residential property.

Steamboat's position in relationship to other

The most feasible option for financing the
improvements outiined in the Mountain

areas. The Town of Vail does impose a lift

Town Sub-Area Plan would be utiiization of

tax, which was institutionalized during Vail's

the DDA's tax increment financing powers.

bankruptcy to protect the community. Most
locai governments have chosen not to

This option is described in greater detail
below.

impose a lift tax for the reasons stated
above. A 4.5% lift tax could raise in excess
of$1.25miilion.
Impact fees could be imposed on new
development and do not require a popular
vote. Impact fees can only be used for
infrastructure expansion projects, and the

fee rate must be carefully designed to
ensure that the charge is roughly
proportional to the project's impact on the
loca! infrastructure. The City of Steamboat
evaluated impact fees in 1996 and chose
not to impose these fees because the
relatively modest amount of revenue raised

did not outweigh the burdens of designing
and implementing a fee system. The

impact on the affordability of housing was
also a factor.

Overview of Tax Increment
Financing
The Colorado General Assembly has
authorized urban renewal authorities

(URAs) and downtown development
authorities (DDAs) within the State of
Colorado to use a form of financing known
as "tax increment financing."

Tax increment financing (TIF) provides a
vehicle whereby certain types of public
improvements may be financed by issuing
tax-exempt revenue bonds. TIF involves

the creation of a special fund comprised of
tax receipts resulting from increases in

Property taxes are probably the best
but are also a politically charged

property taxes or municipal sales taxes
generated within a tax increment financing
district. The increases in these taxes

alternative. Currently, the City is one of the
few in all of Colorado that does not impose

presumably occur as a result of the
improvements financed by the bond

opportunity to raise additional revenues,
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proceeds. Ail or a portion of these

on an increase in taxes due only to rising

increases in tax proceeds are then pledged

mill levies,

to pay debt service on the bonds.

Property Tax Increment
The base valuation of a tax increment area

is the total assessed valuation of ail taxable
property last certified by the county
assessor prior to the effective date of the
tax increment financing plan. All property
taxes generated from the base valuation

are paid to each pre-existing taxing entity
(school district, county, city, etc.) within the

district according to each political body's
property tax rates (mill levies).

T1F Financing Potential
BBC prepared a simplified mode! of new
development, property appreciation and
tax revenues to illustrate the potential of
the T1F mechanism. Public improvements
may stimulate two private sector
responses; new constmcfion or
redevelopment and faster increases in
market values of existing properties, To

test the potential impacts of both these
phenomena, BBC modeled various levels

The incremental assessed value of a tax
increment district is the amount of

of new development and property

assessed vaiuation, if any, which exceeds

appreciation rates. The results of BBC's

the base vaiuation that existed prior to the
approval of the area. Individual property

modeling are summarized in Table 8-1.

assessments within a tax increment area
will change each year as a result of
demolition, renovation, new construction or
genera! reassessment, The total assessed
valuation of the area is recalcuiated each
year. When there is a general
reassessment of property, the new total

value of property within the district is
divided between the increment and the
base in the same proportion as existed in
the prior year. In other words, a portion of

the general appreciation in property values
is allocated to the increment and a portion
is allocated to the base valuation.

When the total assessed value of the tax

Table 8-1

Annual TIF Revenue, Year 2009
Total Market Value of
New Development Biannual

Annual

increment area exceeds the base valuation,

within TIF District, Property Appreciation

tax revenues from the property value

2000 to 2009 Rate (1)

2009

valuation which exceeds the base) are paid
into a special fund of the urban renewal or

$200 million 6.0%
$300 million 8.0%

$1.3mi!lion

downtown development authority and used

$400 million 10.0%

$3.5 million

TIF Revenue,

increment (the amount of assessed
2.4 million

to pay debt sen/ice on the indebtedness
incurred by the authority. Increases in tax
collections occurring because of increases

in the mil! levy alone are not used by the

Note: Al! values are presented in 1999 dollars
(1) Biannual rate of increase in assessed valuation at general reassessment
Source: 8BC Research & Consulting

authority. Tax increment funds are based
on an increase in assessed valuation, not
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The higher revenue scenario in the table

Applicability of Tax

assumes that 900 new residences (mostly

Increment Financing to
Proposed Improvements

condominiums), 150,000 square feet of
retail and 425 hotel rooms with a total
market value of approximately $400 million
wiil be built in the DDA district between
2000 and 2009. This is not the maximum
build-out potential for the area, but it does
represent a significant private sector
response to public improvements. The
lower and moderate scenarios assume 50
percent and 75 percent as much new
development as the higher scenario. The
lower scenario, with $20 million in new
development each year and 6 percent
biannual appreciation in the assessed
va!ue of existing properties, is close to

existing trends in the DDA district and thus
represents a modest private sector
response to the public improvements.

The year 2009 is in the midpoint of a
hypothetica! 20-year DDA bond issue
beginning in 2000. In the current
investment climate, investment bankers will
use a 9:1 rule of thumb to determine how
much bonded indebtedness can be
supported by a given revenue stream while
still maintaining acceptable coverage ratios.
This suggests that, under the scenarios

outlined above, the DDA could issue $11
million to $31 million in public improvement
bonds.

The magnitude of this figure illustrates the
extraordinary leveraging power of tax
increment finance. The DDA would benefit

from the fuil taxing power of 67.96 mills, the
current aggregate mill levy of the five
overlapping taxing entities included in the
TSF model, without raising any taxpayer's

property tax biil.

Although it is not the only option available
to finance the public improvements outlined

in this report, TiF financing has many
advantages. Most TIF districts are smaller
than the Steamboat DDA area and are

instituted in anticipation of specific private
sector development commitments. For
example, the City of Denver Urban

Renewal Authority, which has used TIF
financing for many projects, used a TiF
process to consolidate, dear and hold land
for redevelopment of a shopping center, an
amusement park and a conference hote!.

In each instance, the city had a detailed and
specific agreement with a single developer
as to the size, nature and timing of the
anticipated project. Thus, the bond
issuance, which was supported by the TIF,

could be sized and guaranteed by a specific
agreement. This is a common model for
redevelopment efforts using TIF financing.

Given the size of the Steamboat DDA area
and the economic diversity within the three
sub areas, anyTIF-funded improvements
may be directly or, converseiy, only loosely
related to defined development projects.

For example, TiF funding may be used for
infrastructure that directly supports a new
conference or retail center, similar to the
example above. Or, it may be used for
more general streetscape and pedestrian
improvements in the area in order to

enhance business activity but not to
support a single private venture.

It should be noted that the DDA's
investment in the general infrastructure and

improvements as defined in this pian will, in
and of itself, produce little or no TiF
revenue because these are public projects

that will not produce new assessed
valuation. Nor will an investment in a
conference center or arts center produce a
direct increase in assessed value, although

it is expected that such a public investment
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will spur indirect private investment. Some

of the improvements called for in this plan
can be supported by a general appreciation
in the DDA district, but the greater value is
realized as new private sector projects are
completed. For this reason, the DDA would
be well served to consider creation of

additsonal sub-areas within the DDA district
in which a firm commitment to build a
private project will make it possible for
analysts to project the level of increased tax
revenues in the area and for investors to

buy the bonds financed by that incremental
revenue stream. In this manner, the DDA's

investment can be tied to supporting and
enhancing individual private projects.
Currently, the private sector response to the
improvements proposed in the three
commercial nodes in the Mountain Town
study area is uncertain. It is particularly

uncertain in the Old Town and Highway 40
;omdors because of the multiple
landowners and the more indirect nature of

the benefits provided. The improvements
in the Mountain Area provide more direct
benefits to a more limited number of
property owners. However, predicting the
level of increased tax revenues without

contractual commitments from the Ski
Corp, or other property owners for specific

developments is difficult. This uncertainty
makes it difficult to determine the likely
appreciation, appropriate size of the bond
issue, and the number of improvements to
be made at this time.

If the DDA wished to raise $11 million
without the use of TlF-supported revenue

bonds, the DDAor the City of Steamboat
Springs woufd have to seek voter approval
for a mill levy increase to support bonds
over 20 years. The voters would have to

approve a new 12 mill levy for the DDA to
support a $11 million bond issue ($107
million base valuation /12 mills / 9:1 rule of
thumb). Voter approval for such a tax
'ncrease seems unlikely given that it would
represent more than a 17 percent increase

in each taxpayer's annual property tax bill
(12 new mills / 67.96 current mills).
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